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THE  PERCEPTION  OF  POVERTY 
IN  EUROPE  IN  1989. 
.  . 
How do Europeans sense poverty? Do they meet paupers in their daily lives?  Which .. 
explanations  are proposed for  the  problem? These are  some  of the que'stions  to  which  a 
.  .  I  ,  .  . 
survey  conducted  within· the  framework  of the  Eurobarometer  for  the  1?89.  summer  is 
_trying  to  provide an answer. Any attempt at inventorying poverty or at  d~fining a poverty 
line was  ruled. out  of our investigation  scope. 
A  first  fact  should  .be  acki:towledged:  in  the .  general  public's  opinion,  there_ is  a· 
consensus  on what is  absolutely necessary  to  lead a  proper life  in a  European country in 
1989.  OVer  a  set  of  criteria  defining  the  standard  of  living  (housing,  welfare,  car, 
holidays, ... ),_ .the  .surveyed  persons  were  t~  establish  a  distinction  between  what  is 
indispensable  and_ what  is  less  necessary.  A  consensus ·  (8  persons  out  o_f .10)  ~merges as 
to  the  following  four  criteria:· basic  home  facilities  (tap  water,  electricity,  ... ),  welfare,_ 
housing and education. It should be noted that these parameters making up ail acceptable 
. minimum standard  Of living  lie  in the material field  (home facilities  and  housing)  as  well 
as  i~ the  area of social_ rights  acknowledged  i?  the person's country  (welfare,  ed~ca~ion). 
,It then  appears  that poverty visibility  greatly  varies  from  one  country  to  the  other: 
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GR  p Such  diversity  is  all  the  more  important  as  it  conditions  all  opinions  and 
representations  of poverty.  Two  categories of Europeans show  a  more acute  response  to 
· the  issue:  on  the  one· hand,  rather  underprivileged  categories  in  terms  of income  and 
education, who meet paupers in their daily lives,  and, on .the other hand, categories having. 
a  higher  level  of education,  who ·get  involved,  who  feel  more  concerned  by  the  risk  of 
poverty  but  who  do  not  have  more  opportunities  to  meet paupers  than  the  average 
· European  population.  Poverty .  is  more  visible  in  large  cities  than  in  villages  where  . 
traditional  solidarity  and  wont  of  lesser  development  probably  lead  to  a  lesser 
identification to  poverty  circumstances.  Throughout  the  EEC,  only  one  indiVidual  out  of 
five  claims  to  have  had  a  chance  to  see  in person ·under which  conditions_ the  paupers 
actually  live. 
The best accepted  explanations  to  poverty have  shown dramatic changes  since  1976: 
upon comparison,  it appears  that people show  less  support  to  the  idea  that poverty is. 
a  co~sequence of laziness and unwiliingness,  all  the more as this idea was  firmly  ro?ted 
in the  concerned country (in  1976,  43 % of the British arid  30  % ·of the Irish were  of 
such  opinion;  in 1989,  there  only  remains  18  %  in  the  United Kingdom  and  14  %  in 
Ireland).  According  to  one  European  out· of  three,  po~erty is  the  result  of  social 
injustice.  For another _third  of the  surveyed  sample,  this  is  due  to fate·,  misfortune,  or 
to  the inherent structure  of the  modern world. 
·"Why;  in your opinion, are there people' who  live  in need? Here are four. opinions, which · 
. is  the  closest  to  yours? 
* because  they  have  been unlucky . 
* because  of laziness  and lack  of willpower 
* because  there  is  much  injustice  in  our society· 
* it is  an inevitable  part of modern progress 
1976  1989 
.16 
25 
26 
14 
18 
17. 
32 
17 
Among  the grounds  for  poverty  connected  to  the overall  situation proposed  to  our 
sample, ·unemployment,  alcoholism  and  illness  are the main factors  retained  at  European 
level.  Europeans are well  aware  of the collective dimension of poverty often perceived as 
the consequential effect  of macro -economic difficulties  at individual  level. -
LaStly,  a  whole  section  of our  survey was  designed  to  find- out whether Europeans 
consider  that  one -is  "poor  forever"  or "poor  from  generation  to  generation".  Questions 
.  . 
asked· about  the  social  path of the  sur\reyed · persons· showed  a  high  social  mobility:  o~y 
5 % of our sample think that the standard of living  has  remained the same between their 
· fathers'  generation,  their_ own and their children's.  Conversely,  one out of two  thinks  that 
the  situation  has--much  improved  from  on~ generation  to-- the  other.  This  widely _spread 
feeling  of high _mobility  from generation· to .generation goes against  the  opinion that there 
is  less mobility within a ·man's life,  particularly a pom:  man's life. ·A majority of Europeans 
.  .  .:_  .  .  ' 
.therefore considers that the gap between the poor and the wealthy is  growing wider while 
opinions  differ  as  to  the  ~paupers' chances  to  make  it:· on- the  whole,  the  general public 
· in  Europe  has  been;  on  this  issue,  remarkably  stable (in 1976  as  well as in 1989~ one 
-person out of two  thinks that the poor have  a chance to make it).  However~ there is  now 
more  pessimism  in three  countries:  the  United Kfugdom,- I~eland and  Denm:ark. 
Vi~ws expressed by those polled on the measures taken by  the_ public authorities and -
their- Vision  of the -policy  conducted  by  the  EEC are  severe:  seven  persons out of ten 
consider  .  that  the  me~ns  .. made  available)  are  insufficient . while  the  categorie~ .  inore 
..._  '  .  . 
concerned by  the issue  are  ev~n more. reproving  .. Besides,  people are riot  well  acquainted 
witp  the  EEC action  (~nly one person out of -three is  aware  of it),  and, when  they  are,  _ 
they  also. consider  it is  inadequate.  · 
-The  extreme  lack  of  knowledg~ of the  steps  taken  by  the  national  and  European 
public  aut~orities  against  poverty  is  Widely  spread. -People_ -are  hardly  informed  on the 
-- existence  of minimum  income  systemS:  and  this  is  even  truer among  the underprivileged  .. 
.  Sig~ficant efforts. in ·the field  of information should therefore be made while  a reflection 
is  rteeded  in  order to  assess  the  public  authorities'  endeavors  against  poverty ·within  the 
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INTRODUCTION 
THE  P:ERCEPTION  OF  POVERTY 
INEUROPE  IN  1989 
A  large  part  of -the  Eurobarometer .  polled  over  the  1989  summer  dealt  with 
poverty - connected issues:  how  do  Europeans perceive poverty?  Do they  meet paupers in 
their  daily. life?  What  are  the  most  widely spread  opinions on  the  existence  of poverty? 
(1) 
First of_ all, we would  like  to  stress  the fact  that the data reported in  this document 
wer~ obtained  in  a  survey and 'that  this  ~ethodology has  inherent  limitations:  this  is  i~ 
no way  intended  to  inventory  poverty  in  Europe.  The  paupers,  the  misfits  are  de  facto 
excluded  from  the  representative  samples· used  in  the  polling  method  (see  technical 
appendix  A).· . 
We  did  not  mean  to seek  a. definition  for  poverty  or a  poverty  line  either. 
Our  sole  ambition  Is  to  give  ~n  account  of  the  Europeans'/. opinions  and 
representations  on ·the  paupers:  does  or  doesn't the  general  public  agree ·on  who  the 
· paupers are  a_ European country in  1989,  on what is  necessary to lead a proper life?  How· 
· do  people feel  about the changing number of-paupers? Which  explanations, to p'overty  are 
acknowledged,? 
(1)  · This  the. second  opinion  poll  conducted  on  this ·issue  within  the  framework  of the 
Eurobarometer:  the  first ·survey  was  conducted  in  1976.  There ·are  few  subjects ·of 
comparison. as  a  result  of three  modified  factors:  a  change  in  the  terminology  (the 
word  "poverty"  replaced  that  of "destitution" which  was  rather used  in  the  questions 
· asked  in  1976),  differences  in  the  metric for  answer  collection  (a  10 =-point  scale 
replacing  a  4
1-_point  scale ;  .. )  and  the EEC  ext~nsion. -2-
The word "poverty" covers  a wide .range of variable-geometry realities depending on· 
the  country  and  the  date.  Dipping  its  roots  in  confirmable  facts,  it  also  has ·a  subjective 
dimension.  Based on this,  we  tried  to  grasp  the  Europeans'  living  conditions  in terms  of 
income  but  also  of sociability,  satisfaction,  a<;cess  to  welfare  so  as  to · figure  out  what 
seems  to  be  the  minimum  acceptable  in  the  general  public's  opinion.  We  also  reckoned 
more subjective items such  as  the claim of being poor or rich,  or statements on the social 
path of one's  own family.  ·  : .  .  ·  .  · _ 
In the  second  section of this  report,  opinions  on poverty  (how  the  developments  in 
the number of paupers  are perceived,  acknowledged  grounds  to the phenomenon,  ... ) are 
paralleled with  the usual social  and  demographic factors  (income  level,  education,  ... ) but 
also  with more  specific  data  such  as  the presence  of paupers in the  daily  environment or 
how  one  sees  on~'s own  position  on the  poverty  s~le.  · 
Lastly,  the  range  of possible  actions  is  ·examined,  regarding  the  struggle  against 
·  po~erty, personal involvement,  measures  taken by  the public authorities, by  the  European 
institutions. 
.  . 
In order  to  outline  the· framework  of our survey,  and  prior  to  conducting  an -in -
depth. analysis  of opinions  on  poverty,  let  us_  check  how  if is  -positioned  ampng. major 
social  issues:  · 
Question:  Here  is a list  of  problems.  I  would like you to tell me, for each  one,  if  you 
personally  consider it very  important,  important,  of little  importance  or not 
important  at 'all?.(*) 
The  protection of nature  and  the 
struggle  against  pollution  . . .  . . . 
The  fight ·against  unemployment  .  . 
The  fight  against  poverty  . . .  . . .  . .  . .  . . . 
Problem of energy  supplies  . . .  . . .  . .  . . . 
Reduce  the  differences  between  the  regions  of our country  by  helping 
those  regions  less  developed  or in  difficulties  . .  . . .  . . 
Help  the  poor  countries  of Africa, ·South  America,  Asia  ......  . 
3.77 
3.72 
3.59 
3.47 
3.28 
3.06 
The struggle  against poverty is  therefore of utmost importance  to  Europeans. It may 
rank  third,  after  the environment  and  unemployment,  but it should be .  noted that one of 
·the  widely  acknowledged  grounds  to  poverty  is  unemployment  over  an  extended  period 
of time. 
(*)  The  results  ar~ shown  below  in  decreasing  order and  as  an average:  extremely 
important  =  4,  not  important at all  =  1. SECTION  1  --
· THE  EUROPEANS'  LIVING  CONDITIONS -4-:-
. So  as  to  describe  the  Europeans'  living  conditions  objective  items~  such  as  the 
resources  available,  possession  of  some  consumer  goods,  access  to  some  services,  were · 
taken into account together with  more subjective  and psychological  data such  as  how one 
senses  one's  social  standing  or the  degree  of satisfaction  in relation to  one's  own· life. 
1.1.  HOUSEHOLD RESOURCES 
They  include  monetary  resources,  incomes,  and  non  monetary resources. 
There were  also  questions  on non monetary resources:  such was  not the case in the 
first  survey  conducted  in  1976. 
1.1.1.  Monetary  Resources 
i  . 
The  data  on income  levels  were  obtained  through  the  following  question: 
Question:  We  would like  to  analyze  the survey results  according to  the income of persons 
interviewed.  Here  is  a  scale  of incomes  and we  would like  to  know  in  what 
group your family is  counting all wages,  salaries, pensions,  and any other income· 
that  comes  in?  .  . 
It  should  immediately  be  specified  that  one  person  out  of five  refuses  to 
answer  that  question. 
The answers  on resources  were~ meant at household  level;  it  so  happens  that 
there  are  considerable  differences  in what  makes  up·  this  basic  unit. from  one  country  to 
the  other.  Given  the  size  of our sample,  this  makes  it difficillt  to  produce  any  estimate 
· on incomes ·within  a.  shared  unit  (the  results  per country  are  listed  in  ·appendix  A.3 ). -5-
.  .  . 
At all  events, this question  on· income  provides  an  order of magnitude  and 
it  is  extremely useful in analyzing  the answers  to.  other questions. 
Before  dealing  with· the. various  aspects  of  'the  standard. of living,  a  more 
. general question  ~as designed  so  th~t people could  express  their  f~eling as  to having  or -
not having  to  impose  restrictions  upon themselves. 
80 
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Question:  Some people ·haven't sufficient income and constantly have to  cut ·baek on  what 
they  spend.  Does· this  apply  to  you?  · 
Yes  .....  .  ........  .  . 
No ....  · .. . 
?  .........  . .......... 
·TOTAL ... 
E.E.C 
1989 
35 
59 
6 
100 
-
One  European  out  of .  three  considers: that  his/her  income  is  insufficient:. 
behind this ·average proportion there actually are highly contrasted realities.· More than one 
Irish person out of tWo,  four Greeks, Portuguese and British out of ten Classify  themselves 
as  s~~h. Upon compariso~ with the  answe~s obtained in the 1976  survey,  the changes show 
variances: 
B 
"MUST IMPOSE RESTRICTIONS UPON TIIEMSELVES": 
' . - . 
OK  0 
COMPARISON BY  COUNTRY 
1976/1989 
0  1976 
El1989 ~6-
Women  impose  more  restrictions  upon  themselves  than  men  do.  The  age 
,factor  has  no  impact  in  this  case.  Conversely,  there  are  obvious  connections  with  the 
education  level,  the  income  level,  the  relationship  to  post-materialistic  values  (1)  and 
. with  thepolitical stand  (2) 
(1)  The  scale  of so-called  "materialistic"  I  "post-materialistic"  values  which  has 
been commonly used for  twenty years in analyzing public opinion data measures 
the preference expressed by  the surveyed persons in a situation of forced choice, 
either for  values of subsistence and material security (  eg.:  "preserving the order", 
"curbing the rise in prices"), or for values related to  the feeling that one belongs, 
to  personal  fulfillment  and  to  quality  in one's life  (eg.: "increasing the  citizens' 
partaking in the decision-making process", "guaranteeing the freedom of speech"). 
(2)  ·  Political  stand 
Question:  In  political  matters,  people  talk of the  '7eft  and the  right'~  How  would 
you place your views  on  this  scale?  (Scale  ranging  from  1 to  10) 
Structure:  . 
In each country, respondents were distributed among three categories: left, center 
and right. 
Left  Center  Right  NOfNA 
Country: 
Belgium  . ...  ..,·,  . . . ) 
Denmark  . . . . . . . . ) 
Germany'-........  ') 
Luxembourg  . . . . . . )  . 1,2,3,4  .  5,6  7,8,9,10  NA 
Netherlands 
J  )  . . . . . . 
United  Kingdom  .  -.  . ) 
Greece  . . . . . . . . . ) 
Portugal  . . . . . . . . ) 
' 
France  . . . . . . . . . )  1,2,3,4  5  6,7,8,9,10  NA 
Italy  ... . . . .  '.  . . . ) 
Ireland · . . . . . . . . . )  1,2,3,4,5  6,7  .8,9,10  NA 
. Spain  . . . . . . . . . . )  1,2,3  4,5  6,7,8,9,10  NA -7-
/ 
Must impose restrictions upon:- themselves 
Yes  No  NA  Total 
Sex:.._, 
Male  -33  61  6  100 
Female·  38  56  6  100  .. 
Education level:  · 
Low  40- 53,.- 7  100  .·' 
Average  - 33  62  5  -100' 
High  29  66  '5  100 
Income level: 
- ·- 57  37  6  100 
41  52  T  100 
+  30  65  5  100 
++  20  77  3 '  100 
Post-materialism index: 
Materialistic  34  61  5  100 
Mixed  35  61- 4  100 
Post - materialistic  41  48  11  100 
- ·,  ', 
· Political  stand: 
Left  -40  55  5  JOO 
Center  34  61  .5  100 
Right  33  62  5  100  .  ,· 
I 
- ' 
-~; 
-I 
(2) -8-
1.1.2.  Non  Monetary Resources 
This  is  examined  separately in  that it was  not possible  to  express  the  impact 
of non  monetary  r~sources using  common  currency. 
Question:  In  your  household  do  you  enjoy  any  benefits  apart  from  money  income:  for 
. example, rent free accommodation, goods or services as benefits in kind, products 
provided  in· the  coiUse  of work  or business,  or other  things?  (IF YES)  which 
ones? 
E.E.C. 
1989 
Rent· free  accommodati'on  7  .  ..  . . . .  . .  . . . .  ~  . . . . . . 
. Produce  of family  farming  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 
Products  or other goods  in the  course  of work  business  .  2 
Free  produce  (for  instance  work clothes  supplied  by  employer, 
free  electricity  or coal,  etc.) ..  ,• ..............  ~  .  1 
·Other than monetary  benefits  (SPECIFY)  · . .  .  . .  .  .  . .  .  2 
.  No  benefits  other  than .money  income  ·. . . . . . . . . . . .  80 
?  ..  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . .  ~  . . . . .  . ..  ·•  . .  .  5 
TOTAL  (1) 
It  should  first  be  noted  that  incomes  are,  to  an  extremely  large  extent, 
monetary.  This  majority  is  a little less  numerous in Greece or in Portugal owing  to  ~elf­
consumption of agricultural  produces,  and,  in Italy,  as. official  residences  are  much  more 
~frequent.  To  those  who  had  non  monetary  resources,  the  following  question  on  their 
amount was  asked: 
Question:  If you  think of the  extras  above  other than  cash  income,  would you  say  that 
they  play  a  very  important,  quite  important,  not · very  important  or not  at  all 
important  role  in  your present standard of living? 
(1)  The  total  exceeds  100  owing  to  multiple  answers ._ 9 -· 
In  the  table  below,  the  countries  are  classified  in  decreasing· order  for  the 
share  of non  monetary  resources  (1): 
.  ' 
I  o 
Portugal 
Ireland 
Greece 
••••••• i' •••••••• 
Italy  ...  ·· ............  : 
United  Kingdom· 
·Germany  ..........  ·  ..  ; ..... . ......... 
. France  · .. 
Belgium ..  . . . . . . . . ..  •  . .  . 
Spain  -.  ·  ......  ·. ·  ......... . 
Denmark  ..  · ......  . .  -~  . . . . . . . . . . . 
Luxembourg  . .  . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  . . 
Netherlands · ....................  · . 
2.55' 
2.40 
2.23 
2.20 
2.12 
r2.07  · 
2.07 
. 2.02 
1.67 
1.56 
1.51 
·1.51 
. The relation which seems to emerge in this order between the· amount of non 
monetary  resources  and  the  country's  wealth  is  confirmed,  at  individual  level,  by  the· 
relation with  the  income  level: 
Amount  of .non  monetary 
resources: 
Index value 
Household incomes 
2.29  2.19 
'' +  ++  '  NA 
2.10  1.95  2.02 
Indeed,. the  higher  the  monetary  income,  the  smaller the  importance  granted 
to  other· resources. 
(  1)  This  index  is  computed  by  assigning  the  fo.llowing  coefficients:· 
3  = extremely  important, 2  = relatively important,  1  = not  important  at  all.  .  ' -10-
1.2  STANDARD OF I1VING 
A  list  of items including  consumer  goods,  services,  access  to welfare  was  drawn  up 
so  as  to  reckon  the various ·aspects  of poverty.  This  list  is  used  in this  document within 
a dual prospect: on the ·one  hand, identifying the goods or services which some Europeans 
· do  not  have  and,  on the  other hand,  trying  to  define  -=- if possible  - the  constituents 
of a  minimum  s~ndard of living,  acceptable  in the  general public's  eyes. 
1.2.1. . Constituents of the standard of living 
.  . 
Once again, the limited representativity of the samples used in an opinion poll 
.  -
should  be  stressed.  The figures  indicated  in this  document  as  to  the  lacks  felt  by  those 
surveyed probably underestimate reality: indeed, the less privileged parts of the population, . 
the poorest people are, if not totally excluded, at least under-represented in our samples. 
·.  Question:  Not  everybody has  the same idea  about  what are  the necessities  of life.  Among 
the  following  things  which  ones  seem  to  you  the  absolutary  necessary  to  live 
properly  today,  and which  ones  don't seem  to  you  to  be  absolutely  necessary? 
· Among these  items,  are  there  some  which. you  do  not have  or which  you lack? 
Not 
Absolutely  absolutely  Are 
- necessary  necessary  lacking 
Having  running  water,  electricity and 
one's  indoor  toilet  ·  94  2  1 
.  To be able  to  benefit from  social  welfare  when  needed, 
· such  as  unemployment,  illness,  handicap, 
old  age  92  4  5 
Having  sufficient  accommodation  so  that· 
everyone  can  have  space  to  themselves  79  13  5 
HaVing  a  good  education  81  12  11 
Having  a  car available  35  59  '18 
Having  sufficient  leisure  time  and 
the  means  to  enjoy it  56  34  11 
Having ·.a  healthy  diet  80  11  3 
Having  at least  one good  holiday  a year  43  49  16 
Seeing your  doctor  regularly  ·  59  . 31  2 
.  Having  friendly  neighbors  56  34  4 
Being  able  to go ,  out. with  friends  or 
family  61  29  4 
Having  basic  equipment such  as 
refrigerator  or  television  set  . 71  20  2 
No  answer  0  16  53. 
TOTAL·  (1)  (1)  (1)~··· 
(1)  The total  exceeds  100  owing  to· multiple  answers. ll -
The  list  proposed  therefore  covers  sociability  aspects '(going  out,' neighbors,  family),  as 
,·  -- \  '  ' 
well  as  welfare .aspects  (access  to  social  security,  medical  care)  and  not  only  the posse$sion 
'  '  ' 
of consumer goods  (car,  household  appliances).  . 
'  ' 
More_ than half the people claim they lack none of the items  mentioned:  this is  already 
a  good.  -indicator  of the  stan~ard of living  in  Europe.  In  France,  in  Belgium  and ·in the 
Netherlands,  six' persons out of ten are in this  situation. _Most  frequently,  it is  cars,  holidays 
and leisure which  la~k. 
However,  there  are  shaded  areas:  8  %  of the  Portuguese  dp  riot  have  the  mirtimuni 
·- comfort at home.  More than one person out of ten  ....;  in  Gre~ce, Ireland  and  Portugal  -
do  not  benefit  from  the 'social. securitY:  Medical  care  may  only  seem  to be  a  problem in 
'  .  . -- -·  ' 
Portugal;  ·however,·~ the  lack  of  education  is  more·. widespread:  over  10- %  of  the  people 
-· complain  about  it in ·Denmark;  Greece,  Spain,· Ireland,  Italy,  Luxembourg  and  PortugaL 
The· lacks mentioned vary With· age,  education level 1,  the coinnlitment to ·certain values:. 
The oldest (55., and ·over)' are more often regretful at not having  had a proper  edu~ation 
( +  7  points).-
'  ' 
- ' ' The  education level  and  the  income  level  - which:· operate  concurrently  - are  only 
discriminative  in the  possession  -~f a  car or in the  holidays  sp~nt.  .  . . . 
' This  also  applies  to leadership  2  and  to  the commitment  to  post - materialistic values . 
. The political  stand  is  not  a  relevant  criteria here. 
: 't 
'  2 
Education· level 
Questiqn:- How  old  were  you  when  you  finished  your full~  time -education? 
Structure: 
Low  level 
Average  level 
High  level-
· Education completed at  15  gr .  earlier 
Education completed. between ·  16  and  19 
Educati_onf completed  after  19 
· See  technical appendix  A.2 - 12- . 
1.2.2.  Ho~  the  minimum neeessary is  perceived 
Let us  now  check  the ariswers  to tbe  question  on ·what  is  necessary  to lead  a 
proper life  nowadays. 
First  of all,  the  surveyed' persons  had  no  difficUlty  in  identifying  what  seems 
indispensable  to them· (n~' ~wer: 0)._  Two  items were  selected by  more  than nine  perso.ns ·  · 
out of ten:  minimum  facilities  at home. and  social. security~ The  three  items  considered  as  · 
. less  necessary  (  ~ar, holidays,  leisure)  are also  those. most  often  co~idered as lacking  by the. 
polled  sample  . 
. I.n  his  book· "Motivation 'and  Personality
11
,  Maslow  (***) outlines  the  following 
hierarchy. of needs:  physiological  -needs,· safety  and  protection · needs,  need  for  J~ving and 
belonging,  and  lastly,  need for  consideration. · 
In-commenting the ·apparent rigidity in this wording, Maslow wrote: ''TheSe needs 
:  ""  .. .  .  .  .  .  -
are  not  structured  as  follows:  once  a  need .  is  fulfilled,  the  next  o~e emerges.  This  would . 
. suggest  that· a  need  must  be, 100  %  satisfied  before  the  next  one  emergesn.  Based  on· the 
' .  factorial  analysis,  we  tried to figure  out whether the various items necessary to lead a proper 
life  could be structured ·  according  to  a  hierarchy  subject  to . a  consensus  among  Europeans. , 
The  diagram on. the  next  page  shows. how  the .various  needs  are ·structured  in 
-~ 
the  two-:- dimension  table  J;D.atching .the  optirimm  factorial  solution.  It  clearly  highlights  the 
specific. position  held  by  basic  home  facilities ·and  social  welfart:· ·Are  these  two  elements 
connected  to  the  hierarchy. of needs· described  by  M~low? 
'(**')  Maslow  "Motivation  and  Personality"  2nd edition  1971,. from  page  ~5 .on.  .  .  - . 0,4 
· o.e 
,  I 
fACTOR  ANALYSIS  :  THE  HIERARCHY  OF,~EEDS 
. ba lil'lCecl 
food 
twsinQ 
medical  care 
hane awl  ia1ees 
neigtDors 
lei5ure 
g:>ing  out 
holidays 
o;---~----------;-----~----~~~--~---------4----_.~------~~------~--~+-~------------r--------------i 
ecilcati(J1 ·. 
-o.e 
Welfare 
car 
-0,4 
-o.e 
-0,8  tap water 
0!36  0,4  0,41  0,6  0,66  o.e  0,16  0,1 
I, 
- IN 
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Another  method  is  available  to  -check  our  assumption:  · using  Guttman's 
hierarchical analysis.  It consists in ordering the components of the standard of living according 
to  an  indispensable/not  indispensable  scale,  and  in  analyzing  the  number  of  answers 
compatible with  this  order. 
Considering the four items:  home facilities,  welfare, education_ and housing,  80% 
of the- answers  are consistent with  this  hierarchy. 
'· 
-This would ·mean  that there .is  a  virtual consensus within. the general  public_ on 
the fact  that the four  above  mentioned items  are part of the minimum necessary  to lead a 
decent life  i:f1  Europe in 1989.  It should ·also be noted that these  items  are to be analyzed 
not only  in  material  terms  (housing  or home facilities)  but also· in terms  of rights  granted 
and  acknowledged  in one's country  (social  rights,  education). 
1.3  QUALITY OF·UFE 
The Europeans'  quality  of  ·life  was  dealt with  from  a  very  general viewpoint,  in  terms 
of  satisfactio~ with  one's life;  the various  aspects  of life  were  then stated. 
1.3.1.  Overall appraisal  of one'_s ·fife 
The  satisfaction  with  one's  life  - a  general  and  subjective  indicator  is  a 
valuable  instrument for  analyses: 
Question:  On  the  whole,  'are  you very  satisfied,  fairly -satisfied,  not very  satisfied or not at all 
satisfied  with  the  life you .lead?  · 
Very  satisfied  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  · .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Fairly  satisfied  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Not very ·satisfied  .....  · ....................  . 
Not  satisfied  at all  ........................  . 
? 
TOTAL 
E.E.C.  1989 
24 
57 
14 
4 
1 
100 
) 
)81  % 
) 
)19% • 
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The level of expressed  satisfaction is  lower in the  Southe~ European _cou11tries 
- (especially in Portugal)  ..  The social  and demographic variables point out significant vSJiations 
as  a  function  of ·income  and education _levels,  and political  stand. 
Satisfaction with one's life 
Education level  ww  . ·  ...........  ·• .............  ·  ...  -~  .. 
·AVerage  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . ..  _  . . . ~.  . ; .. 
High  . _  ............... .  l  • ••••••••••• 
Income level 
.  . 
'+ 
++ 
Political stand 
. Left  . 
.. 
Center 
_Right 
.  .  ............ 
.  ..  . .  .•  ·.  . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . 
- .  . . . . . . . . . .  .  ~ 
. ·- .  .. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . 
I  '•  • 
e  e  e  lo  e  e  e  lo  Ill  e,  e  lo  e  e  lo  e  e  ,I  t  lo  .e  e  e  e  e  e  e  e 
. . .  -~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  -•.  . . . . 
. . .  . . .  ..  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . 
. 2.94 
3.08. 
3.13 
2.78. 
3.00 
3.06 
3.20 
2.95  . 
,.  3.09 
3.11 
The 'appraisal  on  one's  present  life  is  partly. 4etermined  by  one's  recent-past 
and  conditions-· the expectations  for  the  future. · 
V  s~  five  years  Over· the  next 
ago  five  years 
More  Less 
·satis- satis- + 
fied- I d.  fled  NA  +  +  - - ?  NA 
Satisfaction with  one's life: 
Ext.  satisfied  49  41.  8  2"  19  39  11  1  9  21 
Rather satisfied  40  -40  18  2  .. 11  44  14  2  9  20 
Rather notsatisfied  .20  33  45  2  9  31  26 '9  8  17 
· Not satisfied  at all  14- 32  53  1  6  21  22  19  11  19 
No  answer  23  '  20  17  40·  1  2415 2  45  13 
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1.3.2.  Appraisal of the various  components of the life  environment 
· The  Europeans'  level  of satisfaction  with  the  main  components  of their  living 
environment  was  also  'collected.  The  results  are  expressed  under  the  form  of mean  index 
(1). 
Question:  I  am going to  ask you to  teU me about different aspects of  your daily life.  In  each 
case could you teU me whether you think this  aspect is  very good,  fairly g¢od,  fairly 
bad or very  bad? 
Your  house  or flat  . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . 
. The  neighborhood where  you  live  . . . .  ..  . . . . . . . . . . . 
Your income  ..................  ; ....  ; . ·  .. . 
The work  that you  do  .. : ............  ·  .......  ; 
Your standard  of living  . . . . . . . . .  . . . ·.  . . . . . . . . 
The  way  you  are  able  to  use  your  leisure  time  . . . . . . 
The  food  you  eat · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Your social  entitlements should  you  fall· ill  . . . . . . . . . 
Travel  facilities  there  are  for  work  or  ·  .. 
.  doing  the  shopping  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ..  . .  .- . . . . ·.  .  ~ 
Your  state  of health  . . .  ..  . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The time  you  have  available  to do  things  . 
that ·  have  to  be  done  . · ; . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Your .  general  level of education and  knowledge  . . . .  ~  . . 
The  respect  that  others  have  for  you  . . . . ·  . . . . . . ·.  . 
The  opportunities  you  have  for  meeting  people  . . . . . .  ·· 
· Your  neighbors,  the  people  in the  vicinity  . . . . . . . . . . 
3.47 . 
3.45 
2.91 
3.21 
3.19 
3.21" 
3.51 
3.14 
3.24 
3.38 
3.22 
3.18 
3.44 
3.40 
3.40 
Satisfaction  is  thus  lower ·regarding social  welfare  and  education level.  It should 
be noted that the satisfaction expressed regarding the standard of living  is  usually  lower  than 
that expressed about most items under cOnsideration.  However,  on the whole,  those .  surveyed 
hardly  showed .  any  variations  in their appraisal of the  different aspects  of _their  life.  The  ~et 
effect .is  qUite  obvious.  . 
(1)  It is  computed  by  assigning  the  following  coefficients: 
Its  OK  =  4;  it  could  be better  =  3;  it is  not  OK  =  2;  it  is  not  OK  at  all  =  1. 
• 
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Variations by country are shown on the diagrams -included in the following  pag~s. 
the. table  below _summarizes  the  impact  of the  social  and. demographic variables  (1). 
.sex  Age  Education  Income  Leader- Materialism·  Political 
level  ship  · indieator  stand 
._House, Oat·  ••••  ... 
Place of living  ..  •  • 
Income  ••  •  •  ••••••  •  •• 
Job  •  •  ••••  ...  •  o,. 
Standard of living  ••  •••••  •  ••  "' 
Leisure  •  ...  ...  * 
Food  •  ..  • 
Social  benefits  *  ••  ... 
Transportation means  ..  :  ..  • 
Health condition  *  ••••  ••••  ••••  ••  ••• 
Time available  •  •  "' 
Education level  •  ••  .......  ***  **  •••  * 
Consideration  *  • 
Opportunities to meet people.  •  •  •  •  * 
Neighbors.  district  •  .. 
-The impact  of the  "income" variable  is  especially  significant. 
(1)  Asterisks  stand  for  a  variation of index  0.1. -18-
1.4  SOCIAL PATH 
Contrary to the income scale,  nobody  refuses  to  answer to questions on assessing  one's 
position  on  the  poverty  verbal  s~e. To  identify  how  social  paths  are  perceived,  the  same 
question was  asked  to parents  and  to the polled  persons. 
1.4.1.  Family position 
· This  question  was  already  asked  in  1976  and  in  1983;  it  is  therefore  usefuL in 
assessing  the  changes. 
Question:  Taking  everything  into  account,  at about  what  level  is  your family  situated -as  far 
as  its  standard  of living  is  concerned?  You  may  answer  by  giving  me  a  figure 
between 1 and 7.  Number 1 mtJans a poor family and number 7 a rich· family.  The . 
other numbers  are  for positions  in  between. 
·Changes  in self-positioning  on the poverty  scale 
1976  1983  1989 
1  2  1+2  1  2  1+2  1  2  1+2 
%  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  % 
Overall view  2.0  5.6  7.6  2.9  7.8  10.7  2.3  6.3  8.6 
Italy· 
j 
3.0  7.8  10.8  3.6  10.5  14.1  1.5  4.7  6.2 
United Kingdom  2.5  6.8  9.3  4.1  7.4  11.5  3.2  .~.6  9.8 
France  1.6  6.0  7.6  8.1  8.5  11.6  2.8  7:Z  10.0 
Ireland  2.2  4.4  6.6  3.6  11.0  14.6  4.4  8.1  12.5 
Belgium  1.0  4.0  5.0  1.8  7.1  8.9  0.4  4.5  4.9 
Germany  1.1  3.3  4.4.  1.0  4~9  5.9  0.9  3.8  4.7 
Netherlands  1.2  ·.  3.2  4.4  2.1  7.2  9.3  1.3  3.7  5.5 
Denmark  1.5  2.7  4.2  0.7  4.1  4.8  2.2  3.4  5.6 
Luxembourg  1.1  1.1  2~2  1.3  3.0  4.3  0.3  1.7  2.0 
Greece  8.0  12.7  20.7  . 3.4  10.5  13.9 
Spain  4.2  11.3  15.5 
Portugal  3.4  0.9  12.4 
The  study  of  these  results  highlights  the  fact  .  that,  in  1989,  less  people  are 
positioning  themselves  at  levels  1 and  2 than in  1983.  This  goes  against  official  figures  on 
the  changes  recorded  in  terms  of nu.mber  of paupers. >- 19-
But  there  again,  we  would  like  to  stress  the  fact  that  the  polling.  ~ethod as 
such rules  out the  most deprived  persons.  Our objective  is  therefore. definitely  not  to figure 
out the  number  of paupers  (1). 
It  is  extremely  enlightening  to  compare  the  subjective. poverty  scale  and  the 
income  scale: ·the two  measuri~g instruments  ar~ quite  different. 
income  scale  and  poverty  scale 
Household  income 
+  ++  NA  TOTAL. 
Position  on the  poverty  scale 
.  1  +  2  23  9  4  1  6  9 
.  3  +  4  +  5  73  . 87  91  91  86  88. 
.  6  +  7  2  3  4  8  4  4 
.  No  answer  .2  1  1  4  1 
TOTAL  100  too·  100  100  100- 100 
Among  the  people  who  claim  to  have  a  low  income  (last  quarter),  only  one 
·_fourth ·consider  themselves  as  paupers.- . 
(1)  In  a  closer  study  of the-results,  we  have  noticed  that. they  somehow  match  the 
_ macro'-economic evolution since  1976~ Other surveys,  co!J.ducted  within  the ·Gallup 
gr,oup,  pointed ou,t  a strong correlation between how  the macro-economic situation 
and  the·  appra~sal of one's own  situation are perceived.  In  this  specific  instance, we 
demonstrated  a  close  correlation  between  the  proportion of individuals  who. select . 
positions  1 and 2 on the: verbal scale,  and· the  net income  per capita  in  the  country  · 
(correlation  coefficient  r ·  =  - 0.84 ).  _ - .. 20-
. It also  seemed  to  us  of interest  to  cross - compare  the  hierarchy  of needs  and · 
the position on the poverty scale:  the table below shows  the differential  be~een.  the answers 
given  by  those  who  position themselves  at both ends  of our scale  (posiiion  1 +  2 /  position 
6+7). 
Having  friendly  relationships with  one's  neighbors  . . . .  .  + 14 
Having  the  basic  househ~ld appliances  . . . . . . .  . . . .  .  + 8 
Benefiting  from  social  security  . .  . .  .·  . . .  . . . . . . . .  .  +  7 
Being  able  to  go  out with  friends  or relatives  . . . . . . .  .  +  6 
Tap  water  ·  . -:  . .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . .  . . . .  .  ..  . .  . . .  .  +  5 
Having a  large  enough housing  . . .  . .  . . . . . . . .  . . .  .  +  3 
Balanced  food  . . .  . . . . .  . . .  ..  . .  . .  . . .  . . . . . . . .  .  +  2 
Going  on  holidays  at least once  a  year · . . . .  .  ~  . .  . . .  . 
Having  a good  education  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . .  ·.  .  . . .  .  - 3 
Having  a car  . .  . . .  · . . . .  _.  . .  .  .·  . . . . .  ..  . . . . . . . . ·  -·  5 
. l.eisure  . .  . . . . . . .  . . .  . .  . . .  . . .  . . . . .  . .  .  - 11 
The  positioning  on  the  poverty  scale  is  related  to  considering  that  society  is 
. unfair  (mean  position  =  3.29  when  found  unfair;  mean  position  =  4.09  when  not  found 
unfair).  Having  to  impose  restrictions  upon oneself is  also  discriminative: 
Position on the poverty scale 
1+2  3+4+5  6+7j 
Impose  restrictions  upon  themselves: 
'.  yes 
No 
No  answer 
TOTAL 
74 
19 
7 
100 
33 
61• 
6 
100 
·13 
85 
2 
100 - 21  ._;_ 
1.4.2. · The parents'  positio~ 
Those  surVeyed  also  positioned  their. parent~ separately on the same  scale. 
. Question:  And on the  same card,  where  would you put your father's  family  when· he  was  a 
boy?  Where  would y(iu  put your mother's faily .  when  she· was  a girl?  · 
'·'  E.E.C.  1989 
.  / 
Respo!ldent  Father  Mother 
i  2  17  16 
2  6  .. 26  26 
3  -20  22  Z4 
4  46  18  18 
5- 19  7  7 
6  '4.  4  3 
7  1  1  1 
?  2'  5  4 
The answers  obtained point at a  strong feeling  that, within  two  generations',  the 
I  'situation of -individual  p~opie has much improved in Europe. For the sake of a finer analysis, 
we  hav~ cross-compared the .individual's responses regarding bis own  home with the answers 
dealing  with  the father's  family  (1)  so  .as  to highlight the social  paths. 
The father's  fainily. position . 
1  2  3  ·4  .  5  6  7 
Family  position 
1  9  1  1  i  1  4 
' 
'  . . .  . . •  -;!I  .. .  . .  . . . . . 
2  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . • • . . .  13  9  3  3  3  3  5 
3 .  . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . .  . . .  32  24  22  9  14  13  14  .. 
4 .  . . . . .  ~  .  . . .  . . .  . . . . .  36  50  47  59  31  41  41 
5 . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  .·  . . . . .  . .  7  15·  23  24.  42  26  20 
6 . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  ' . .  . . . .  ..  . .  2  2  4  5  9  '15  -18 
7 . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . .  . .  .  2  1  8 
(1)  As  the  answers  on  th~ mother's  and  the  father's  families  are -closely  related,  we,. 
chose · to introduce  only  the father - relate~  · data  in this  document. -22- . 
1.4.3.  Expectations for the children 
A  slightly ·different question was  asked  regarding  expectations for  the . children. 
.  . 
Question:  Do you  think  that your children  or the  children  of people  like you  will  have· a 
higher or a lower standard of living than you have now,  when they reach your age? 
EEC 
1989 
Higher  53 
The same  14 
IJ>wer  19 
?  .  14 
TOTAL·  100 
The majority of opinions  is  therefore optimistic. It is  even more so in the three 
member-countries which  last joined the  EJ?C  (Greece,  Spain, Portugal). 
Persons having  a· higher level of education,  more privileged in terms of income, ·  · 
the  leaders,  the post - materialists  are slightly  more p.essimistic. 
The  table  below  summarizes  the  stands  taken  over  three  generations:  one's 
parents,  oneself,  one's children. 
Present standard of living  vs.  one's father's 
.  Higher . The same  wwer  NA  Total 
Standard  of living  of the · 
next  generation: 
Higher  ·.  34  11  6  2  53 
The same  11  5  2  1  19 
wwer  9  3  2  14 
No  answer  7  4  1  2  14 
Total  61  23  11  5  100 SECTION  2 
HOW  POVERTY  CONDITIONS  ARE  PERCEIVED_ 
\ 
(3)  •, -24-
This second section focuses  on ho'Y poverty is perceived and on opinions on poverty; 
it is  broken down into three sub-sections:  do people come across poverty in their daily 
life, exj>lanations provided to ·the poverty phenomenon, and opinions on the durability and 
persistence of the problem. 
;  ' 
2.1  COMING ACROSS POVERTY 
A  small number of questions were asked to assess  the visibility of the poverty issue 
in the · eyes  of the  Europeans:  to what extent do they come across  paupers?  Is  it  more 
. frequent in towns or in the country? Are they more numerous nowadays than they were? 
21.1.  Pr~nce of paupers iii the neighborhood 
' 
The very first question was intended to figure_ out bow the persons polled  fel~ 
about the presence. or absence of paupers in their daily  environment: 
Question:  In  the  area  where  you  live,  are  there  people  who  live  in  one  of the following 
situation:  extreme poverty,  poverty,  at risk  of falling. into  poverty? 
EXtreme  poverty_ .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  : .  -. 
Poverty·  .  . .  . .  .  . .  . .  .  .  .. .  .  .  ..  .  . .  .  .  . .  . .  ·~  · 
At risk of falling  into poverty  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Nobody in any  of these situations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ?  .  .  .•  . . . .  . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TOTAL 
4 
15 
13 
53 
15  . 
100 
) 
)32% 
) 
Less  than  one  third  of the  people  agree  to ·the  existence  of Conditions  of 
poverty or extreme precariousness in their surrounding or neighborhood.  More  than one 
European out of two  claims that there is  no pauper in his  surrou~ding or neighborhood.· 
In Germany, in Spain, in Luxembourg and in the United Kingdom,  six  persons out of ten 
think so. 
However,  the  high  percentage  of people who  refuse  to answer  to questions 
dealing with their daily life conveys some embarrassment to this regard  - one person out 
of three in Belgium,  one out of two  in  Portugal. 3 
2,5 
2 
1,5 
1 
0,5 
0 
. --25-
- Based  on  the  answers  given,  a  poverty  viSibility  hidex  can  be  obtained  by -
assigning: the  following. coefficients: 
3  extreme  ppverty 
2  poverty 
1·  liability  to  become  poor 
0  no  people  in  one  or  th~ other of. th,e  above  conditions 
no  answer 
The  diagram  below  reflects  the  differences  among  the  various  nations  ~ as 
shown .by  the  above- defi~ed· index:  it. should  be noted  that  ~uxembotirg, Germany  and· 
the  l!nited  Kingdom  are  far  below  the  EC average  whereas  France,  Italy, ·Greece  and 
abov~ all  Portugal  show  much  higher values  .. 
The  resulting  classification  per  country - does  not  ·_ involve  a  clear -cut 
opposition ,betwetm  the  North  and  the  South,  nor  any  macro-economic  data  such -as  · 
dom~stic mcome  per capita. 
i. 
n-
d 
e 
X 
EEC average 
LUX  UK.  D 
POVERTY VISmiLITY PER COUNTRY 
OK  NL 
index .  value: 
1  =  .risk  of poverty 
2  = poverty 
3  = extreme  poverty 
·E  lRL'  8 
·COUNTRIES 
·r  . I  GR.  p -26-
The  impact  of social  and  demographic  variables  is  low.  The · sex  and · age 
factors  are of little  importance. The level  of education, leadership and political  stand do 
·have  an  impact  - less  on  the  presence  of poverty  in  one's _home  area  than  on  the 
pre~ariousness shift  on  certain  people's  condition:  i.e.~  'thos~  with  the  highest  level  of 
education do not ~epart from the others in terms of knowing paupers, however, they more 
often clrum  to know circumstances in ~hich people may become poor. Besides, the higher 
the income level,  the higher the proportion of answers  claiming an  absenc~ of poverty or 
of risk  of poverty  in the environment. 
Extreme  Risk of  No 
poverty  Poverty  poverty  poverty  N.A  Total 
Level- of education: 
Low  4  16  11  54  15- 100 
Average  4  13  14  55  14  100 
High.  4  16  17  47  16  100 
Income  level: 
5  16  12  50  17  100 
4  17  14  51  14  100 
+  4  16  14  53  13  100 
++  3  13  14  57  13  100 
Leadership: 
++  6  18  . 20  44  12  100 
+  4  15  16  51  14  100 
3  14  11  56  16  100 
2  16  9  56  17  100 
' 
Political  stand: 
Left  5  17  17  - 46  15  100 
Center  3  14  13  57  13  100 
·- Right  3  15  12  57  13  100 ·- 27-
With complemental analyses;  the. answers  given to this  questio_n  can be better 
understood.  Among  others,. there  is  a  strong  connection  with  the  level  of  satisfaction 
" regarding· One's life (coef. _r  =  .:...0.78),  With. tbe pOSitioning  OTI  the verbal SCale  Of poverty 
. and  with the  indicator of a_lienation'  (feeling  of-social injustice) . 
. SATISFACTION wiTH. ONE'S UFE 
AND PRESENCE OF POVERTY 
Extreme  ·Risk. of  -No 
pov~rty  Poverty  poverty  poverty  N.A.  Total 
satisfaction with 
one's life: 
... 
Extre~ely satisfi~d .  3  11  12  60  14  100 
Rather satisfied  3~  15  ·13  54  15  100 
.Rather not satisfied  5  19 ...  14  45  17  100 
Not satisfied  at all  10  24  18  31  17  ·100 
Position  on .  the 
poor  /rich scale:· 
. 1 (poor)  13  .  23  13·  30  21  100 
2  8  21  .. 17  40  14  100 
3  5  .19  14  47  15  100 
4  3  14  13  57  13  100 
5  '3  . 12  13  59  13  100 
6  ·3  12  13  55  17  100 
7 (rich)  1  26  -11  49  13  100 
..  .  . 
-Feeling  of injustice:  .... 
Yes  ·7  19  15  43  16  100 
It depends  4  19  15.  44  18  100 
No  3  13  12  ,59  13  100 -28-
It also seems that the communitY of residence has  some impact on the answer 
distribution,  between,  on  the  one  hand  those' who  live  in villages  and  small  towns,  and, 
on the  other hand,  those  who  live  in large  cities:  47  %  of those  living  in  large  towns· 
think  that  there  are  no  paupers  in  their  district  vs."  56  %  of those  living  in villages  of 
small  towns.· -29-
. 2.1.2.  Actual_knowledge  of poverty conditions 
Iri  order  to · more  accurately  define  the  scope  of  the,  answers  above,  an 
additional  question  was •asked  to all  those .who  claimed  to· know  of_ poverty_  9r  great 
precarioUsness  ~nditions in the vicinity  of their residence,  i.e.  32 .  % of our sample. This 
is  expressed  in terms  of regularity, .  frequency  of encounters. with  poQr  people.  ~ 
'  .  ' 
Question:  Do you ever happen to. see for yourself the conditions ·under which  these people 
live? Does  that happen to you· often,  sometimes  or rarely? 
Out of the .  32 % who. claimed  to know 
drcumstances of poverty: 
Often 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Never 
? 
TOTAL. 
20) 
44  )64% 
22  ..  ' 
13. 
1 
100 
Total 
E.E~c. . 
.7  ) 
14  )21% 
7 
4 
Over  six  pel'Sons  out .  of- ten  therefore· have  a  chance  to  see what  poverty 
means in concrete terms. This prqportlon varies· from half· the people· in Belgium to nearly 
eight persons out of ten in Greece .  Oi'  Portugal.  .··. -
'  '· 
The .income _level  is  a  ~ghly discriminative factor in this  instance. The other · 
social  and  political variables ar~ of Jittle  help  in the  result(1) interpretation  - except 
. for a slight-impact of the leadership and left political stand param.eters. _It  should- be noted 
that the  c~mmunity of residence bas· no influence. -
( 1)  ·The  next  results  are  shown  usiri.g . an  index  computed  by  assigning  the  following 
coeffioentS:  3  - often,  2  = sometimes,  1  = rarely,  0  = never. 
;.· Income  level: 
+ +  2.53 
+  2.66 
2.72 
2.86 
Leadership: 
+ +  2.83 
+  2.77 
2.63 
2.60 
Left political stand: 
left  ·  2.78 
center  · 2.66 
right  2.66 
-30-
It  may  be  of· interest  to  cross -compare  these  two  questions  which  are 
complemental in their approach of poverty:  one question deals with  the more or less  dire 
character  of  the  situationt  the  other  concerns  the  frequency  of  the  contacts,  and  how 
deeply  rooted  they  are in  the  individuals'  daily  life: 
Contacts with poverty circumstances 
Extreme  Risk  of 
poverty  Pov¢rty  _  poverty  Total 
Frequency: 
Often  27  42  31  100 
Sometimes  8  '52.  40  100 
Rarely  7  43  50  100 
·Never  7  48  45  100 
The fact of talking about extreme poverty and that of actually meeting paupers 
therefore  seem  to  be  strongly  interconnected.  Alsot  frequent  contacts  with  paupers  are 
.  . 
related  to  the positioD.ing  on  the verbal  scale  of poverty. 
Poverty scale  -
. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
Often  18  15  8  5  5  5  6 
Sometimes  21  20  17  13  12  10  14 
Rarely  4  7  8  7  6  6  .8 
Never  4  4  4  4  5  6  5 
No  answer  53  54  63  71  72  73  67 
TOTAL  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 . - 31-
2.1.3.  Duration of poverty circumstanceS 
Question:  Again,  talking of these.·people,  would you. say they  are·for the  most part people·· 
who  have always  been .  in that situation or. are  they people who  have fallen  into  . 
-it  after having known  something better?·  ·  · · 
~t  of the 32  % who .claimed  Whole 
to·· come  across  poverty circumstances:  sample 
Always· been ·in  their present  situation 
Fallen into it after knowing  something better  ?  ..  ' 
40  13 
42  13 
18  6 
TOTAL  100  32% 
Opinions  vary  greatly  at  EEC  scale.  .  In  analyzing  the -·results  country  by 
country,  a· contrast  em~rgesbetween Northern European countries  - where those polled 
rather te~d to  consider poverty as  cirCumstantial  -. and.  Southern· European countries  -
· where poverty is rather ·perceived as  an inter - generation  hazard~ 
In these countries; the notion probably e~compasses different types of realities: . · 
in the North, it· more often concerns people. hit by_ the economic crisis  or unemployment, 
who  end up -in  precariousness  or poverty.  In the  South,  ther~ is  a  pregnant reference  to 
.. rural populations  not ·involved in the economic  development. 
These  assumptions. are  backed  by  an analysis  of the  social  and  demographic 
variables:  a  high  level  of  instruction, . a · s_trong  leadership,  a  commitment  to  post -
materialistic_ values  and ·a leftist political  stand  usually  come  with  a  marked  tendency  to 
consider that poor people  ''became"  so.  -
"-'--. 
.  r • -32 ~ -33-
2.1.4.  How the change is  perceived 
In prder tp  find  out whether- Europeans· are_  perceiVing  a  rise.  in poverty 
' circumstances;  the following' question was  asked  to the whole sample. '  " 
Que~tion:  .  In  the area  wher you  live;  are there  more,  the same,· or fewer poor people than 
the~ were. ten  years· ago?  · 
More-. 
The same ......  ·~  . 
Fewer  . -..  · ...  ·.-...  . 
'?-
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  .' '  I  I  ·I 
·TOTAL 
. .  . ..  . 
...  · ••.  ! 
..  . . . .  . . . . . . . 
11 
26 
32 
31 
.100 
First of  all,  it should be. noted that one third  of the people  could  not come · 
out  with  an  answer.  Among  those  who  did . answer,  the  prevailing  opinion  is  rather 
'  .  .  .  .  '  .  . 
()ptimistic.  Indeed, for one third of the Europeans, poverty seems  to  be receding  in  their  · 
'  ••  r  ' 
district or village. _  Orily  one person out of ten comes to the conclusion that the number · 
of paupers -is -increasing.  It is  in tl)e EC member ..::._countries  showing  the best standard of . 
living -that · those  who _  do  not  answer ·.  ar~  more.  numerous  (Denmark,  Luxembourg,_ 
·Netherlands). In the four  southern European countries _and  in Ireland,  those who  do not 
answer  are  less  numerous_ and . the  most -widely' accepted  opinion  is ·that ·the  number of · 
paupers. is  decreasing:  nearly  six  Greeks and Italians  out of ten are of this  opinion.  ' 
•  .  '  r  .  •  '  . 
The  answers  obtained  are  hardly  related  to _  the _  social  and  demographic. 
variables. ·For any given cate_gory,  the  ans~ers are structured in_ very much  the same  way~­
To provide a  clo~er analysis .of this  overview,  it should_ be mentioned that the leaders, the 
post ...: materialists  claim  a  little  bl.t  more' often  than  the  others  that _there  are  niore 
paupers  nowadays  than  t~n' years  ago. ·, 
. Level  of· education: 
Low 
. Average 
_High 
Income  level: 
+ 
++ 
Leadership: 
++. 
+ 
--
Post - materialism. index: 
Mate.rialists 
Mixed 
Post :- mat~rialists 
Poverty  .. seale: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6· 
7 
-.34-
. More  As  many 
paupers  paupers 
10  28' 
12  25 
14  24 
12  27 
·13  29 
11  . 26 
11  26 
18  23 
14  .24 
9  27 
8  29· 
8.  29 
12  26 
16  23 
17  . 30 
14  32 
14  25 
10  26 
11  26 
13  20 
.zo  '27 
Less 
paupers  No answer  Total 
37  25  100 
28  .  '35,'  100 
27'  35  100 
32  29  100 
30.  28  100 
36  27  100 
32  31  100 
31  28  100 
33  29  100 
31  33  100 
31  .  32  .  . 100. 
37  26  100 
31  31  100 
27  34  100 
t·· 
21  32·  100 
27  27  100 
30  31  100 
33  31  100 
33  30  100 
38  29  100 
22  31  100 
. The most resembling answer  distribution regarding changes  in the  number of 
paupers therefore is  at both  ends. of the verbal  scale  of poverty. -35-
cOnversely,  the fact  of coming across  poverty in one's  .. envi~onment is' closely 
related to the  assumption that  the  nu~ber of paupers is  increasing: 
·Presence of paupers in one's village  or  ~istrict 
/  Extreme  'Risk of  No· 
•.  poverty  Poveity  poverty  poverty 
Change  in  the ·number of paupers 
over the past 10  years 
More  33  17  20  7 
As·many  28  29  27  28 
Less  21  36  29  35 
No  ai1Swer  18  . 18  24  30 
TOTAL  100  -10o  100  ·100. 
2.2  . EXPlANATIONS TO POVERTY 
As  seen above,  only  a minority of Europeans has  a, chance to realize what  the living 
conditions  of  the  paupers ·are.  However,  when  asked  about  the  grounds -or  possible 
explanations to poverty,  those polled ·do  not hesitate in stating their opinion. Two  sets 9f 
possible  explanations to poverty were  proposed:  they  include judgments on  indivi~uals (in 
relation  to  their  lazines~)  as  well  as  criticisms  of the  social  system  (unfair  society)  or 
economic· grounds  (unemployment). -36-
2.2.1.  The grounds.· of poverty 
Question:  Why,  in your opinion are there people who live in need? Here are four opinions, 
which  is  the closest to yours? 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
•  \1.1 
E.E.C. 
1989  . 
Because  they have  been unlucky  ......  ·.  .  . .  .  . .  .  .  18 
Because  of laziness  and  lack  of willpower  .  .  . .  .  . .  .  . .  17 
Because  there  is  much  injustice 
in  our society  . ·.  . . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  32 
It is  an inevitable  part of modem progress  .  .  . .  . .  .  .  .  17 
. None  of these  .............•....  ·.  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  7 
?  . . .  .  . .  . .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .  .  .  . .  . 9 
TOTAL  . . . . .  ~  ..  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  '.  . .  . . •- . . .  100 
The  same  question  has  been asked in  the  survey  conducted  in  1976  (1).  A 
· .  compariSon  of the  results,  country  by  country,  shows  that  the  polled  persons  are  less 
committed  to  the  idea  that. poverty  is  a  consequence  of · laziness  and ·  unwillin~ess: 
compared  ·to  all  EEC  member-countries  in  1976,  this  explanation  is  less  chosen, 
especially  in the  corin~es where  it was  the most  widely  spread:  United Kingdom (-25 
points),  Ireland  ( ~  15  points); Lilxembourg  ( -:- 6 points).  The only  exception  is  Denmark 
(  +  7 points). 
Conversely, the unfair character of the social system is  chose~ by  an increased 
num~r of Germans  ( +  11  poiilts),  Britons  ( +  14  points),  and Irish  ( + 11  points). 
.  . 
Among  newcomers  in  the  EEC,  opinions  differ  between  Spain  and  Portugal · 
on the one hand,  and Greece  - where results do not range within the  European average 
on  the  other hand. 
The  social  and  political  variables  are  useful  in  understanding  the  results 
obtained:  people  having  a  high  level ·  of education  tend ·to  select the  unfair  character of 
society. The leadership index plays .  the same part. The commitment to post-materialistic 
- values  usually  indicates  that the  social  system is  blamed  for· generating poverty. _ 
. ( 1)  The  compared  results  - co'untry  by  country  - are  shown  on the  diagram  on the 
next  page. -.'37-.-38-
No  Ummr. 
luck  Laziness  society 
Level  of education: 
Low  20  20  31  . .-/ 
Average  16  17  3r 
High  .  17  13  38 
Income  level: 
20  17  32 
20  19  32 
+  16  19  34 
++  16  17  33 
Leadership: 
++  14  16  41 
+  16  17  36 
18  19  31 
23  17  26 
Post-materialism  index: 
'  Materialists  23  20  26 
Mixed  17  18  33 
Post-materialists  13  11  44 
Political  stand: 
Left  17  11  45. 
Center  ·19  18  31 
Right  17  25  23  . 
IneVitable-
in our 
modem world 
14 
. 21 
21 
16 
17 
19 
22 
18 
19 
17 
16 
14 
19 
19 
16 
18 
21 I 
(4) 
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.  Complemental ~nalyses  ·  includi~g cross -:- comparisons wi_th the a_nswers ·  obta_ined  . 
.  - - . 
ori  the presence  of paupers in  one's  d_aily  environment  and. on one's own  circumstances 
provide. interesting  data. 
Pre~ence of paupers near one's place nf  residence 
·Extreme  Risk of  No  'No 
poverty  -.  Poverty  . pove~  poverty  answer  ·  Total 
Grounds for· poverty: 
No luck  16- 20  16  16  17  18 
Laziness  18  17  15  19  12  17 
Injustice- . 39  39  39  29  32  32 
Fate  18  15  21  19  14  17 
None.  5  .  4  ,5  ·9  7  7 
· No  answer  4  5  4  8  18.  9 
·TOTAL.  100  100  100  100  .100  100 
ne  fact  of  coming  across  po~erty ,or  great.  precariousness  circumstances 
therefore .  urges  people to explaining  poverty as  a  result of social  injustice. 
The changing  ~\unber- of. paupers 
Less  As  many  More  NA- Total 
Grounds for ·poverty:  . 
No  luck  17  18  18  16.  18 
Laziness  22  17  15  '- 14  17. 
Injustice  . 32  33  42  28  32 
Fate  17'  18  18  ·'17.  ·17 
None  6  7  5  9  7. 
No  answer  6  7  2-.  16  .  9 
..  _TOTAL  100  100  100  100  100 
- ·:_, -40-
· The feeling that the number of paupers has been de_creasing over the past ten 
years  is  therefore related to· a stronger tendency to blame individual behaviors for poverty 
rather  than questioning  the  social  system. 
The selection of grounds for poverty also depends on one's positioning on the 
verbal  scale  of poverty,  espe~ally the  option "social  injustice:'. 
·  Positioning on the poverty scale 
Grounds for .  poverty:  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
No  luck  17  21  17  17  16  19  19 
Laziness  15  16  16  16  20  21  '15. 
Injustice  41  39  34  32  JO  23  27 
Fate  14  11  18  18  20  18  25 
None  3  4  5  8  8  9  7 
No  answer  10  9  10  '9  6  10  ·7 
TOTAL  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
2.2.2.  Grounds for  poverty connected  to the overall economic environment 
In continuation  or' the answers  above,  more  detailed grounds  also  related  to 
the  overall  economic  environment were  proposed  to  the  polling  sample. 
Que8tion:  Among the following  reasons  which  might explain  why people  are  poor,  which 
three .of them,  in  your opinion,  are  the  most common? 
EEC  1989 
1.  They  are victims  of long -term unemployment  . . .  . . .  .  53 
2.  They  fell  into  alcoholism  or drug  abuse  . .  . .  . .  . . .  . . .  ..7  38 
3.  Sickness  . . . .  . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . ·.  . .  30 
4.  Family  breakups  .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  27 
5.  They were  brought up in deprived  conditions  . . . . .  .  ..  ~.  23 
6.  The  social  welfare  cuts  .  . . . . . . .  . .  . . . · . . .  . . .  . . .  20 
7.  This  goes  back  to  their own  laziness  .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . ·  17 
8.  Loss  of a  spirit  of community  in  our. society  ....  ~ ... ·  14 
9.  They  have  too  many  children ..................  ~  13 
10.  They  live  in a  poor area  • . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . • .  . .  12 
.11.  The  educational  system  not catering  for  them  . . .  . .  . . .  .10 
12.  The lack  of concern  among  neighbors  . . . .  . . .  . .  . . .  5 
The  order  in  the  answers .  varie~ greatly  from  one  country  to  the  other  as 
shown  on the  table  on  the  next  page. BELGIUM 
Unemployment  51 
Alcoholism,. drugs  35 
Illness  30 
Broken  families  30 
Poor environment  .28 
..  Ebbing welfare  19 
Laziness  18 
Loss of solidarity  15 
Education  system  9 
Poor area  8 
Too many  children  7. 
Indifference  6 
.  --.._: 
SPAIN 
Unemployment  54 
Alcoholism,  drugs  41 
Poor environment  28 
Too many children  18 
Poor area  16 
Illness  16 
Broken  families  15 
Laziness  10. 
Lqss  of Solidarity  10 
LazinesS  9 
Ebbing welfare ,  9 
Indifference  2 
/' 
LUXEMBOURG 
. Alcoholism,  drugs  45 
Unemployment  38 
·Poor environment  37 
Broken· families  ·  33 
lllnes~  29 
Laziness  .29 
Education  system  12 
Loss of solidarity  12 
Ebbing welfare  7 
Too many  children  6 
Indifference  5 
Poor area  5 
41-
Most  frequent grounds  for  poverty  by country, 
Un  decreasUng  order 
DENMARK  GERMANY 
Unemployment  52  Alcoholism,  drugs  58 
IUness  51  Unemployment  43 
Alcoholism,  drugs  44  Illness  42 
Broken .families  43  Broken  families  ·  28 
Ebbing weifare ·  20  Poor environment  20 
Loss  of solidarity  19  Ebbing welfare  .19 
Laziness  15  ·Laziness 
., 
·is 
Education  system ..  11  Loss  of solidarity  11 
Poor environment  6  Too many  children  7 
Indifference  3  Education system·  7 
T09 many children  3  Poor area  7 
Poor area  2  Indifference  5 
J • 
FRANCE  IRELAND 
Unemployment  66  Unemployment  64 
· Illness  32  Ebbing welfare  . 40. 
Alcoholism,  drugs  31  Alcoholism,  drugs  39 
Loss of solidarity  22  Broken  families  33 
Poor environment  21.  Poor environment  25 
Ebbing Welfare  17  Illness  25 
Broken  families  17  '  Too inany children  19 
Education  system  17  Laziness  16 
'Laziness  :16  Education .  system  13 
Too many ·children  10  Poor area  ..  13 
Indifference  10  Loss of solidarity  6 
Poor area  7  Indifference  3 
NE1lJE1UANDS  POR11JGAL 
Unemployment  55  - Unemployinent  41 
Alcoholism,  drugs  so  Illness  37 
Ebbing welfare  . .  42  Ebbing welfare  30 
. Broken  families  41  Alcoholism,  drugs  '30 
Illness  24  Too many children  25 
Poor environment  16  Poor environment  21 
Loss of solidarity  12  Poor area  17 
Laziness  11  Broken  families  16 
Education ·system  7  Laziness  15 
. Too many  children  5  Loss of solidaritY  12 
Poor area  4  Education  system  5 
Indifference  ·  1  Indifference  2 
GREECE 
Illness  33 
Laziness  31 
Unemployment  30 
Broken  families  26 
Poor _environment  24 
Ebbing welfare  15 
Alcoholism,  drugs  15 
Poor area  13 
Too  ~any children  ·.  9 
Loss of solidarity  8 
Education system  s, 
Indifference  4 
ITALY 
Unemployment  52 
Alcoholism,  drugs  37 
Illness  32 
Broken  families  29 
Poor environment  26 
Laziness·  19 
Too ·many children  19 
Poor area  18 
Loss .of  solidarity  16 
Ebbing welfare  13 
Education system  6 
Indifference  5 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Unemployinent  60 
Broken  families  38 
Ebbing welfare  33 
Poor environment  '23 
'Alcoholism,  drugS  22 
Laziness  21 
Illness  18  .. 
Too many  children  ·16 
Poor area  15 
Loss  of solidarity  12 
Education  systein  11 
Indifference  3 -42-
The  sex  variable  has  little  impact_ on this  opinion  field  (except  for  a  slight 
difference where laziness is  concerned). As they grow older, the surveyed persons mention 
illness  more ·often  (15..:. 24:  24  %;  40  and  older:  33  %  ).  The _education  level  has  a~ 
considerable  impact  on the  distribution of an~wers: those with  a  high  level of education-
' are  mo~e inclined  to  blaring  ~e 'loss  of '_spirlt  of  solid~ty  ( +  8 . points)  and.  the  . 
consequences  of long-term unemployment  ( +  10  points).- Conversely,  those  with·  the 
lowest  level  of education more often select illness  and  laziness.  The income  level  is  also 
a relevant variable: broken families,  th~ social environment ap.d  long - term unemployment 
are  more  often  selected  by- individuals  having  a  high  income  level.  Leaders  are  more 
sensitive  to  the  ebbing  welfare  ( +  11  points  vs.  non  leaders).  Post-materialists  more 
often justify  poverty  by  the  ebbing welfare  (a  16 -point difference  with  materialists),  by 
the  loss  of the  spirit  of solidarity  (a 10 - point  difference),  by  unemployment  (  9  points) 
and  by  the  inadequacy  of the  school  system  (9  points). 
The grounds selected for poverty also largely depend on one's political stand: 
leftists rather select the consequences of a reduced welfare coverage and of unemployment 
while  right -wing individuals  mention  alcoholism  and  drugs  as  well  as  laziness. 
The  table  below  compares  opinions  on the  grounds  for  poverty  to opinions 
on the  most  common  images  or explanations  to  the  issue: 
No 
luck  Laziness  Injustice  Fate 
Reduced welfare  coverage  16  7  46  20 
Indifference  amon~ neighbors  17  16  38  18 
Illness  20  16  31  17 
Broken families  18  18  29  21 
Poor environment  18- 15  38  17 
Loss  of the  spirit  of solidarity  14  - 13  42  21 
Alcoholism,  drugs  18  21  29  17 
Long - term unemployment  17  12  38  2d 
Poor area  16  15  37  20 
Laziness  12  48  16  16 
Education system  12  11  43  24 
Too  many  children  . 19  21  32  17 - 43~-
Smile  links  or relations  are-. therefore  esta.blished:  people  who  consider  that 
injustice  in  society  is  the  deep -ground  foi poverty  rather  mention  the  reduced  welfare 
.  .  .  . 
' coverage,  the loss of  spirit of solidarity and the inadequate school sy~tem traditionally -seen 
as  a way. to  provide  equal ·chances.-
2.3  THE FATE OF POOR PEOPLE 
.  .  - .- ' 
Poverty is_ often. described as an inescapable _phenomenon  inherent to· any  s~ciety. It 
is  important to find  out how much Europearis share this  view,  whether they think that one 
;'is  poor forever"  or "from  generation  __ to generation". 
2.3.1.  General opinion on the  course  taken by  society 
.The- first  qu~stion was  rather general  and  was  mea~t- .to_-. collect  the  opinions 
·of people  tm ·the  course  taken  by  their  society  in  terms  of  more  eq1:1al  chances  or, 
· · conve'rsely,  in·  terms  of  exa~erbated  ~ircumstances  or  conditions  in  their  country  .of · · 
residence. 
Question:· ·  Which. of the follow{ng- two  opinions  abo_ut  our- society come closest. to your·own  · 
view?  '  .  - ·  .  ·  ·  - .  .  . 
* 
* . 
* 
·_  Iii  our  society,  the  rich  get  richer 
and  the  poor get  poorer  . . . .  :.  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
In  our  society, . there  is  less  and  less  difference  in  income 
between the  rich and  the  poor  • .  -·  ·  · 
?  .  . 
TOTAL 
E.E.C.  1989  _ 
.70. 
21 
9' 
100. 
Seven  Europeans  out of ten  agree  ~hat the  gap  between-. the  poor :'and ··the 
wealthy  lS  growing wider.  This  proportion  is  even highe~ in  Anglo-saxon  countries  (8 
persons  out  of ten in  Ireland  and in the  United  Kingd<;>m). ·It_ is .much ·smaller  in  Spain 
·and in  Greece. 
The education  <,1nd  income  levels,  and  the commitment to  post -materialistic_ 
values  are  als·o  variables  to  be  reckoned -but,  in  this  instance,  the  most  discriminative 
variable  is  the  political  stand. Education level: 
Low 
Average 
High 
Income level: 
+ 
++ 
Post -materialism index: 
Materialists 
Mixed 
Post - materialists 
Political stand: 
Left 
Center 
. Right 
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The course taken by  society 
More 
discrepancies 
70 
72 
66 
74 
72 
72 
'66 
. 66 
70 
76 
80 
70 
62 
Less 
discrepancies 
22 
19 
25 
18• 
21 
20 
26 
25 
22. 
17 
15 
22 
28 
N.A. 
8 
9 
9 
8 
7 
8 
8 
9 
8 
7 
5 
8 
10 
Total  . 
100 
·100. 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
iOO 
100 
100. 
100 ., 
-45 -· 
.  Obviously,  the  opinions.  on the  general  course  taken  by  society ·.are  clearly 
related  to  the  level· of  satisfa~tion With  one's  present  life  but· also ·and above  all to  the . 
.  '  .  ..  '  ' 
.  life  one  had five  years  ago  as -weli  as  to  the  expectations  over the  next  five  yea~s. 
'  .  .  ..  "· .  ' 
~· 
Level  of satisfaCtion. with one's  present- life  . 
Opinion on the  course 
taken  by. society: 
.'-\ 
*  More. discrepancies  ,.._ 
Less  discrepancies 
* '  No  answer 
·TOTAL 
vs~ one's life five years  earlier  ' 
More 
satisfied . 
-68 
23 
9 
100 
Ditto-
·69 
21 
10 
. 100 
Expectations  over  the -next  five  years 
·I~ss 
-_satisfied 
77 
17 
6 
'100 
1-
.66 
14 
-20 
100 
Slightly  · · 
improved· 
Much 
improved· 
Slightly  Much  · N.A 
deteriorated  . .  deteriorated 
Opinion on the  course  .  . 
taken by  society: 
.r 
More  discrepancies  66  69  76  84  66 
Less  discrepancies·  25  -.  -23'  17  l1  19 
·No answer  9  8  7  5  15 
-.'. 
TOTAL·  100  100  100  100  100 
( 
,. -46-' 
.  '  .  . 
• The higher the surveyed ,person has positioned him(her)self on -the verbal scale 
··.  _of  poverty,  the  more. lightly  he(she)  will  tJe_. to claim. that  the -discrepancies  between  the. 
_:  poor and  t~e wealthy  are getting  smaller. 
Positioning on the poveity scale 
1  2  3  4  .  5  .6  7 
Opinion on  the  COl;lrse 
taken· by  society: 
· More  discrepancies  80  78  75  70  66  . 52  51\ 
Less  discrepancies  12  13  18  21  26  37  38  . ' 
··No  answer  8  9  7  9  8  11.  n 
TOTAL  100. 100  100  100  100  100  100 
The .  more  one  considers  that society  is  unfair,;  t~e- more  one  tends  to  think 
. that discrepancies  are  intensifying  in  our society.  .  . 
Feeling of injustice 
It 
Yes  depends  No  N.A. 
Opinion on the  course . 
taken  by  society: 
More  discrepancies  81  73  66  64 
Less  discrepancies  15  18  25  12 
No  answer  4  9  9  24 
·TOTAL·  100  100  100  100 
'  . '  / 
-47-: 
.  . 
Besides, the •  polled jJer~ons who -claimed/  no(  t.o  be aware of the. existence  of 
.  .  .  .  . 
. poveriy.,circumstances  near their place of reside~ce also  tend,  more than  ~thers, to think 
that social  discrepancies  are: getting  smaller  (66~%). Conversely,  whether one  cho~e the 
extr~me pov~riy, the povert)' or the risk of poverty option does not. really have  an impac_t 
'  ~n the overall view  on the course  taken by  society  in 'te'rms  of poor and wealthy. 
The answers given are,  in this instance, strongly correlated to the feeling that 
there has  been or that there has  not been more paupers over  the past ten years. 
The change in the ·number of. paupers· 
·\ 
More  As ·many  Less  N.A 
Opinion· on the course 
. taken by_  society: 
More  dis~~pancies .  83  73  62  70 
Less  discrepancies  11  20  30  ,17 
No  answer  6  7  8  13 
TOTAL  100  100  100  '_100: 
· 2.32.  The paupers' chances.·to make it through 
.  . 
Tho~gh they seem to  be rather pessimistic  regarding  po~sible cbanges  in ·  the 
-·  '  ' 
discrepancies 'between the wealthy  arid  the poor,  Europeans  express  more  ri:rixed  feelings· 
on the paupers' chances. to  hav~ a  better life. 
'· 
Qu~stion:  .  In your opinion,  do .the people who  are. in  such  deprived  circumstances have  a 
chance of escaping from  them  or have  they  virtually  no  chance-of escaping? 
Have  an opportunity  .  .  .  .  .  . .. 
Have  scarcely  any opportunity .....  . 
?·  •••••••••••  ·  •• 
TOTAL 
I  I  .•  ~  .(.I  I  I  ~  I  I  .I  I  'I 
.  ..  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'  . 
. EEC  EEC 
1976  '1989 
52 
32 
16 
100 
54 
32 
14 
100 
. -48-
Every other person may grant them some chance to make it  through, however, 
.  . 
one person out of three grants them none. This apparent stability in the opinions conceals 
• departing  changes.  Based  on  the  comparison  of the  1989  results  with  the  1976  answers, 
three  groups  of countries  can  be  distinguished. 
United Kingdom ) 
Ireland  ) 
De~ark  . ) 
Belgium  ). 
Germany  ) 
France  ) 
Luxembourg  ) 
Italy  ) 
·Netherlands  ) 
. Countries  where  opinions  are  more  negative  regarding chances 
to  make  it  through 
No  significant  shift 
Countries where  opinions  are  more· positive' 
Lastly,  it. should  be noted_  that it  is  in  Greece that the  answers  are the  most 
optimistic:  seven persons  out of ten consjder  that there  is  a good  chance for  the paupers · 
to  improve  their  circumstances~  . 
The ypungest,  those ·who  have the highest income, rightists are more optimistic 
on  the  paupers' .  chances.  Conversely,  the  leaders  and  post-materialists  prove  more 
skeptical. \' 
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The paupers' ·chances to-make it through 
Income level: 
+ 
++ 
Leadership: 
++ 
+ 
Post-materialism index: 
·Materialists . 
Mixed 
Post - materialists 
· Political stand: 
Left. 
·Center 
Right 
. . Course · taken by society: 
More discrepancies · 
Less. discrepancies 
No answer--
.•  l· 
Chances 
49 
53 
54 
60· 
55 
55 
55 
49 
53 
55 
53 
50 
-57 
57 
50 
66 
. 53 
'·. 
No 
chance 
34 
33' 
33 
30 
36 
. 33 
30  . 
-32' 
30  .· 
32 
37 
37 
31' 
30 
36 
22 
20 
N.A. 
17 
14 
13 
10 
9 
12 
15  . 
19·· 
17 
13 
.10 
13 
12 
13 
-- 14 
12' 
27 
·Total_ 
100. 
100 
100 
100  ' 
100 
jQQ 
. '100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100. 
100 
100 
'100 
100. -50-
Any  opinion  expressed  on  possible  changes  in  the  paupers'  circumstances 
depends  on one's appraisal of one's oWn  future  and of one's children's future  (range:  10 
points): the more optimism one shows regarding one's own future, the more optimistic one 
is  for  the  others  and,  more  particularly,  for  the  poor. 
Chances  to make  it. through 
No 
Chances  chance  N.A  Totitl 
Living  conditions 
five  years  from  now: 
Will  be  much improved  61  29  .  10  100 
Will  improve a  little  59  30  11  100 
WilL deteriorate ·a little  44  43  13  iOO · 
Will  deteriorate  a  lot  42 
·,  '  45  13  100 
Opinions  are  also  all  the  more  optimistic  as  the  position  selected  on  the 
verbal. scale  of poverty  is  higher  (and  also  as  one  does  not  impose  restrictions  upon 
oneself). 
Chan,ces  to make  i~  through 
No 
Chaitces  chance  N.A  Total 
Position  on the  ~  . 
poverty  scale:· 
1  34  46  2Q  100 
2  40  42  18  100 
3  49  36  15  100 
4  56  30  14  100 
5  59  30  11  100 
6  63  27  10  100 
.  7  ·51  36  13  100 
.  The same peculiar position appears again for those who positioned themselves 
at level 7  ("wealthy)  .. 
Answers  are  consistent  wi.th  the  opinion  expressed  on· the  general  course 
followed  by  poverty. 
Chances to make  it  through 
.. Chances  No  chance  N.A  .  Total 
Course  followed  by  poverty: 
More  42  47  .11  100 
Ditto  53  35  12  100 
Less  61  28  11  100 
~: '. -51-
.  . 
The general_ opinion .  expressed  on the  fair  or unfair character of society also 
ha~ an ·impact  on the appraisal of the chances  that paupers have  to ·make it through  (58· 
. %  of the people who  find that society  is  not unfair  grant chances  to  the  poor vs. ·  44  % 
of the people, who  consider  that society  is  unfair) .. · 
It js also interesting to cross - compare. these answers with the ground selected 
•  •  •  1  -
to explain  the  poverty  phenomenon. 
No 
Chances  chance 
.• 
. ·Grounds for  poverty: 
No  luck  53  32 
Uizhiess  70  22 
Injustice  44  -44 
Fate  58  34 
2.3.3. . Expectations  for. the paupers'  children 
N.A. 
.. 
15 
8 
12 
8 ,. 
Total 
100 
100 
100 
100 
The last  question  dealt ·with. the  circumstances. ofthe paupers'  children;  it is  . 
also_ useful  -~n. better· understanding  __  the  Europeans'  opinion: ·are  people  boni  poor? Do· 
· people  become  poor?. 
·  QUestion:  .  And children .of these people; hive· they· or not an opportunity to ·get  out of this 
* 
* 
* 
situation?  ·  -
· Have  an .  opportunity··  . 
Have  scarcely  any  opportunity  . 
? 
TOTAL·  . . . .  .. 
.  .  ~  .... 
. . 
EEC 
1976 
. 69 
....  14 
17 
100 
EEC 
1989-
68 
19 
1.3 
100 
Opinions  are  thus  much  more  optiinistic · regarding.  th~ fate  of  th~ paupers'  . 
. children. The  correl~tion with  the  answers  on expectations  for  the  paupers themselves  is  · 
. - /  (  '  '  .  .  .. 
' extremely  strong. -52-
When analyzing the social and demographic variables, the same links as  earlier _ 
on the  fate  of the  paupers'  children are  shown. 
The answers  are all  the  more optimistic as  one is  satisfied with  one's life,  as 
one has  optimistic expectations for  one's own  future,  and  as  one tends  to  think that there 
will  be less  poor. people. SECTION.  3  c  .  . 
MEANS  AVAILABLE  IN  THE  STRUGGLE  AGAINST  POVERTY·. 
i 
i  . 
.. ..  · -54-
As in any social phenomenon, the means of action can be ·contemplated at individual 
level  or at the level  of public; national- or European authorities. 
3.1  INDIVIDUAL ACllON 
Indivi~ual action  in the  struggle  against· poverty  can  come  under various  forms:· it 
may  be a  matter of dedicating  time,  of volunteering or of donating. 
3.1.1.  Money  donations 
The wording  of the  question  was  quite  modest:  it  concerned  giving  "a  little 
money". 
Question:  And if one  asked people  like  yourself to  do  something  to  help  reduce  poverty 
by giving  up  a  little  money for  this purpose,  would you ·be  willing  to· do  so  or 
. no? 
* 
* 
* 
Willing  to 
Not willing 
? 
TOTAL 
•  •  !  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..  . . .  .. 
50 
31. 
19 
100 
One European  out  of. two  would  therefore  agree.  However~ this ·proportion 
varies ·greatly. from  one  country  to  th~  other:  one  person  out  of four  in  Spain,· three 
' 
persons  out of four  in  Greec~. These  answers  are  comparable  to  what  people  claim  to 
be  willing  to  donate  for  the Third  World,  except  in  Spain  and  in France. 
The tendency to contemplate donating money increases with the education and . 
income levels, leadership, commitment ·to· post-materialistic values and left-wing political 
stand. ..:;_55-
Money donations 
·OK  Not  .. OK  N.A  · Totar 
-
Level .of education: 
-
'·  Low  47  30'  23  100 
Average  51  33 
\  16  100 
High  57  28  15  100 
."----· 
Income  level:·--
45.  36  19  . 100 
49  30  21  100. 
+ 
./ 
53  30  ··17  100 
++  59  '  31  10  100 
.  Leadership: 
++ 
~  62  29  9  100 
+·  :S4  29  17  100 
48  32.- 20  100 
42  32  26  iOO 
Post-materialism ·index: 
Materialists  45  31  24  100' 
Mixed·  51  32  17  100 
Post -materialists 
-.)  .59  27  14  100  ', 
·.~.·. 
Political _stand: 
Left  53  30  17  100 
.-Center-_- .53  29  18  100 
- Right_.  . 50- 35  15 
·' . 100 
(S) -56-
3.1.2  Dedicating time 
. Paradoxically;· people are more willing  to spend  time  helping the poor than . 
to donate  m<?ney. 
· Ques~ori:  Would you  be. willing to  give  up -a  little  time  to  help poor people or ~not? 
• ·  w~  !o  ·  -.  . . . . . . . ·  . . .  . . . ·..  . . . . . . . ..  59 
*  Not willing  . . . . . . . . ..  . . .  · . . . . . .  ~  . . .  22 
•  ? . . . . . . ·.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .  19 
TOTAL  .  .  .  .  .  .. .  .  .  .  .  .  ..  . .. ..  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ...  . 100 
Nearly  six  persons  9ut of ten -·thus  claim  to be· willing  to dedicate some of 
their time,  'this  is  an extremely impressive  s~ock of willingness.  · 
The same  social, and  demographic  v~iables are discriminative  again. . '  -57-
The various ways to volunteer "in the struggle against poverty are listed 'below 
'  ..  ..  .  .  ·.  .  . 
in preferential  order: 
Question:  What  sort  of thing·  would you  be prepared to 'do? 
1. 
2. 
- 3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
·*  .. 
Visit  old people living  alone  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Take part in a  voluntary ·or.  charitable  organization 
I  · Help in a  center for  poor people  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
· Give  les~ons in reading and writing  .  . .  .  ·.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Help poor people in their -dealings  with  the authorities  .. 
Organize  the  distribution .of clothing  _ .  .  .  ..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ·. 
Help unemployed  p-eople  to  find  .a  work  .  .  .  .  .  . · .  . · .  .  . 
Other  ..  · ............  · ..............  . 
?  . .  . 
TOTAL.  . . . . .  ' ·  .. 
..  .  . . . . . .  ..  .  :. .  . . . . . . . . . 
46 
34 
33 
29 
29 
24 
24. 
3 
4 
··  All of the 
'EEC 
. 27 
20.· 
19. 
17 
17 
14 
14 
2. 
. (1)  --
2· 
(1) 
The  prop~nion. of ·people  liable  to  partake  in .  one  or ·the  other  of these 
activities  is . twice  as  much  for  the  item  concerriing. the  elderly . as·  for:  assisting  the 
.  .. 
unemployed. There  ~again, there are  significantv~ations from country to country as  showri 
on the  diagram  at ·the  next. page.  --
Whereas  t~e sex  and  age  variables  were  of ·little  imporiance  in  ~escribing 
opini~ns on poverty,  they  have a  great  impact  on.  the volunteer  activities  one  clainis .  to 
be  willing  to ·do:  helping  the  poor  with  the ·administration,  and  the . unemployed . with 
finding  a  job. is  more  of~ man's  answer.  Teaching  grown-ups  to  read  and  write is 
something·  four  youngsters out  of ten are  willing  to  und~rtake. The  other -so~ial  and· 
demographic variables  are. also  highly ·discriminative. 
- .  .  . 
/ 
(1) ·  The total. exceeds  100  owing  to  multiple _answers. B 
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.  A. ·  Help in a  center for  poor people 
B.  Organize  the distribution of clothing · 
·C.  Give  lessoris · in reading and writing  · 
··  D.  Help poor people in ·their dealings  with  the authorities 
E.  Visit  old people living  alone  ·  _  .  . ·  .  . 
F.  · Help unemployed people  to  find. a -work 
G.  Take part in a  voh.mtary or charitable  organization 
H ..  Other 
A  B  c 
'·  .•. 
'Sex: 
Male  .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  28  20  27 
Female 
-- 37  28  31  . . .  .  ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . 
/ 
.Age: 
15-24 ,.  •  . .  . . .  .  · . . . . . .  .  35  26  41' 
25-39 .  . . .  . . . . . . .  . . .  .  35  24  33 
40;_ 54  .  . . . . . .  .  -...  . . .  . .  31  24  25 
55  and  ov~r  . .  . . .  . . . .  . .  31  23  22 
· .Level of education: 
Low  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  35  27- 15 
Average  ... . . . . . .  .  ' . .  . .  -·  .  32  24  32 
Qigh  . .  . .  - .  . .  ...  . 
'.  . .  .  ..  . .  .  30  19  51  .. 
Income level: 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  36  30  22 
. .  . . .  . . . .  . .  ...  35  24  27 
+  '. . . .  . . .  . .  . . . . . . .  '  33  24  30  .  . 
++  . .  .  .. . .  . .  . . .  . . .  .  30  23  36 
Leadership: 
++  ~  . .  . . .  . . .  . .  . .  31  _22  37 
+  ·•  ..  . . . .  . . . . 
,.  .  .  -·  .  . . .  .32  ~23  35 
... .  . .  . .  . . .  . . .  33  26  27 
..  . .  . . .  . .  . . . '· . . .  .  35  26  16 
Post -: materialism· index: 
Materialists  . . . .  ·•  '  .  ~  . . . . . .  ...  34  27  19 
Mixed  ......  . .  .  !  .  . .  32  25  28 
Post - materialists  . . . . . .  . .  ·'  33  19  43 
r 
Political stand: 
Left  . . .  . . .  ·•  . . .  . . . . . . .  31  25  35 
Center  . . .  . . . .  . .  . . .  . .  34  22'  27 
Right 
"  •·  32  23  28  . .  . . •  ·.-.  . .  . . . 
D. 
·32' 
26 
22 
33 
31 
27 
19 
32 
39 
22 
32 
29 
35 
40 
33 
26 
16 
20' 
29 
38 
33 
27 
30 
.·  E  F  G  H  NA· 
.-
35- ·  .  32  .34  4·  4 
56  18  34  3  3 
38  25  33  2  3 
'  42  26  34  4  3 
48  25  34  3  3 
54  21  34  3 _·· _5 
53 - 23  30  3  5 
45  24  34  3  3 
37  26  42  J  2 
50  20  28.- 3  5 
50  25  30  3  2 
45·'  25  33  - 3  3 
41  28  41  4  3 
38  28  41  4  3 
44  26  37  3  3 
49  23  30  3  3 
51  18  29  3  6 
53  22  29  3  4 
47  24  33  3  3 
39  26  43  4  3 
41  29  35  3  3 
48'  21·  36  3  3 
50  23  32  3  4 -60-
3.2  MEASURES TAKEN  BY 1HE PUBUC AUlHO:R.mEs 
Let us  now switch to the means implemented by  the public authorities:  at what level 
should  they be  enforced? Are they sufficient?  How  much  do Europeans  ~ow  about the 
existing  measures?  These  issues  are  surveyed  in this  last  section. 
3.21.  Is  the minimuin income  known? 
, The fitst question introduced here deals with whether or not Europeans know 
about  the guaranteed minimum  income. 
Question:  Can you tell me whether or not there  is  a minimum income guaranteed by  the 
public authorities in your country?  (IF YES)  who  as far as you know ·is  entitled 
to  this  minimum income guaranteed? 
* 
* 
* 
Anybody who  is  not  already  at  the  minimum  income  level 
Only  to  those  who  are  not  at  the  minimum  income  level  and  who  fulfill  certain 
specific  conditions  such  as  their  age,  unemployment,  disability,  etc. 
There is  no ·guaranteed minimum  income  ·  · 
Owing  to·  the  diversity  in  the  regulations  of  the  various  EEC  member-:-
countries,  it  is  not . possible  to  figure  out  an  average  for  Europe.  The  table .  below 
summarizes  the situation in each country: 
B'DKGGRS  FIRLI  L  NL  P  UK 
Minimum  income  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
No  minimum  income  X  X  X  X 
The  diagram  ~m the  next  page  illustrates  the  answers  obtained. .\ 
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ADEQUATION  OF THE· ANSWERS  WITH TJ:IE  EXISTING  SYSTEMS -62-
3.2.2.  Appraisal  ()f  the  measures  taken by the domestic public authorities 
Generally  speaking~  besides·  the  specific · issue  of  the  minimum  income .  ~ 
guaranteed, the polled sample was  ask~d to bear judgement on the measures taken by  the 
public  authorities  in the  struggle  against  poverty. 
Question:  Do you  think that the. public  authorities  in your country  do  all they should for 
poor people,  do  too  much,  or do  not do  enough? 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Do  too. much,  . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . 
Do  what  they  should  .  ~  . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . 
Do not do  enough -:  .  . . . . . . . .  . . .  . .  . . .  . . .  . .  · .  . . 
' ?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ~  .  .  .  .  . 
TOTAL  - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . 
4 
23 
'66 
7 
100 
An extremely large  majority  of Europeans  consider  that  the  measures  taken 
by  the  public  authorities  in the  struggle  against  poverty  are  not  sufficient.  This  opinion 
is  ~ven more widely  shared in Spain (77  %  ),  in Italy  (84 %  ), . in Porwgal  (76  %) and  in 
the United Kingdom (70  %  ). ·The situation is  considered as  mo.re  satisfactory in Denmark. 
The criticisms are sharper' when the polled person is  young,  rather committed 
to post-materialistic values  and  takes  a  left -wing political  stand. 
~  .....  . 
The· public  authorities do  ... 
Too  What  they  Not 
much  sho¢d  enough  N.A  Total 
Age: 
15-24  3  21  ,69  7  100' 
25-39  3  20  69  8  100 
40-54  4  23  66  7  100 
55  and over  4  27  61  8  100 
Post-materialism index: 
Materialists  4  25  63  8  100 
Mixed  4  24  65  7  100 
Post-:_ materialists  2  _17  76  5  100 
Political stand: 
Left  '  2  19  75  4  100 
Center  3  23  67  7  100 
Right  7  30  57  6.  100 ___.:_  63  -
.  The  persons  most. interested 'in .the. poverty issue  are . those  who . show. less 
satisfaction with  the  measures  taken  by  the  public  authorities.  . 
Appraisal ·of the  measures  taken . 
by  the  public  authorities:  -
* 
* 
* 
. They  do too  much 
They  do what .they  should 
They do not do  enough 
Individual  activities 
Money  donations 
Yes  /  No 
3 
32 
70 
5 
26 
' . 61 
Dedicating time.  · 
Yes  N:o 
3 
22 
70 
6 
27 
58 
The persons willing to personally. do something in the struggle against poverty 
are,  indeed,  th~se  who. are  c most  critical  regarding  the  measure~  taken  by .  the .Public 
authorities. 
The judgement passed on the public authorities' poiicy aiso partly depends  o~ · 
. . the ground  ~elected as  generating  poverty~ - · 
(  . 
Grounds for poverty 
No 
hick  Laziness . Injustice  Fate  N.A 
*  Too much 
.-' 
2  10  1  3  4 
*  _Enough  24  31  l3  - 27  24 
*  ·Not. e:oough  . 66  . 52  83  63  50-
*·  No  answer  8  'J  3  '  7  22 
TOTAL·  100  100  100  100  100 
/' · ·  The judgement passed on the measures taken by  the public  authoriti~s is  also 
connected to  the presence of poverty or precariousness circumstances  near one's place  of 
residence. 
Existence  of poverty circumst3J1ces 
~erne  FUsk  of 
poverty  Poverty  ·  poverty 
.  ' 
Judgement passed  on the  measures 
taken by  the public  authofities 
*  They  do too  much  5  2  2  '  . 
*  They do  what  they  should  12  17  21  ·. 
*  They  do  not  .. do  enough  79  75  72. 
*  No  answer  ·  4  6  5  .., 
tOTAL  100  lOO  100 
No 
poverty  · · N.A 
4  3 
27  17 
61  67 
8  13 
100  100 
r 
The  polled  persons  who  positioned  themselves  at_ a  low  level  on  the verbal 
scale  of poverty also  prove more critical  of the _measures  taken by  the public  authorities.  · 
, Pove.rty  scale 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
Judgement  passed .  on the  measures  taken 
by  the  public authorities 
*  They  do  too  much  2  2  3  5  9  . 7' 
*  They  do  what  they  should  13  15  20  24  26  32  36 
*  They  do  not  do  enough  78  75  70  65  63  55  48 
*  No  answer  ·9  .  8  8 .  8  6  4  9 
TOTAL  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
--65-
3.2.3.  Are the  measures  taken· by the. European institutions  knoWn.? 
Before enquiring about people's appraisal of the EEC measures in ~he struggle 
-ag&nst  pov~rty, -it  was  iinportant  to make ·sur~ .  that Europeans were  ~\Vare of them. 
QUestion:  : Have  you heard of the  European  Community- taking action  in -·the  fight  against 
poverty?  .  ·  · 
* 
* 
* 
Yes  . ·  ..  · ....  ·  · ......  · . 
No .......  _.·  ~  .. , ..  ~  .. 
?  .  .  .  . . . . . . .. .  . . . . . . . . . 
.TOTAL ......  · ....  . 
. . . .  -. .  . . . 
. . . . . . .  ..  . . . ..  . 
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  .  . 
..  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . 
31 
. 62 
7 
100. 
One person out of three  is  therefore · aware  of the- policy  conducted  by. the 
European inStitutions.  It is  in ·  Portilg~ (  49  %} and in Belgium (44  %)  that this  policy is 
. best kitown.  eonversely,  three  French  citizens  out of four  never  heard of it.· 
·  3.3.4.  Opinions on this  policy 
.  The  measures  taken  by  the  European  institutions  in  the  struggle  against 
poverty. were  considered from the· angle ·of suitability  (is it right ·or wron~) as  well  ~s i)l 
·  . terms  of efficiency.· 'the table· below  shows  the  answers ·obtained froin  both  viewpoints. ·  .  .  .  ' 
QUestion:  Do  you  think  it  is  good  or  bad  that  the  European  Community  should  get  -
involved in  the fight  against poverty? 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Do you  think that the. Europ~an Commu;,_ity  is  doing  enough  or. not enough  in 
the fight  against poverty?  ·  · ' 
'  .  . 
Good  .. 
Bad 
Neither good nor bad.·  ?  .  . 
Enough 
l 
l 
0 
-Not 
enough  N.A 
5  .5 
1 
2  1 
0  62 
.. 
· · · Ainong- those  informed·  on  ~he .  measures · ~aken by  the  EEC,  a  majority  _ 
· considers·  them  as  insufficient.  The  diagram_ . on  the  next  page  reflects, .  the  levels:  of 
- informati~n and of opinion in each  country. 
-.-- ' .:_  66  -
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TECHNtCAL  APPENDICES -68-' 
TECHNICAL APPENDIX Al 
.  ./' 
Paupers  are underrepresented in the 
,- samples  used  for  opinion polls 
The factors  leading to the fact  that paupers are underrepresented in  _:_  or even de 
facto  excluded  from  - the  samples  used  in  opinion polls  are  of two  types:  -
·objective  factors:  all surveys,  even  the most  systematic ones,  such  as.  censuses,  leave 
out  the  most  underprivileged  layers  of the  population,  among  others,  the  homeless 
who  do  not  have  a  fixed  place  of residence; 
more  psychological  factors:  the  underprivileged  more  often  refuse  to  answer  to 
surveys;  the  cultural  barrier comes  with  low  material  resources. . -69-
TECHNICAL-APPENDIX A2 
IEADERSIDP 
What  is  an "opinion  leader"?  It is  a  person  who~ within  the  framework of  certain 
social  functiorui; ·  usually  has  on  the  others'  opinions  a greater ii!Puence  than  others  have 
on him  (her); If all  members  of a social  group were  equivalent  or ·interchangeable  in  the 
group's opinion-making,  attitude and behavior process,  the group would  go  on  operating 
in some  way  even if such  or such. member were  to disappear. The leader happens to be 
the very  pe~son thanks  to  whom  things  are  different:  he  (she) -has  an  influence  on  the 
. others  - it should  be stressed again  - much more than he (she)  is  influenced  by  them, 
not  only  occasionally  but in a· relatively  ~ontinuous and  predictable  way.  · 
Market studies as  well  as  opinion polls,  and  more generally social psychology studies 
are  designed,  among .  others,  to  find  the  leaders.  In  order  to  do  so,  only  three  methods 
are  known:  -
· L  Sociometric  study ·of the  respective  Within a given  group  but thiS method  easily . 
..  implemented. within  a-laboratory  or with .  small groups.  _ 
2.  Study  by  interrogating  preferential  informers  who  say  who,  according  to  them; 
behaves  as  a  leader' within  such  ot such  group.  This  method  is  limited  by  the 
·same·  restrictions  as  the  previous  method  and,  moreover,  it  may  identify 
"prominent persons"  - i.e:,  people· having  a notoriously significant social position 
- rather than  "lead~rs" actually  i~volved in  the ·group's _life. 
.  .  .  . 
3.  Leaders' self-selection via  surveys,  i.e.  the method which  consists  in  defining the 
leaders as  the individuals representative of some  of the features  inherent to  ~hat 
is generally admitted as  a "leadership" behavior:  interest shown for  certain- issues, 
level  of activity  scope  and- intensity  within  the  framework_ of. the  group's 
life .. 
we chose  the ·last" method  because  it seemed  to  us. that it was  the  only. one  which 
,  c?uld .b.e.  impleme~ted operationally in surveys  on samples representative of numerous and 
dtverstfied  populations.  .  · .  .  ·  ·  - .  ·  . 
The  _analysis  . of  the  results  accumulated  over  the  previous  pplls  showed  'that, 
statistically,  it  is  significant  to  figure  otit  an  index  based  on  the  answers given  by  all  of 
the  polled  persons  to  two  questions ·  dealing,  on  the . one · hand,  with  the  tendency  to 
··  discuss  politics  with  one's friends  and,  on the  other hand,  with  the  tendency  to  convince 
other  people  of  an  opinion  one  happens  to  be  strongly  committed  to .. To  prevent 
confusion  with  the  c~ncept ·of  institutional  leader  often  used  in  other  research  projects, · · 
the  phrase  "cognitive  mobilization"  is  used  for  leadership  in  the  French  version  of this 
document..· -70-
_ This  index  was  designed  so  as  to  include  four  levels  the  -highest  of  which 
corresponding  to  those  persons -identified  as  opiniori  leaders,  i.e.  approximately  12  %  of 
the  European population while  the lowest -is  for  non -leaders (  appro~ately 25  % );  the 
two intermediate degrees are for individuals who are respectively slightly more and slightly 
less  of a  leader  than _  the  average _  individual.  -
The table  ~low shows  how  the  leadership index was  designed. 
Convincing -others  ...  __ 
Often  Sometimes  Rarely  Never  No answer 
Often 
Sometimes 
Never  . 
No  answer· 
.  _++ 
+ 
++ 
+ 
+  + .  + (6) 
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-TECHNICAL APPENDIX A3_ 
Monetary  resources 
Former  works  on .  mcome  levels  amply  demonstrated· that  the  distribution  law  1s 
lognormal  and  that  it ..is  therefore  preferable  to  use  the  median -and  quarter  values  as 
descriptive statistic variables· (1). The table below shows  the median  i~come value for  each 
country in the European Community  (i.e.,  the  income  that 50  %  of the  households  have 
and  therefore .  that  the  other 50  %  do ·not  have) .. 
. (1)  Jean Stoezel:  Les  revenus  et le  cout  des  besoins  de  Ia  vie-(Income ·and  the  cost  of 
life  requirements)  - IFOP  1976,  page  19. * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*  .. 
* 
* 
.. 
* 
·* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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ESTIMATE OF 1HE MON1HLY MEDIAN' INCOME 
PER HOUSEHOLD AND PER COUNTRY 
_Belgium 
Denniark 
(BLF)  .................  . 
(DKR) ................  . 
Germany  (DM)  ................  . 
Greece  (DRA) ................  . 
Spain  (PTA)  ..............  ·  ·  · 
France 
Ireland 
(FF)  ...............  _.  ..  . 
(IRL)  ..........  · ......  . 
Italy  (LIT)  thousands  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Luxembourg  (FLUX)  ...........•.... 
Netherlands ·  (FL)  .  ~ ............  · ...  . 
Portugal  . (ESC)  ................  . 
United Kingdom  (UKL) ................  . 
It· should  be noted that: 
Domestic 
currency 
47500 
255000  . 
3250 
95000 
85000 
8500 
665 
1600 
.85000 
3000 
57500 
915 
our s~mples are of small size. Finer estimates would require samples involving several 
thousand  people in each  country. 
The  figures  in ·the  t~ble above . are  for  income  per  househ~ld. The  average  size  of 
the  household  varies  greatly  from  one country  to  the other.  Moreover,  the number 
·of persons  having  an income  also varies: 
Belgium·.  .  . . 
Denmark  . 
Germany  . . 
Greece  . .  . . 
Spain  . '  . .  . 
France  . . .  .  . . 
Ireland . .  . . . . 
Italy  . . .  . .  . 
Luxembourg  .  . 
Netherlands  .  . 
. Portugal  .  . . 
United  Kingdom  . 
EEC  . .  . . . 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. . 
. . 
. 
. . 
. . 
. . 
HOUSEHOLD BREAKDOWN 
.Average 
number of·· 
members 
. .  .  .  2.73 
.  . .  .  2.57 
.  .  .  2.94 
.  .  .  3.38 
. . .  . . . .  3.65 
. .  . .  .  3.10 
.  .  .  .  4.00 
.  . .  .  3.40 
.  . . .  3.04 
. .  . .  2.86 
. .  .  3.51 
.  . .  2.93 
. .  . . .  3.16 
Average 
number of 
persons with 
an income 
1.46 
1.61 
1.54 
'1.46 
1.40 
1.53 
1.39 
1.55 
1.41 
1.31 
1.59 
1.64· 
1.55 Question·  :  On the  whole,_ are  you very satisfied;  fairly  Sl:\tisfied,  not very satisfied, or not at all satisfied with the _life  you lead 1 
8  .DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  ·p  U~ EURO 
12 
'  . I 
. Very  satisfied  . . .  .  . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . .  26  56  27  28  16  .·  18  31  15  33  49  5'  34  24 
. Fairly satisfied  . . .  .  . .  .  . . ; . ·.  . . . . . . . . . ;  55  38  61  40  65  59  50  62  ''56  45  6l  52  57 
. Not very  satisfied ...................  12  4  8  18  15  18  12  18.  8  5  24  .11  14 
. Not at  all  sa~sfied  ......  ; ...........  4  1  2  14  .  3  4  6  '5  2  1  9  3  ..  4  :} 
. No answer  ......  • ..........  ·  .......  3  .l  2  0  1  1  1  0  1  0  1  0  1 
TOTAL  ..........  ·:  .  .' .•..  100  100  100  ..  100  100  . 100  .100  100  . 100  100  100  100  100 
-..) 
~I  '  w 
' 
Question :  If you _think  back to your life  five  years  ago,- would you· say that  ~ou are  ..  ~ 
,.  \ 
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r· 
. more satified now -than  you were five  years  ago  35  38  '31  46  41  31- 42  44  33  33  40  47  38. 
.  · less  satisfied  . . '•  .  .  . . .  .  . ·. . .  . . ..  .  . . . .  ...  39  45  49  32  33  41  33  34  "51  52  36  29  39 
. No change  .....  · .................  22  14.  16  18.  22  27  22  21,_  13  '13  22  22  21 
. No answer 
.  .  .  4.  3  4  4  4  1  3  1  3  '2  2  2- 2  . . . . . . .  •· .............  -. 
' 
TOTAL  -.  ·  .................  100  100  100  .  100  100  100  ' 100  . 100  100  100  100  100  100 Question  :  Do you  think. that your everyday  conditions willl· impro~e over the  next five  yeard or not  ? A lot or a little  ? 
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. Yes,  will  improve a  lot  .  .  . . , . . . . . . . .  . .  11  11  7  21  11  11  16  14  10  13  9  19  13 
. Yes,  will  improve  a  little  ..............  34  ·32  41  25  42  37  43  48  44  37  47  37  40 
. Will got a little  worse .................  14  20  14  8  10  24  11  14  12  16  12  14  15 
. Will  got  a lot worse  . . .  . .  . . . . . .  . : . .  . .  2  4  2  5  2  6  5  3  2  2  3  5  4 
. Contact cannot make up his  mind  ........  21  22  31  30  13  17  13  '17  23  23  ·24  .11  19 
. No answer  .....................  •·  18  11·  5  11  22  5  12  4  9  ·9  5  14  9 
TOTAL  .........  ; .· .......  100  100  . 100  100  100  100.  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
Question  :  Which people in ·your  household  make a contribution to  the family  ? 
\ 
~ 
+:-
I' 
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. Respondent  ......................  75  92  73  69  54  69  56  61  65  68  67  77  68 
. Spouse  ......................  45  60  43  40  37  52  33  42  42  43  43  48  45 
. A child  ......................  6  4·  8  5  9  2  9  8  3  3  5  8  7 
. Several children  ...................  3  2  2  2  4.  2  5  4  3  2  5.  4  '3 
. Respondent's father ...................  - 10  10  14  18  21  14  19  24  15  9  18  11  16 
. Respondent's mother .................  6  10  10  10  9  11  7  15  8'  5  . 12  12.  11 
. Someone else in the household apart from  above  2.  3  5  3  7  3  10  11  .  4  2  9  6  6 
. No answer  .......................  2  0  1  0  1  1  4  1  1  1  4  2  1 
TOTAL  ..................  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1) 
(1) Total over 100  du·e  to multiple answers. Question :  . ··In  your household do· you  enjoy any  benefits  apart. from  money income  : for  example, rent free  accomodation,  goods  or services 
as  benefits in  kind,  products provided in the. course of work or business, pr other things ? If Yes,  which ones  ? 
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. Rent  free  accomodation  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  ·  ·5  4  7  5  2  3  5  19  4  0·  14  3  7 
. Produce of family  farming  :·  . . . · . . .  ..  . . . . . .  2  2  3  18  6'  4  ·10  l1  ,7  2  19  .- 0  .. 5 
. Products  or. other goods in  the  course of work 
business  ......................  2  1  3  0  o·  2  2  1  1·  3  2  5  2 
. Free produce (for instance  work clothes  supplied 
. by  ~mployer, free  electricity or coal etc  .... ) ...  1  3  1  . 1  1  2  3  1  l  2  1 .  2  1 
. Other non  monetary benefits · . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.  6  1  0  1  1  3  0  1  1  2  5  2 
·  .. No benefits other than  money inc.ome  ......  74.  86  82  76  '83  85  73  64  .80  91  72  85  . ,80 
. No answer  ......................  17  '1  4  2  7  4'  6  10  7  1  0  1  '5 
TOTAL  .................  (1)  (1)  (l)  (1)  .(1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1) 
....... 
v. 
I 
If  yes, speeial extras, answers 1 to 4 to previous question  ..  I 
Question : : . If you  think  of the  extras  above  other  than  cash income,  would  you  say  that  they  play  a  very  important,  quite  important,  not 
.  very  important or •DOt  at all  important role in. your present Standard  Of living ?  .  .  . 
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. Very  important  .....................  26  16  35  .  45  16  31'  43  40  15  11  54  37  36 
: . Quite important  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  36  23  36.  31  26  38  40  35  17'  27  36  26  33 
. Not very/not at all important ..  ·  .. :  ~ ·. · .....  24  58  '28  22  45  24  7  21  60  58  3  27  25 
. No answer  ......  · ...................  14  3  1  2  ·13  7  10  4  8  4  7  10  6 
TOTAL  ..........  , ........  . 100  100  . 100  .. 100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  . 100 .  100 
·• 
(1) Total over 100  due  to  multiple  answers. 
I Question :  Taking  everything into account,  at about  what  level  is  your  family  situated as  far  as  its  standard of living is  concerned ? (Show 
card).  You  may  answer  by  giving  me  a  figure  between  1 and  7.  Number  1 meas  a  poor  family. and  number  7 a  rich  family. 
The other numbers  ~re for positions  in between.  ' 
. 
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. 1 Poor  ......................  0  2  1  3  4  3·  .4  2  0  1  4  3  2 
. 2  ............  •  ....  • .• .......  5.  I  3  4  11  11  7  8  5  2  4  9  7  6 
. 3  .......................  15  8  13  23  27  26  16  20  13  15  29  21  20 
. 4  .............  -...........  45  '33  52  48  47  .  47  36  46  51  39  41  42  46, 
.5  ......................  24  33  25  12  7  14  26  22  23  27  12  21  19 
. 6  ......................  .5  13  3  2  2  2  6  4  8  10  1  4  4 
. 7 Rich  .......................  1  7  0  0  0  0  0  ·o.  1  3  0  1  1 
. No  answer  .......................  5  1  2  1  2  1  4  1  2  1  4  1  2 
TOTAL  .....  · .............  100 '.  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
-..J 
0'. 
I 
Q~estion :  And  on  the  same card,  where  would you· put your father's  family  when  he  was  a boy ? 
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. 1 Poor  .................  ·-....  /3  10  7  30  20  18  11  21  8  12  15  22  17 
. 2  ...........  -............  15  17  21  29  32  28  19  26  26  25  36  27  26 
. 3  ......................  27  20  28  20  21  ·23  23.  20  25  .  20  20  20  22 
. 4  .........  · .............  30  21  28  13  16  14  21  17  21  20  15  13  18 
. 5  .......................  12  14  8  3  4  7  12  8  10  12  6  6  7 
. 6  ......................  4  7  3  1  2  5  6  3  4  5  2  4  4 
. 7 Rich  ......................  1  5  0  1  1  2 •'  2  '2  2  2  1  1  1 
. No  answer  ......................  8.  6  5  3  4  3  6  3  4  4  5  7  5 
TOTAL  .................  100  100  .  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 .  Question :  . And on the  same card,  where  would you put your mother's family  when  she was a girl  ? 
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1 Poor  .......................  .3  7  8  31  19  17  10  22  8  11  15  20  16 
.2  .  • ......  • ......  ··-·  ·-·· .....  16  18  21  29  30  29- 18  24  27  22  35  -.27  .  26 
~ 
.3  . .  . .  ·' .  '.  ..  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...  28  21  31  18  23  24  22  22  25  23  20  . 22  24 
.4  .•••••••••  t.  •••••• '!'  •• <I  •••  29  21  26  13  16  14  23  15  19  21  17  16  .  18 
.5  ...... •, ................  11  15  6  3  5  9  13  8  10  13  5  6'  7 
·.  6  '  . . . . . .  .. .  . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . .  3  ·8  4  1 .  2  3  6  4  4  ·4  2.  3  4 
-~  7 Rich  .  .......................  - 1  .5  0  2  0  2  2  2  2·  3  1  .1  1 
I 
..  No answer  ........................  9  5  .4  3  5  .  ·.  2  6  3  5  3  '5  5.  4 
TOTAL  ...........  ; .. ·-·.·  100  100  100  100  . 100  . 100  100  100  ·ioo.  100  100  100  100 
I 
-..1 
-..J• 
I 
\ 
. Question  : ·  Taking everything into account, do you yourself have the  feeling  that society is. unfair  wi~ you  ? 
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-.Yes  . . . . . . . .  ~  . . . . . . .  .  . . . .  . . . .  16  7•  10  20  18  22  26  '22  9  ,,  16  24  17  18 
. That depends .. .' ....  _.  ~·  ; ............  ·.  33  15  15  21  -19  1L  9  22  18  11  22  7  15 
. No  ......................  44·  76  69  50  57  64  61  51  71  72  47  73  62 
. No answer  ........................  7  2  6  9  6  3  4  _5  2·  1  7  3  5 
TOTAL· ...........  -...... _  100  100  100  100.  100  100  100  100 •,  100  100  100  100  100 Question.:  Do you  think  that your children, or the  children of people like  you will  have  a higher or lower standard of living than  you have 
now'.  when  they reach  your age ? 
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.-Higher  ......................  40  31  39  77  66  41  62  62  45  30  71  67  53 
. Lower  '  22  40  37  5  12  15  18  12  ~9  25  6  12  19  ...................... 
. The same .........................  15  "13  10  2  4·  31  8  1l  13  32  4  10  14 
. No answer  .........  · ...............  23  16  14  16  18  13  12  15  13  13  19  11  14 
TOTAL  .................  100  100  100  100'  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
--..1 
00 Question  :  ·Not .everybody  has  the  sa:me  idea  about  what are  the  necessities  of life.  Among  t~e following  things  which  ones, seem  to  you 
the  absolutely  necessary  to  live  properly  today,  and  which  ories  don't seem  to  you  to· be  absolutely  necessary  to  live  properly 
today  ?  '  ~·  . 
. Having running· water, electricity ·and one's own 
indoor toilets  . . .  . . . . . . . . .  , .  ~  . . . . . . . 
·•  To be  able 'tO  benefit from  social welfare  when  . 
needed,  such  as  in ·the case of unemployment, 
siCkness,  handicap, old age  . ; : . . . . ... · . . . . 
. Having  sufficient accomodation .so  that everyone 
can  have  space  to  themselves  . . . ·:  .;  . . . . . . 
. Having a good education  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. Having a car available  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.  Hav~ng sufficient ·leisure time and the  means  to 
.enjoy  it  .....  · ...............  ~  .· ....  . 
. Having a healthy diet  . . . ; . . , . . . . . . . . . 
. Having a leat one  good holiday  a year  . . . . . 
. Seeing your doctor regularly  . . .  ._  . . . . . . . .. 
. Having friendly  neighbours  . . . . . . . . . . . . ; 
. Being able  to  go  out with  friends .or family  .. 
. Having basic equipment such  as  refrigerator or 
-television set  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~  . . . . . . . 
. No  answer  ~ ..........  ·,  . : .....  · ..  · . ·. 
TOTAL 
(1) Total  100 due  to  multiple answers. 
B  DK  D  GR 
97  88  .  97 
94  89  95 
89  45  .87 
87  69.·  85 
48  .  17  '43 
70  45:  67 
89  80  88 
48  . 43  44 
66  37  71 
.  67  47  69 
66  51.  ;67 
82  '57  .  86 
1  0  0 
(1)  (1)  (1) 
97 
97 
78 
91 
58 
78 
93 
74 
84 
78 
80 
91 
0 
(1) 
E  F  IRL 
98  88 
97  91 
83  .·  75 
84  74 
-35  40 
73  . 35 
'  93  66 
73  . 35 
70·  46 
76  50 
79  55 
81  64 
.  0  0 
98 
96 
87 
'90 
49 
72 
. 93 
46 
64 
80 
1
82 
86 
0 
(1)..  (1).  ', (1) 
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93 
95 
80 
79 
29 
41 
68. 
33 
59 
35 
48 
71 
0 
.(1) 
99 
.96 
91 
89 
59 
71 
94 
50 
.  76 
68· 
"72 
85 
0 
(1) 
91  .. 98 
84  97 
76  93 
67  .  90 
15  57 
51  82  ·. 
92  92 
32  86 
43.  89 
50·  8,3 
46  91 
. 57  91 
·o  1 
93 
84 
71 
82 
20 
60· 
79 
31 
46 
47 
.57 
51 
0 
(1)  (1)  .. (1) 
..  [ 
94 
92 
79 
.81 
35 
56 
80 
43 
59 
56 
61 
71 
0 
(1) 
~ 
\0 Question :  And which ones  don't seem  to  you  to  be  absolutely  necessary  ? 
(Suite) 
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. Having running  water,  electricity and one's own 
indoor toilets  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  2  8  3  2.  1  2  1  2  .0  4  0  3 .  2 
. To be  able to benefit from  social welfare  when 
needed;  such  as  in  the case of unemployment, 
sickness,  hendicap,  old age  . . . .  ..  . . . . .  ~  . .  4  7  5  2  2  3  3  2  2  10  1  7  4 
. Having sufficient accomodation so that everyone 
can  have space to  themselves  ..... , .....  9  45  12  21  13  10  .11  11  6  17  3  17  13 
. Having a good education  . . . . . . . • . . . . : .  10  23  15  .  8  11  13  9  11  9  23  5  10  12 
. Having a car available  . . , . . : : . . . . . . . . .  47  76'  57  42  63  46  51  62  39  80  39  71  59 
. Having sufficient leisure  time  and the· means 
OP 
0 
.to enjoy it  "  +  6  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  "  I  I  I  I  I  +  26  42  33.  20  23  41  26  46  26  37  12  .  28  34 
~  Having a healthy ·diet  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9  10  12  6  5  15  .5  18  4  3"  3  :10.  11 
. Having at least one  good holiday a year  . . . .  48  47  55  25  23  50  53  57  48  59  9  59  49 
. Seeing your doctor  . . . . . . . · . . . . .  . . . . . .  30  51  '29  15  25  34  . 34  27  20  46·  6  40  31 
·. Having friendly  neighbours .............  27  41  31  20  19  30  18  53.  29  39  10  41  34 
. Being able  to  go out with friends  or family  . .  29  39  33  18  17  24  16  38  25  43  3  29  . 29 
. Having basic  equipment such  as  refrigerator or 
television set  !t  '  •••••••••••••••••••  14  32  "13  8  15  20  . 12  16  12  32  3  36  .  20 
. No answer  ......................  26  4  19  40  27  11  26  9  28  8  .54  8  16 
TOTAL  .................  (1)  (1)  (1)  (!)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1) 
(1) Total over 100 due. to multiple answers. Qu'estion  :  Arid  among these  things,  are there any thatyou don't have  <?r  can  not  benefit from  ? · 
. Having running water,  electricity and one's own 
indoor toilets  . . . . . . . . • .  . . . .  .  . /  .'  .  . . 
·.  To be abie  to  benefit from  soci~l welfare when 
needed,  such as  in the  case of employment;  ' -
sickness,  handicap, old age  . .  .  . . . .  .  . . • . . 
. Having sufficient accomodation so that everyone 
can have· space to themselves  .  . . . . . . . . .  . . 
. Having a good education  . . . .  . . ·.  .  .  . . .  . . 
. Having a  car. available  . . . . ; .  . . . . . .  . . .  . . 
. Having sufficient leisure time  and the. means to 
enjoy it.  .  . ·  ............  ·  .....  -......  . 
. Heaving a  healthy diet . . . . . .  . . .  .  .  . . .  . . 
. Having at least one good holiday a year  . .  . . 
. Seeing your doctor regularly  . .  . . . .  .  . . .  . . 
. Having friendly  neighbours ............  ·. 
. Being able  to go  out with friends  or family . .  .. 
. Having basic equipment such  as  refrigerator or 
television  set  . . . . . . . . ·  . .  .  . . . .  .  . . .  . ·  . 
: No answer  .........................  . 
TOTAL  ................. 
(1) Total over 100 due to multiple ·answers. 
B. DK  D  GR  E 
\ 
2  1  ·1·'  2  1 
4  4  4  11  3 
4  •  5  4  23  7 
6  13  7  25  11 
11  25,  '  17  35  30 
10  8  9  21.  12 
2  2  3  5  1 
15  '  9  16  28  22 
2  '  4  -~- 2  . .12  3 
5  5  5  3  2 
5  4  4  .11·  4 
2  - 2  2  '  4  3 
65  53  58 . '  27  44 
(1)  (1)  ' '  (1)  . (1)  (1) 
F  -~ IRL  I  L  NL  P.  UK  EURO 
12 
0  2  1 .  4  1  ,•  8  0  .  1 ' 
1'  11  6  5  2  12  5  5 
4  5  7  '  8 
,  I  3  15  2  .·  5 
8  15  19  '  '11  6  39  4  11 
7  29  6  ''  8  25.  48  23'  18  . 
12  12  17  21  4'  29- 4  11 
1  ' 5  •3  5  2  13  2  3 
10·  42  13  '  14  11  24  18  .·  16 
0  :w  2  6  2  17  1  '  2 
3  4  7  9  3  4  4  4 
2  6'  '4  6  3  3  2  4 
. 
1  . 2  1  '  ',  4  1'  '  6  1  2 
65  '39  45  59  60  22  58  '53 
(1)  (1)  -(1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1) 
\ 
00 Question :  Some people haven't sufficient income and constantly_have  to cut back on  what they  sperid;  Does  this  apply to  you  ? 
B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  Ni.  p  UK  EURO 
12 
. Yes  ......................  23  28.  33  41.  39  42  60  27  .  19  20  46  41  36 
.. No  ........................  70  66  62  49  45  54  37  69  75  7.7  35.  57  58 
·.No answer  ..  ·• ...................  7  6  5  10  16  4  3  4  6  3  19  2  •6 
TOTA,L  .............  , ....  100  100  100  ·100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
00 
tv 
I 
Question :,  I  am  going  to  ask  you  to  tell  me  about different  aspects  of your daily  life.  In  each  case  could  you  t~ll me  whether  you  think 
this .  aspect is very  good,  fairly  good,  fairly  bad or very  bad  ? 
B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  ·P  UK  EURO 
12 
Your  house or flat  : 
. Very  good  .............  '  ...  · .......  70  66  53  12  17  72  49  65  76  78  j2  49  54 
. Fairly  good  .......................  25'  31  39  66  70  25  46  28  19  18  34  48  39 
. Fairly  bad  ........  • ......  \~ .......  3  2  5  19  ·w .  1  4  4  2  3  7  2  4 
. Very· bad  . ·.  , ....  ·  ..  · ..........  · .....  0  1  2'  2  1  2  .0  2  1  0  4  1  2 
. No  answer  ......................  2  0  1  1  2  0  1  1  2  1  3  0  1 
TOTAL  .................  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 Question : ·  l  am  going. to  ask  you  to tell  me  about different  aspects  of your daily  life.  In  each· case could yoti  tell  me. whether 'you  think 
(Suite)  . this  aspect is  very  good, fairly  good, fairly  bad or very  bad ? 
.  . 
8  ··DK  · D  GR  E.  . F  IRL  I  L  NL 
Th(1  neighbourhood where you· live  : 
. Very  good 
. Fairly good · 
. .  Fairly  bad 
. Very  bad 
. No answer 
.....................  •'. 
................  •' ...... . 
....................... 
·.• .......  • .............  . 
TOTAL  ................. 
Your income ; 
·. Very  good  .....................  . 
. Fairly good ......  ·  ....  _ ........  ; ...  . 
. ·Fairly  bad  .....................  . 
. Very  bad  . . .  .- . . · . . . . . .  . . .  .·  . .  ~  .  . . 
. No answer··  ......................  . 
TOTAL ... ;·· ..  ·.· ..  _.  .........  . 
The work that  you do : . 
. Very  good 
. Fairly good 
. Fairly bad 
. Very  bad 
. No answer 
...................... 
.  .  .  .  ....................... 
It  It  I  It  ~  •  It  •  It  • It  It  •  It  It  It  It  It  It  It  It  It  It  .• 
TOTAL 
69 
26 
3 
1 
1 
100 
64 
29 
5 
t· 
1 
100 
40  25 
46  48 
8  .  19 
2 ·.  6 
4  2 
100  100 
49  40 
28  31 
. 5  5 
3'.  ·2 
15  22 
100  100 
'51. 
40· 
8 
l 
0 
16 
66 
15 
2 
1 
15 
75 
6 
1 
3 
100  .. 100  .  .100 
21 
51 
18 
. 
8 
2 
100 
26 
40 
11 
4 
19 
100 
9  6 
54  .  49 
30  30 
4  8 
3  7 
100  100 
8  '  8 
43  . 56 
20  ,13 
2  .  5 
27  .  18 
100  100 
75 
19 
2 
2  .. 
2 
54. 
41 
3 
1 
. 1 
59 
32 
5 
- 3 
1 
78 
20 
2 
0 
0 
79 
16 
4 
1 
0 
100  100  100  '100  100 
28 
53 
8 
T 
4 
8 
52 
20 
14 
6 
100  '  100 
52 
21 
3 
4 
. 20 
100 
19 
48 
7 
5 
21 
100 
28 
48 
12 
7 
5 
100 
41 
28 
6 
6 
19 
100 
49 
42 
5 
2 
2 
100 
54 
38 
4 
2 
2 
100 
61  . 61 
29  16 
1  4 
.1  2 
8.  17 
100  '100 
p·  UK  EURO 
12 
52 
35 
7 . 
·3 
3 
100 
47 
47 
5 
·t 
0 
100 
22  12 
49  . 58 
15  19 
9  8 
5  '  3 
53 
39 
5 
2 
1 
100 
22 
51 
16 
7 
4 
100  too  ·  ·too 
47  .  22 
32.  42 
8  7 
4  3 
9  i6 
100  100 
33 
35 
8 
4 
20 
100 
I . 
00 
w Question  :  I  am  going  to  ~sk you  to  tell  me  about different  aspects  of your daily  life.  "In  each case ·could you  tell  m.e  whether  you  think 
'(Suite)  this  aspect is  very  good,  fairly  good,  fairly  bad or very  bad ?  .  . 
8  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  · NL,  p  UK  EURO 
Your standard of living  :  12 
. Very  good  ......................  52  37  32·  9  7  44'  17  43  69  71  '.  24  20  32 
. Fairly good  ......................  38  55  54  61  67  49  63  45  28  25  53  69  55 
. Fairly bad  ......................  ·5  6  11  23  17  .5  14  6  2  2  13  9  9 
. Very  bad  ••••••  "  ••• It  •••••••••••  2  1  2  '2  3  2  4  3  ·o  1.·  7  1  2' 
. No  answer  ......................  3  1  1  5  6  0  2  3  1  1  3  1  2 
TOTAL  ; ................  ·  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  . 100  100 
The way  you  are  able to use your leisure  time  : 
. Very  good  59  55  36  9  9  58  23  '46  64  77  32  27  39 
00  ......................  .j::o 
. Fairly good  ..................  • .....  30  38  48  50  63  32  59  37  30  19  43  57  45 
. Fairly  bad  ......................  7  4  13  30  21  6  13  10  5  2  16  11  11 
. Very  bad  ......................  2  1  2  5  3  3  3  5  1  1  6  3  ·3 
. No answer  .......................  2  2  1  6  4  1  2  2  0  1  3  2  . 2 
' 
TOTAL  .................  ·.  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
The food  you eat : 
. Very  good  .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  75  "62  46  21  15  87  42  70  85  91  58  44  56 
. Fa\rly good  .....................  '  20  33  46  66  80.  11  54  22  12  8  32.  50  38 
. Fairly bad  .  . .  . . . .  ~  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  3  4  6  10  4  1  2  5  1  1  6  4  4 
. Very  bad  ......................  0  ·o  1  1  0  J  1  1  1  0  1  1  1 
. No ·answer  ......................  '  2  1  1  2  1  ·0  1  2  ' 1  0  3  1  .. 1 
TOTAL  ..............  · ...  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  '100  100  100  100  100  100 {. 
I 
Question  :  I  ain  going  to  ask  you  to  tell  me about different  aspec~s· of your daily  life.  fu  each case could you  tell  me whether you  think 
(Suite)  this  aspect is very good, 'fairly g~  • .fairly bad or very bad ? 
.8  DK  D · GR  E  ·F  IRL  I  L·  NL  p  UK·EURO 
J  12 
·  ' Your social entittlements should you  fall ill : 
!'. 
. Very good  .................  -· ....  63  52  35  12  8  72  13  35  72  16  27  17  37  .  .  / 
. Fairly good  .. • ......................  27  25  40  49  61  . 19  42  34  18  14  38  ·.  42  37 
. Fairly bad .  . . . . . .  /~  . . . .  .. . •. . . . . . . . .  5  7  13  .  30  17  4  22  14  3  2  15  17  12 
. Very bad·  ......................  1  5  '4.  5  4  3  11  11  2  2  12  8  6  I. 
• No answer·  4  11  8  . 4'  10  2  12  6  5  ·6  8  16  8  00  .  ·· ......................  v. 
TOTAL ........  ·.· ...........  100  .  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 '  100  .·  100  100  100  100 
Travel facilities  there are  for work or doing. the 
shopping : 
..  Very good.  .......................  68  55  ·38  10  9  77  29  47  72  81  :  4{  34  44 
- . Fairly good·  . . . .  .. . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  .  .  22  28  39  50  . 59  15  44  .26  18'  . 12  33  4'1  35 
. Fairly bad  ••••••••••••  t  •••••••••  ·5  9'  15  26  17  '4  14  13  6  3  11  12  12 
. Very bad  .......................  -·  . 1  3  6  5  5  3  8  9  3  2  5  4  5 
. No answer  ......................  4  5  2·  9  10 .  1  5  5  1  2  7.  3  4  .  ' 
TOTAL  ...... .  ·: .........  100  .  100  100  . 100  100  100  100  100  100.  100.  100  100  100 Question  :  I· am  going  to  ask  you  to  tell  me  about  different  aspects  of your. daily  life.  In  each case  could  you  tell  me  whether  yo~ think 
.  . 
(Suite)  this  aspect is  very good,  fairly  good, fairly  bad or very bad ?  / 
8  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EURO 
12 
Your  state of health  : 
. Very  good  . . . .  ~- . . . .  .. . . .  . . . . . . . . .  69  63  .35  29  19  73  47  64  69  79  53  44  50 
. Fairly good  ......................  25  29  45  52  63  22  47  28  24 .  15  29  47  38 
. Fairly  bad  ......................  3  6  16  15  12  4  4  4  5  4  10  6  8 
. Very  bad  . . .  -•-.  -. .  -···.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1  2  3  3  '  3  1  i  3  1  2  5  2  3 
. No  answer  ......................  2  0  1  1  3  0  1  1  1  0  3  1  1 
I 
TOTAL  ........  ; ........  100  100  100  ·100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
00 
0\ 
I 
The  time  you  have  available  to do things  that  · 
have  to  be  done : 
. Very good  ......................  57  45  31  9  12  61  29  47.  58  71  41  32  40 
. ·Fairly  good .  . .........  · .............  34  39  48  56  63  31  58  35  34  25  39  50  43 
. Fairly  bad  .  ......................  5  13  16  27  20  6'  11  13  5  3  13  14  13 
. Very  bad  .....................  "  2  2  2  3  2  2  1  4  1  1  3  3  3 
• No  answer·  ......................  2  1  1  5  3  0  1  1  2  0  4  1  1 
TOTAL  ........  · .........  100  100  . 100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 ~ 
:;! 
I 
'·  ·  Question· :  . I  am  going  to  ask you  t~ telt me  ~bout different  aspects  of your daily ·life.  In  each case could you  tell  rrie  whether you  think  · 
(Suite)  this  aspect is  very  good, fairly  good,  fairly. bad or very bad ? " 
B. DK·  D  GR  E  F 
.J ..  IRL  I  ·L  NL  P  ·UK  EURO 
12 
Your general  level ·of education and knowledge  .: 
,,  Very good 
.  '  58  31  27  .  11  8  49·  23  38  56  61  29.  24  .  . 32  ...................... 
..  Fairly  good  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  ~.  t  •,  t  II  •t  t  t  34  53  59.  53  '63  . '47  .57  .48  38  35  45  68  54 
. Fairly bad  '  . . .  •.- . . .  ~ . . .  .•  . . . . . . .  . . . .  .  5  10  11  26  21  2  15  10  3  . 2  . 15  6  10 
·.Very bad  . .  ~.  .  \ . . . . . . . ".  . . . . . . . . .- .  . 1  2  2  6  4  1  3  3  0  1  7  1  2 
. No answer  ......  • .................  2  4  1  4  4  1  2  1  ·3.  1  4  1  .2  .I 
00 
-...! 
TOTAL  ......  ·; ..........  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  .  100  100  100  100  I 
The respect that others have for you  :  \ 
. Very good  •· .....................  64  30.  35  23  . 13  73  31  68  77  74  70  18  45 
. ·Fairly. good  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .  .....  . . .  26  48  57  62  76  20.  60  '19  17  16  19  65  -44. 
·.  Fairly bad  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  •  t  t  ••  t  t  t  t  t  t  II  t  t  3  4  7  5  3  1  1  2  1  2'  4  4'  4 
. Very  bad 
I  1  J  0  0  1  0,  0  1  0  1  1  0  0 
.  .  .  .  ...................... 
. No.answer ...........•.....  ·,  . ·• ...  6  17  . 1  10  7  '6  s.  10  5'  T  6  . 13  7 
TOTAL  ... ; .. ; ..........  100  100  100  100  100  . 100  100'  100  100  100 ..  100  100  ··too. Question :  I  am  going  to  ask  you  to  tell  me  about different  aspects  of your daily  life.  In  each case  could  you· tell  me  whether you  think 
(Suite)  this  aspect is  very good,  fa:irly  good,  fairly  bad or very  bad ? 
8  DK  .  o·  GR. 
Your neighbours,  th~ people in the  vicinity  : 
. very, good  . . .  . . . .  ~  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  ..  .  68  54  40  19 
. Fairly good  ......................  23  37  48  68 
. Fairly bad  .........................  4  5  9  8 
. Very bad  ......................  2  1  2  1 
·.No answer  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3  3  1  4' 
TOTAL  .....  -~ ...  · ........  100  100  100  100 
E'  F  IIRL  I 
13  71  47  60 
78  21  48  28 
4  3  3  6 
1  2  ' 1  3 
4  3  1  3 
100  100  100  100 
L  NL 
77  74 
17  20 
3  2 
1  2 
2  2 
100  100 
P  UK  EURO 
12 
73  40  49 
18  49  41 
4  6  5 
1  2  2 
4  3  3 . 
100  100  100 / 
/ 
Question  :  In  the  area where you live,  are  there  people  who  live  in  one of the following  situations  : extreme. ·poverty,  poverty,  at risk of 
falling  into poverty ? 
B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  ·  P. .  UK  EUR() . 
12 
. Ex~me  poverty ........  _.  : ..  ~ ........  3  4  2  6  .3  7  4  '4  1  '2  8  2.  4 
· . Poverty  ......................  18  13  7  30  17  18  12  24  4  14  37 .  . 5  15 
. At risk of falling  into ·poverty . .  . . . .  . ; .  ·..  . .  17  11  14  8  10  13  ,'  22  11  17  17  8  '  ·,  16  13 
·.  Nobody in any of these situations  ........  ; ,  30  51  ' 63  44  60  48  51  '44  62  53  26  63  53 
32 
I  . 
17  <' 16  ..  15  '  . No answer  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  .  -·  . . .  21  14  . '  12  10  14  11  14  21  ' 14 
~  ,. 
TOTAL  ...................  100  too  100  100  100  100  100.  100  100  '100  100  100  100 
\ 
'\ 
If  Yes (answers 1, 2 or 3 to previous question :  .  , 
00 
\()' 
Que8tion  :  ·Do  you  ever·  happen  to  see. for  yourself  the  conditions  under  which  these  people  live  ? .Does  that  happen  to  you·  often, 
. 
sometimes, or rarely ? 
B  DK  D' GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL.  P ·  UK  EURO 
12 
. Often  ,•  ·~ ..  · .................  - ..  10  21  17  30  24  22  21  17  17  16  .20.  19  .  20 
. Sometimes  ....................  ·.· ....  40  44  ·52  49  47  42  41  41  42  ·46  50  37  44 
. Rarely:  27  23  24  12  17  19  .  26  24  35  20  19 
'.  27·  22  ....  '• ........  •' ....  · .... 
. Never  .............  " ..........  19  11  6  8  10  16  11  16  3  17  9  16  13 
. No answer  '  '  4  ·1  1  1  2  1  1  '2  3  1  2  l  1  ........................ 
TOTAL  ......  ;· ...  ·  ........  100  100  100  100  100  100·  100  100  100  100' '100  100  100 If  yes  (answers 1, 2 or 3 to the same question)  . 
Question :  Again,  talking of these  people,  would you  say they are  for  the· most  part people  who  have .always  been  in  that  situation or are 
they people who. have fallen  into it after having 'known  something better ? .  .  .  .  .  . 
.. 8  DK  D  GR  E·  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UKEURO 
12 
.  Always been ·  in  their present sitqatiori  . . . . . .  34  20  24- 65  50.  34  35  55  39  "17  63,  31  40 
. Fallen into it after knowing something better  .  41  49  ..  57  17  '32  52  55  27""  46  59  21  .. 54  42' 
. No· answer  · ............  ·  ..........  25  31  19  . 18  '. 18  \ 14  .  10  .  18  15  24  16.'  15  18 
TOTAL  ............  ; ...  · ..  '100  100  100'  100  100  100  100  100  100  '100  100  '-100  100 
9uesdon  _:  Among  the  following  reasons  which  might  explain .why  people  are. poor,  which  three or them,. in  your  opiriion,  ~.the most 
common.?  · ·  · 
. The social welfare cuts  .  .  . . .  . . . .  .  ..  . . . . 
. The lack of concern among neighbours  ..... 
. Sickness  . . . . .  ~.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. Family brekups  .  .  · . ·.  . .  .  . . .  . . . .'. . . .  . . 
· . They were  brought up in deprived conditions  . 
. ·.Loss  of a spirit of community in our society  . 
. They fell  into alcoholism or drug abuse  . . . .  ·: 
. They are  victims of long term unemployment  . 
. They live  in a poor area  .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . 
. This goes  back to their own laziness .  .  . . . . .  ~ 
.  . The educational system ·not  catering for them  . 
. They have .  too· many children ·  .  . . . ..  . . . . . . 
. No answer  ...  · ..........  · ..........  . 
TOTAL  ..................  . 
(1) Total over 100 due to multiple answers. 
8  DK ·  D  GR 
19 
6 
35 
30 
28 
15 
35 
51 
8. 
18 
9 
7 
8 
(1) 
20 
3 
51 
43 
6 
19 
44 
52 
2 
15 
.11  ' 
3 
6 
(1) 
19 
5·. 
42 
28 
20 
'11 
58. 
43 
7 
. 18 
7 
7 
4 
(1) 
15 
4 
33 
26 
.24 
8 
15 
30 
13 
31 
·5 
9 
8 
(1) 
E 
9 
2 
16 
15 
28 
10 
41 
54 
16 
10 
9 
.  18 
8 
(1) 
F  IRL  ·.I 
17 
10 
32 
.17 
21 
22. 
31 
66 
7 
16  ' 
17 . 
10 
3 
(1) 
"40 
3 
25. 
33 
25 
6 
39 
64 
13 
16 
. -13 
19 
1 
(1) 
13-
5 
.32 
'29 
. 26 
16 
37 
52 
18 
.  19 
·6 
19 
2 
(1) 
L  NL 
1 
5 
29 
33· 
37 
12 
45 
38 
5 
29 
12 
6. 
5. 
(1) 
42 
1 
24 
41 
16 
12 
50 
55  . 
4 
11 
7 
5 
4 
. (1) 
P  UK  EliRO 
12 
30 
2 
'37 
16· 
21 
. 12 
30. 
41 
17. 
15 
5 
25 
.10 
(1) 
33 
3 
18 
38 
23 
·12 
. 22 
60 
15 
21 
11 
16 
4 
. (1)' 
20. 
5 
30. 
27 
. 23 
14 
38 
53. 
12 
17 
10 
13 
5 
(1) 
I  I 
'-0  o· ;.!'_-... ~--_,..,-' 
·  Question :  · In the  ~a  where you live,  are there more, the same, or fewer poor people than there were  ten years ago? 
8  .DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L.  NL  p  UK  EURO 
12 
. More.  .. . .  ~ '. .  . . . .  '. . .  ..  .  . . . . . . .  . .  21  12  13  3  '7  13  24  6  2  19  9  16 '·  11 
,·The same  ......................  20  32  28  13  33  27  28  22  21  21  22  26  26 
.-Fewer  ..........  ·  ..  • ............  17.  11  22  60·  38  24  30'  57  34  23  41  22  32 
. No answer  . . . . .  .. .  . . . .  ... . . . . . . . "  ".  42  '45 ..  37  24  22  36  . 18.  ·15  43  37  28  36·  .  31 
TOTAL  ........... .  ·: ....  100  . 100  100  100  100  100  100  .  100  100  100  . ·100  100  100 
I  ·t 
\Q  -
·I 
Question:- :  Why, in  your opinion, are there people who live in need ? Here are  four opinions,  which. is  the closest to yours  ? 
8  DK  D  GR  E  ·F  IRL  I  L  ·NL  p  UK  EURO 
.  '  12 
. Because they  have  been  unlucky  t,,t  e  I  t  e  I  I  I  21  25  14  22  20  15  25  19  11  33  . 22  15  18 
. Because of laziness and lack of willpower  . . ·.  14  18  19  25  15  14  14  23  25  10  14  18  17 
•.  Because there is. much injustice in our society  .  22  15  34  18  38  . 29  30  41  ~5  20  38  30  33 
· . ·It is  an inevitable par:t of modern  progress  . . .  20  29  .14  .  10  12  30  24  9  ·6  18  10  24  18 
. ·None of these  ............  · .........  9  ·n  15  7  3  7  .3  4  19  12  6  4  7· 
. N:o answer  ..............  • ......  -·  .  14  8  9  18  12  7  A  4  8  9  16  '9  9 
TOTAL  ....  ·. ·  ............  ~.  100.  (1)  (1)  100  100  (1)  100  .  100  100  (1)  (1)'  100  .  (1) 
( 1)  Total over 1  OQ  due to multiple answers. Question  :  In  your  opinion,  do  the  people  who  are  in  such  deprived  circumstances  have  3:  chance of escaping  from  them  or  have  they 
virtually no chance <?f  escaping ?  ' 
8  DK  D  GR  E  IF  IRL  I  ·L  NL  p  UK  EURO 
12 
. They have a chance  . . .  .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  48  62  54  70  52  52  38  60  57  46  47  50  54 
. Almost no chance . . . . .  .  .  . , . . .  . . . . . . .  27  25  29  13  29  35  52  30  30  39  26  41  32 
. No an·swer  ......................  25  13  17  17  19  13  10  10  13  15  27  9  14 
TOTAL  ..  · .....  ·  ............  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  ioo 
Question  :  An~ children of these people,  have, they or not an apportunity to get out of this  situation ? 
- -- . - -- - ·- ---- -
8  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  . I  .  L  NL  p  UK  EURO 
12 
. Have an opportunity  . .  ~  .  . . .  . .  . . . . . . . .  61  80  64  84  60.  69  55  79  73  71  57'  66  68 
. Have scarcely any  apportuhity  .  . .  . . . . . . . .  17·  12  '  25  2  20  .  16  35  11  16  16  14  . 27  19 
'-0 
N 
. No answer  .......................  22  8  11  14  20  15  10  10  .11  13  29  .. 7  13 
TOTAL  ......  · ...........  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
·Question :  Can you  tell  me  whether or not there. is  a  minimum. income guaranteed by  the public  authorities  in  (country)  ?  If yes,  who as 
far as  you know is entitled to  this  minimum income guaranteed ? 
8  DK.  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EURO 
12 
. Anybody who is  not already at the  minimum 
income level  . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . .  44  25  32  5.  15  30  12  15  51  30  13  12  22 
. Only to those who are not at the minimum income  · 
level and who fulfill  certain speicific 
conditions such as  their age,  unemployment 
disability etc  ......  ...................  38  29  17  21  21  46  22  31  36  52  23  19  28 
. There is  no guaranteed minimum income  . . . .  3  16  34  20  21  10  24  30  9  10  15  30,.  23 
. No answer  ......................  15  30  17  54  43  14  42  24 .. ·  4  8  49  39  27 
TOTAL  .................  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  . 100  100  100 
--- -·  --.............__ __  -.-~ 
.Question  :  Do you  think that the  pu~lic authorities in  (country) do all  that· they should for poor people, do too much, or do not. do 
enough? 
B  DK  ,D  GR  .E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK·EURO 
'  12 
. Do· too much ............  · ...........  5  8  6  5  2  '  4  2  1  2  5  0  3  4 
. Do what they should  . . .  !  ;  •  •  •  •  • .  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  26  40  36  19  16  28  28  io  35  33  8  18  23 
. Do not. do. enough  ...................  56·  42  51  58  77  "61.  ,62  84  53  56  76  70  66 
. No .answer  •••• "  •  • .•••••••••••••••  ,!•  13  10  . 7  18  5  7  8  5  10  6  .  16  9  7 
TOTAL  ....  · ............  ; .  100 .. 100  100  100  '  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
Question  :  Have you  heard of ·the European Community taking  acti~n  · in  the  fight  against poverty  ? ·If yes,  do you think it is good or bad 
that the European. Community. should get involved. inthe fight  against poverty ? 
t-
. Good  ......................... . 
. Bad  ..  ·· ..........  · ·. · ·. · · · 
. Neither good·nor bad  .. : .....  ~ .•.. ; .. 
. Haven't heard about it  . .  . .  . .  . . .  .  . . . . . .  . 
. No answer 
TOTAL . . •' ..............  . 
B  DK.  D  GR  .  E  F  IRL 
28  19. 
6  5 
10  ..  5 
42  64 
14  '  7 
100  - 100 
27 
3 
7 
53 
10 
100 
29 
1 
3 
57. 
10 
28  . 19  29 
2  1  2 
5  2  3 
52  76  60 
13  .  2  6 
100  100  100  100 
I·  L  NL 
24  23 
1  1 
2  .  5 
70  60 
3  i1 
100  100 
32' 
2 
2 
62 
2 
100 
P  UK  EURO 
12 
37  26. 
2  1 
10  2 
40  66 
11  .  5 
100  100 
.25 
2 
4 
'  63 
6 
"100 
\0  .....,  . 
. I To those who have answered categories 1, 2 or 3 to previous question : 
Question :  . Do you  think  that  the  European Community is doing enough or not enough in  the fight  against poverty ? 
8  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EURO 
12 
. Enough  ......................  27  21  19  42  14  13  18  18·  27  20  6  21  19 
. Not enough  ........................  51  46  59  35  68  69  69  57  56  54  80  57  ..  60 
. No answer  ......................  22  33  22  23  18  J8  13  25  17  26  14  22  . 21 
'  ' 
TOTAL  ................  :  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
Question :  And  if one  asked  people  like  yourself  to  do something  to  help  reduce  poverty  by  giving  up  a  little  money  for  this  purpose, 
would you  be  willing !O  do so  or not  ? 
B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  .L  NL  I  p  UK  EURO 
12  ·'f. 
I 
. . Willing to  ..............  • ..  • .......  33  43  45  75  25  52  .66  58  70  62  61  58  50 
. Not willing  ••••••••  tr,  •••••  · ••••••••  41  35  37  '' 15  5  41  19·  34  19  27  18  31  31 
. No answer 
\  26  22  18  10  70  7  15  8  11  11  21  11  19  . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ..  . . . . . 
TOTAL  .................  100'  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
Question :  Would you  be  willing to give up  a little time to help poor people or not ? • 
8  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EURO 
12 
. Willing to  . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  38  74  53  68  '  26  68  77  70  63  65  53  67  59 
. Not willing  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..  .  . . . .  32  13  29  20  4  34  11  20  25  26  ,20  23  22 
. No answer  ......................  30  13  18  12  70  8  12  10  12  9  27  10  19 
TOTAL  .................  100  100  100  ' 100  100  100  '100  100  100  100  100  100  100' 
----"""'-, 
----- - ---~-- -~ 
~  I 
-~ 
To those ,prepared· to give up some time. Code l  to previous question  : . 
. Question' :  What sort of thing  would you  be prepared to do  ? ·  · 
8  DK  .D  GR  E  F  IRL 
. . Help ·in  a centre for poor people  . . . . . . .  . . 
. Organise ·the. distribution of clothing  .  . . . . . . . 
. Give lessons in reading an4  writing  . . . . . .  ~  · 
. Help poor people in  their dealings  with  the 
authorities  ; . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . ·.  . . . . 
. Visit old people living alone  ..  · .....  ; .... 
. Help unemployed people to find  a work  . . . . 
. Take part in  a voluntary or. charitable 
· .organisation  . . . . . . . .  . . ·  : . . . .  ._,  . . . .  . . 
. Other  ...............  -.......  . 
. No answer 
.  .  ...................... 
TOTAL  ............  ,, .... 
(1)  Total  over 100 due  to multiple  answers. 
32 
32 
30 
28 
137 
15 
.. , 14 
3 
8 
' (l) 
32  32· 
18  30' 
21  26 
·35  42 
'50  51 
23  21 
34  '31 
9  2 
4 .  1 
40  39  '  26 
24  26  . 35 
19  40  40 
. 13  19  '42 
26  .  28  .  47 
21  31  30 
29  .25  16 
0  1  4 
12  s·  3 
(l)  (1)'  (1)  .·  (1)  (1) 
39 
'.19 
19 
17 
54 
14 
46 
4 
3 
(l) 
I 
40 
18 
23 
13 
45 
27 
35 
1 
4 
(1) 
L  NL 
.31  27 
36  18 
23  28 
33  . 29 
33  42 
25- 17 
44  47 
1  3 
2  3 
(1)  (1) 
P  UK. EURO 
12 
41  30 
32  . '  15 
24  _30 
14.  '27 
40  53 
31  20 
44  52 
3  7 
8  4 
(1)  (1) 
33 
24 
29 
29 
46 
24 
. 34 
3 
4 
(1) 
'· 
I 
\C 
Vl Question  Which of  the following  two opinions abOut  our society comes closest to your own view  ? 
. In our society the rich get richer and the poor 
get poorer  ._  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
. In our society there is  less and less difference 
in income  between .  the rich and the  poor  . . . . 
. No answer  ..  -...................  . 
TOTAL 
8  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  P  UK  EURO 
12 
79  62  71  52  59  .  74 
8  30 - 19  29  30  19 
13  .  8  10  19  11  7 
100  100  100  100  100  100 
85  64  66  68  73  80 
10  30  '20  22  18  12 
5  6  14  10  9  8 
100  100  100'  100  100  100 
70 
. 21 
9 
100 
Question  :  To what extent would you say you are intereste in politics ? 
8  DK  D  GR  E  F.· IRL  I  L·  NL  p  UK  EURO 
12 
. A great deal  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  7  20  18  14  6  12  9  5  12  17  2  15  11 
. To so~e~extent  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.  . . .  . .  19  49  44  38  21  32  29  20  33  41  6  39  32 
. Not much"  .... ~; ......................  34  24  29  28  24  37  . 32  42  42  32  45  31  33 
. Not at all  '  38  6  8  19  48  19- 29  33  12  10  45  15  . 23  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . 
. No answer  •••••••••••••  <I  ••••••••  2.  l  1  1  1  0  1  0  1  0  2  0  1 
- TOTAL  -. .........  , ......  100  100  100  . 100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100. 
------------~/J.r-.  .... 
..0 
0'\ 
I --~-·- -~- - -
.-·"..,... ...... ...------~ 
Question  :  Here  is  a list .of  problems.  I  would like  you  to  tell  me  for each· one if you. personally  consider it very ..important,  important,  of_ 
little  im~rtance or not important at all ? 
.  '  .  ; 
B  DK  D  GR  _E  -F-- IRL  l  L  NL  p  UK  EURO 
12 
The protection of nature  and the .  struggle against 
pollution  : 
. Very  important  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  '76  89  83  71  74  68  71- 85  78  83  79  75  78 
. Important  . . . . ..  · . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  21  -.  11  - 16  22  23  27  26  15  - 16  - 17  13  21  20 
. Of  little  importance . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . .  . .  1  0.  1  3  1  2  1  0  1  0  0  2  1 
· . Not important at all  . . . . . .  ..  ·-. .  ~  .,•  .  . . . "  .  0  0  0  0  0  ·o  0  0  -- _2  0  0  1  0 
. No answer  .. •' .........................  2- .. 0  0  4  2  3  2  0.  3  0  8  1.  -1 
TOTAL  . _  ..  -..  ~ ....  -.....  -..  100  100  100.  100  100  100  100  100 ·-- 100.  100  100  100  100 
The prani energy supplies  : 
\0 
_'57 
--.J 
. Very  important  ..  . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~  .  -.  . . .  '49  65  57  54  48  39  52  55  56  37  53  51  I  _.  Important  .......................  40  30  39  27  39  53  _40  40  31  52  22  37  41 
. Of little  importance ..  -.. , . ,-...........  6  4  3  7  5.  5  3  3  .8  8  5  3  4 
. Not important at all_  ....  ; ............  1  0  0  1  0  1  1  0  2  1  o.  l  1 
. No answer  .......................  4  1 .  1  11  8.  2'  4  2  3  2  20'  2  3 
• 
TOTAL  . ,  .-..........  · ....  <  100  100  ---100  100  ·too  -1oo  100  -- 100  100  100  100  100  100 
Help ·  the  poor countries of Africa, -South  Americ'a, · 
Asia,  etc  ... 
-.  Very-impo~nt  ..  · .....•.......  i ••  '_.  •••  - 22  28  - 28  48  - 45  22  36.  36  '  38  31  54- 29  32-
- .  39  37  49  29  37  45  I  47  47  32  45  24  45  44  _  . Important  . . . . . . . . .  .. . . , . . . . . . . .  .  . 
. Of little  importance  . . . . · . . . . .  ~- ~  .  . . . .  . .  ,  23  26  16  - l4  12  22  10'  13  21  21  9  17  16 
. Not important at all  ·: ..........  · ......  11  5  .  5  3  2  9  4  2  5  2  2  6- .'5  .  - -
. No answer  ..........  · ............  .  5  4  2  6  4  2  3  2  4  1  11  3_  ·3 
-TOTAL  . ·  ........  -........  _too  · 100.  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
- r' 
100  100  . ~ 
Questio~ :  Here  is  a  list of problems.  I  would  like  you  to  tell  me  for  each one if you  personally consider it very  important,  important, of 
(Sui(e)  little importance or not important at all  ? 
8  DK  D  GR  ·E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EURO 
12 
The fight  against unemployment : 
. Very  important  ••••••••••••  <I  •••••••  70  75  71  77  81  79  86  82  65  60.  82  64  74 
· . Important .  ............  • ..........  23  '  22  25  18  17  19  13  16  25  38  10  31  23 
. Peu  important  . . .  . . .  .  . . .  .. ..  . . .  . . : .  . .  3  2  3  2  0  1  0  1  5  2  ·0  3  2 
. Of little importance  . . . · .  . . .  .·  . . . . . . . . . .  1  o.  0  0  0  0  0  0  3  0  0  1  0 
. No answer  ......................  3  .  1  1  3'  2  1  1  1.  2  0  8  1  . 1 
.TOTAL  ...  · ..........  ·  ....  100  ·100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
The fight  against poverty  : 
..  Very important  ....................  59  59  47  73  72  70  77  65  59  51  83  60  62  \0 
. Important  .  . . .  . . .  .  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . .  33  33  44  21  25  27  21  . 31  29  41  9  36 .  33 
00 
·  . Of little importance  . . .  .  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . .  4  6  6  3  1  2  1  3  6  5  0  2  3 
. Not important at all  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  4  1  0  1  0 
·.No answer  •  •  •  •  •  a  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  t  •  •  •  •  •  •  3  2  2  3  2  1  1  1  2  2  8  1  2 
TOTAL .................  100  100  100  100  100  100  .  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
Reduce  the differences  between the regions of 
our country by  helping those regions less 
developped or in difficulties  : 
. Very important  .....................  28  32  28  56  55  37  42  51  37  19  72  39  40 
. Important  . . . .  . . .  .  . . .  ·.  . . . . . . . .  . .  44  40  57  27  34  51  43  35  29  45  15  46  44 
. Of little importanee  . . .  .  . . . .  . . ·:  . . . . .  . .  16  20  11  8  4  9  7  9  24  28  1  .7  10 
. Not important at aU  .................  5  3  2  1  0  1  2  3  6  5  0  3  2 
. No answer·  ......................  7  5  2  8  7  2  6  2  4  3  12  5  4 
·  TOTAL  ...................  100  100  100  100  100  . 100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
'-'"  ...... ~----- . I_ 
(A.  atJX  QUI  ONT  DES  RESSOURCES  NON  MONETAIRES. 
REPONSCS  1 A 5 A LA  QUESllON  222). 
223.En  pensant  a  cas  res$curces  autres  Que  las  renrr~s 
d'argent. diriez-voi..:S  ou·euas  jouent un· rOle  rr~ imporronr. 
assez  important. peu  ou  pas important dans votre  niveau 
de vie actuet ?  · 
1.  Ti~s important 
2.  Assez important 
3.  Peu  ou pas du tout important 
o.? 
TR£ND  EURO  5 • Q.  157 
.  - .  . 
224-Tout  bien cOfisidAre. a QUel  Achelon a peu pres se  trouve 
votre tomille en ce QUI  conceme son  niveou de vte ?  Vou$ 
pouvez reoondre en  rrie donnant un chiffre  otlanf  de  1 a 
7.  <MONTRER  LA  CAalE). Le  cniffre  1 signitle  familia pauvre. · 
Ia  chitfre  7  signifte  tomii1e  ricne.  Les  outres  chiffres  vous 
p~ettenr  de cnOiSir ces cos interm&dloires. 
PAUVR£  1 .  2  .3  4  5  -6  7  RICHE 
1=0 
TR£ND  EURO  20  • Q. 159 
225. Et.  sur  cette meme c:::rre.  au  situeriez-vous  Ia  tcmille  aont 
vienr  votre  oere  c;ucr.c  :1  etoit  enfant  ?  <MONTRER  LA 
MEME  CARm. 
-PAUVR£  1  2.  3  '  4  5  6  7  RICHE 
?=0 
226  ~~ :a  ~c:":'11ile ce vcrre  ~ere cuona elle etcrt en-
fcnr .,  <MAINTENIR .LA  CARTE). 
PAUVRE  l  5  6  7  0  ~ICHE 
227. Vcl.:S-!''"·e~e.  ~~- ::er.  :::r.sicere.  cvez-vcl.:S  :e  ser.r:ri-.er.r 
CL;e .. :c  sec: ere  e5r  :-::~~a  ;r.ver~·-vc·us ., 
·1.  C:..:1 
2.  Calc cecer.c (S?CNTANE) 
3.  \len  a  . ., 
TREND  ~~  5 • Q.  1.60  MODIF1EE 
228. :Srimez-vc~  c:.;e  vcs  ~.ntanrs  ou · ies  enfcnrs  ces  ger.s 
ccmme  vol.:S  curcnr  :.;n  ;'liveou.-de  v•e  meilleur  cu  :":'10ir.s 
·  bon.cue :e  vctre .cc:-....edemenr.  oucnd iiS  ourem vorre  · 
age? 
r:. Meilleur 
2.  .\lloJr.s  con 
3.  Scrs c:;cr.gemer.r 
c.? 
TREND  EURO  5 - Q.  161  MODIFIEE . 
99-
(IF  YfS,  SPfCtAL  EX1Z4S.  ANSWERS  TO  4  TO  QUESTION 
222).  . 
223./f  you  lt'!ink  or lt'le· extras above other than  casll  income. 
WOUld  you ·say  lt'!at  they  jj/oy  a  verv  imPOrtant.  autte 
imS'ortant.  not very important or not r.1  ,.,II  important role in 
your jjresent standard of living ?  · · 
1.  Very important 
2. ·Quite important 
J. Not very/nat at aD important 
a.  7 
TII£ND  EURO  5 - Q.  157 
.  .  '  .  ; 
224..Taking  everything into account. at about what level is  yotr 
family  situated  as far  c:is  it! standa(d of living  is  concetn9d  7 
(SHOW  CARD).  You  may .  answer · by  gMtig  me . a  figure 
between 1 and 7.  Number 1 means a 'poor family and number 
7 a rich family.  The  other numbeiS are f01 po$itlons n oetween. 
POOil  1  2·3  4  56  l.  lllCH 
?=0 
TREND  EURO 5 • Q.  158 
.225.And on  lt'!e same card. where woUld  you cut your tamer's 
family o,yhen  he wa a boy 7 (SHOW THE·SA¥E  CARD) .. 
POOfl  f  .2  3  4  5  6  7  RICH 
?=C 
216.).nd  en · the  same  ccrd.  where  wcw1d  ycu  cr.1t  you 
morher·s  tcmt/y  wnen  sne  was  a  girt ·'  (SHOW  CASlD 
AGAIN). 
?co~  7  0  ·.  RIC:-! 
?=U  ·. 
2  . 3  '4.  5  6 
Z27.~;;!<ing  everyrhing -!nrc  ac:::cunr.  ao· ·;cu  iCL:rsetf  ~c·1e  -r:e 
:eedng ;ncr sccferi :s  unfair wiTt1  ycu  7  · 
;_  ·;es  . 
::.  1:--:cr cecet.as (VOLUNTEERED) 
.:J.  No·. 
a.? 
TREND  EUflO  5 - .  iCO  MODIFIED 
228.Dc. you  thinK  thar ycur ci1ildren.  or· me  :::.--:iicren  of ceccie 
lil<e  you  wiU  have a  higner or !ower srcnacra of :;vtng  ;nan 
ycu have now.  wnen  riley recc,.,  your age ' 
"iig~er 
2.  ~ewer 
TREND  EURO  5 • Q.  161  MODIFIED 'Zl9tr0Jf 1e mcn2e n·a pas Ia mArne ld6e sur ce QlJ asr n&-
230.c..ant PQ6 YMe. Pam! les  c:noses SIJIVantel. Queues  sent 
celles  QIJ  vet.S· pcraisent  absoiUment  ntlcessaires  pour 
\'Me  correc:remenr  aujourd'hul  et  ceues  qUI . ne  vous 
pcralsSent  cc:s  atsolument  ntlcessclres  ?  <MON1R£R  LA 
UstE. PUISISJIIS I90NSES POSSIBlES). 
.Avolr l'eau ccurante. 1"41ec-
trldt• et les toiertes dans 
sen logement 
.Pouvar b4n611der de Ia s&- cunt• sodale'en cas.de be-
son. par  exetnQie d'IOmage. 
· matadle. lnVclldlte.  · 
.,;eilleae  ~ 
.Avoir un logement su11sant 
pour cnac::un puiSS&  avoif sa 
~ce  3 
.Avoir une· bonne inslruc:ton  4 
.CisQoser d'une vorture  5 
.Avolr sutftsammenr ae loiSirs 
et les. moyel"$ a· en cromer  6 
.AVOir  une Cllmenre!lcn  ecuill-
oree  7 
.Partir cu moirs :.r.e  :CIS  .ocr 
an en. vcccncas  8 
.Veir  r~Ueremenr  \.m mece-
c:n  9 
.Avoo ces  vciSirs  cvec ~ 
les  fE!ICTICr.s scnr cmrc:::Ies  0 
.?CI.NOir  somr  &r.rre  em~ ::u 
en  rcmlile  X 
.Avorr ,. ~cuioemenr  .":":EH'lc~er ce 
bose comme ·e refrigercreur 
eric ~et~n  Y 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
"'  "' 
X 
y 
100 
Z11/Nat ~  har the sc:me Idea about what are the 
~  of lfe. Among the  foiO\'IItng  t1'*lQlS  Wtk:ft  Cln9S 
!l8SI7I  to  you  tt1e  ·abso/utetv  necessary  to  live  property 
tOday. and which ones don·t seem to you to be absOiutlHY 
necesscw ? (SHOW  UST.  SEVaAL ANSWERS POSSIBLE). 
.Having IIJl1fl/ng water.  electri-
city and one's own indoor 
toilet 
.To be able to benefit ll'om 
social welfare when needed. 
such as in  ttle .case of unem• 
p/oyment. sickness. hanc:llcap. 
old age 
.Having suflfdent accomodatton so 
that evetYOne can nave scace to 
2 
themselves  J 
.Having a goOd edr.Jcat1on  . 4 
.Having a car avci/aote .  5 
.Having sufficient leiSure  ffme 
ana me mecns to er1JOY it  6 
.Having a hecrftly c:ier  7 
.  .'-laving cir tear one gooa l'lOtlaav 
c:  year  a 
.Seeing your ccccr :egu· 
!Cny  ; 
..  '-'aving :nenalv r:eigr.ocurs  C 
.3etng ·cote to  gc ct.r 'Niitl 
.'rienas cr tamtiy  X 
..  -!CVlng  :::CSlc  ecuromer.r  sue~ 
cs  ~eirlgercror or  ~eleviSron 
· ser 
Not 
AbstJIIhly 
necasaary 
2JQ 
2 
J 
4 
s 
7 
::: 
'I 211.S.parri c•  ~Yen  o-f~ dent vour M dlstaez.cas 
·  .r QU  V0U1 ·~  7.  CMIME  US1£.  PlUSIEUIS.II£PONSES 
POSSIII.ES)~  .  - . 
'l.AVOir l'eau couiCnte,.l'6iedTtcitt 8t lea toilettes 
dans JOn logement  ·  -
2.Pouvci'·~ftc!af dele~  $Odele en.cas de 
beleln. par exarnj:lle, Ci"tOmage. matadle. invalldltt.  Ylell81!18  .  .  ..  . 
.  3.Avor un logement sutftsarir pour cnacun plJlSS8 avoir 
sa plaea  · 
4.Avor une ccnne instruc::lon 
S.CispC. d'lt'levcxture 
6.AVOIW s.dt!samtnent de toilils et las moyen:s d'  en prollter. 
7  .AVO'I. une allmeriratlon 6QUiDbr!M 
aFcrft- aU meinl une fCis  par an en vacances 
9.Voll r~ement  un. m&clecin 
O.Avotr des VCillnS avec· au les rela11ons SOJit amtcotes 
Y.Avoitl'6o.licement menager de bclse comme le rttrige.; 
.  rataur er Ia rMWion  ·  ·  ·  . 
8.? 
232.Canaines  P&ISOnnes  r't' ont  pc:is  un  revenu  suff'.scnr  er 
c:oivent . corsrc:mmenr  s'imooser.  des  resmc:icns.  Vcus-
mtme. ttes-vcus dCr-4  CS  CcS  ? 
1.  CUi 
2.  Ncn 
0.? 
TREMC  EURO  5 - Q.  166 
101 
2J  l.And. aiTiong  these  t1*JQS- are  tiwNe •  any .  that you don't 
.  have·  01 can nOt benefit Jt'c::m  7  (SHOW SAME. LIST.  SfV&AL 
.·  ANSWERS I'OSSIBI.D.  .  . 
I;HQv;;,g·running watfH'.  electricity and one's OWn  indoor 
toilets.  ·  ·  · 
2To oe atJie to oenetlt .tom soclal.weltare wnen needed. 
such as in  ins. care of  IJiletnp/oyment. ~cknsss. handi-
cap. old ave  .  . 
3.Havtng suttfctent accomodatton  ·sa· ft'lat eve/YO(".e can 
have space to ltlfH'nSelves 
4.Having a good edUCation 
. 5~Having a car avaiJable 
. 6.Havtng suttfcient Jeisue  ttme and tne means to enjoy it 
l.Having a healthy diet 
B)faving at least one good hal/cay a year 
9.Seeing  your doctor regularlY 
O.Havtng friendly neighboutS 
Y.Haviftg basic eauicment such  c:s  refrigerator or 
television set ·  ·  ·  · 
B.? 
232.Some·  pecole. naven·t  sufficient  income  .and  cciw.cnrtv 
·  have to  c:.;t ccc:<  on  wncr  it'IEIY  spend  ..  Cces  ~.';:is  aoc:v 7c 
ycu?  · 
!.  'les, 
2.  No 
0.  ~ 
TRENO  :u/lO 5 • Q.  166 - 102-
233/Je vas veus dEII'TICirlder mantenant de me Parter de·  dltl'~  w Jenl'l CIQeC1S  de varre vie de taus les jours:.' Dons  d'lac;ue. 
cos. veulez me dire s vous trowez c;u· en ce aut conceme 
est  aspect  ae  vorre  vie.  ~o va  bien.  c;a  pourrort  alter 
mleux. c;a ne va pes bien ou que !a na va pes au tout ? 
Pour·  CQ 
101t  Cci ne  ne va 
ca va  alief  va pas pas du 
bien  mleux  bien  tout  ? 
233.Votre mason ou votre appar-
tement  • .. .. • • .. .. .  1 
23&.1.'endroit ou vous hcbitez 
235.Votre revenu .......  . 
236.Le rravcJ que voc.s  tcites 
237 .Vorre nivecu de vie  . . •  1 
231.La fac;"on  dont vous pouvez  • 
ut111set  varre temps de 
loisil$ ............ .. 
239.Vorre dllmenrarlon  ... . 
·, 
2AO.Vos avcnraQes soc:aux en 
ccs ere  mclcele ou a·rrwc· 
lldlte  .. .. .. .. . . .. . .  1 
·241.Vos movers ce :rcrsccrr ;:lOur· 
Ollar  ~avcruer. ~eire cas 
courses  . . . . . . . . . . . . 
242. vorre etcr ce scr.re 
2AJ.La  remcs. ccnr •c~.:~ c:SCcsez 
oour  ~orra ca C'..;e  vc~.:~ cvez 
a  ~crre  . 
244.Vorre rweau ;erercr 
c'ir.srruc::en  er  ce ::::c:· 
!'lCISSCI'lCEI 
· 24S.Lc  c::r.srcerc:tcn cue ,·en o 
a vorre eQcrc 
246.les oc::=srcrs cue vc~.:~ C'VeZ 
ce renconrrer cas gars  1 
2A7.Vos vosrs. 'as  gars ccrs 
vorre cucrrter . . . . . . . . 
2 
2 
·2 
2' 
2 
2 
2' 
2 
2 
2. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
'3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
: 
248.Ccrs vorre  cucrrter  cu village: y  c+il ces  ;ers cur  'vrvenr 
oars 1'\;ne eli i'curre cas srtuarlons survcnres  : ;.;ne  srn.;crtcn 
a· eJCITt!lme  :::ol..vrere.  une  SitUaTion  ·  ae  oouvrere.  ,.:ne 
stuarlon  oU  'is  ·~sauenr  ce  tomoer  cons  !c  :::cuvrere  ? 
(M0HTR£R  LA  USti.' Pt.USIEURS  llEPONSES  POSSIBLES). 
1.  StU arlen a· exrreme ocuvrere 
2.  Situation ce ::auvrere 
J; SltuCTion  cu :is  nscuenr ce tcmber cars •a  ocuvrer~ 
4  ..  ?cs Ce  gars se  7l'Cl.IVCnT  Cons l'une Ce  CEIS  Sli'l.:CriCr.S  . 
0.?_ 
TIZENO  ruRO  5 • Q. ~  MCOIRE: 
I 
Sl  CUI  <RE?0HSES  1 A J  A  LA  QUESTION  248) 
2A9.Ssr-ca  cu'il  vo~.:~ .:::rrrve  ce vor ocr vous-meme ccr:s .:::ue:::?• 
c.:::ncltlors  vrvenr  ·ee~lemenr ces  ;ers  .,  ::.i:-ca  ::ue  :arc 
vcus cmve scl.IVenr.  ;:uercuetcJS ou ~cremenr  ~ 
'. :Cl.IVenT 
2.  ;;uercuetoiS 
3.  ?cremenr 
4.  ~ames 
:J • ., 
TREND  EURO  5 • Q. 221  MOOIAEE 
23311 am goii'IQ to as1c you to tell me abOUt~  aspects 
247.of your daily Ute.  n  eoc:n  case could you ted me whether 
you think this oscect 1s  very good. rauly goOd. fairly bad or 
very bad? 
.  . Fat/·  Fcit-
v., /y  /y  v., 
good good bad  bad  1 
23J  •. Your house or flat 
234.1he neighooumcod wtrera you 
live· ...............  · ..  ·1 
235. Your income  ..........  . 
236. The  worl<  tf'lat you  d_o  : : . . . 
. 237. Your standard of Jiving  . . . . 
238. The  way you are able to use 
your leiSI.Jfe  ttrrie . . . . . . . . . 
239. The  food you eat . . . . . . . . 
240. Your social enlfflements 
snouia you fat/  HI  . • . • • • • •  1  · 
241. Travel  tacflities :t:ere are 
for wofl( or actr.g me snotJ· 
.orng  . , , .......... .  ':.  .  . 
242. 'four s;c:ra of .':eatth  ..... 
24.3. -:r:e  ;tme you .'leva .:::vcr/core 
~o co m1nqs  mar r.av.e. to 
be c:cne  .........  . 
· 244.Ycr.;r  :;;enerc1  :eve1  ot ;cue:::· · 
ticn c:nc :<now1ea;e  . . . :  . . 
245.1r:e  •escecr  ~tier crl".ers nave· 
;cr·you  · ' 
. 24.5. ;;;e  ·  ccocm.mrties •tcu r1ave 
;or meeting .oeoote  . 
247. Your r:ergnbours.  the oeoo1e  ( 
in· the ·  VIC:nity  .  . . . . . . .  . . 
2  J  4  D 
2  3  4  D 
2  3  4  0 
2  J  4  D 
2  3  4  0 
2  3  4  0 
.2  3  4  0 
2  J  4  a 
·~  J  4  0  .: 
~  J  j  ·~ 
..  ,;  ..!.  :; 
..!. 
~  - -
J 
.:  ~  ~  ~ 
2  J  d  ·J 
2  3  4  a 
248.  in  rhe. area wnere  you live.  are  there  :::ecc1e. ·.vnc  dve  ·n 
:;he  ct 'he  ~cilowing situations·..  ameme oovenv.  ::cverrv. 
cr  .1SJ<  ot  fc:ling  !nrc  poverry  ?  (SHOW  UST.  SEVERAL 
ANSWERS x;sSIBLE). 
'·  Exrreme  .ooverry 
2.  Pcverrv 
3.  ,J.rm;K of faDing !nro c=veir'i 
4 ..  'loooay tn -cny of mesa SituaTions 
. ;J,  ~ 
TREND  EUilO 5 - Q. 22tJ  MOO/RED 
IF  YtS  (ANSWEilS  1 TO  J  TO  QUESTfON  248). 
·  Z49.  ::o  vou  aver  ,1cooen  ro  see ·  icr  ~tCt35alf  ct1e  .:::naiticr.s · 
:.maer  wn1cn  ctiese  ;;;)ecore  Jive  ?  aoes··,-nar  .. ;-:ecoen  ro  :tcu 
vr'ten. .;omerimes. vr rarelY ?  · 
7.  Cttan 
2.  Somerimes 
J . .  ?crew 
J. ,'lever 
TREND  EURO  S •  Q..  221  MOOIFIED - lOJ-
S CUL ~USES  l  A ~ A lA QUB1ICN 2AI) 
2!0~ !"CCXII  de  ces  gars.  s'aQII'..ll  ptutOt  ce  gens  ~  ont 
r~ous  ~to. dans leu sitUation  acruetle  ou ce gers <:;ui  y 
sent tomo<ll opres ovoir connu autre chose ? 
1.  Toulours 6te dans leur sitUation acrueue 
2.  sOnt tcmb81 cans teu sitUation  actuelle 
0.? 
liEND EUIO 5 • Q. 222  MODIFIEE 
ATOUS-
251.Parml  les causes suivantes  c:;ul  pewent exp«IQtJer  c:;ue  ces 
gens ·sent  PQ\MEII.  ouedee _  sont  les  trois  plus frOouentes  o 
votre aviS ?  (MOH1REI I.A  LISlE. liOIS REPONS£5  POSSIBLES). 
I. La  dnlinu!t6n de Ia protection sociale 
2.  L~lndltfOrenca entre voiSns 
3.  La maladle  , 
4.  L' tc:tarement des fomiDes 
5.  11s  ont ero etevOs dans un mBieu powre 
.6.  La  pert  f) de I' escrtt de saUdarite dans notre soc:ete 
7.  lis  ont somore dans I'  aleoollsme ou dans Ia  crogue 
8.  lis  SOnt vie11mes d'un Cn6maQe prolong&  · · 
9.  lis hcbitenr une r$gton pawre  ·  · 
0.  Ceta Ment 0  leur_ paresse 
X.  Le  svsr«ne d'6ducat1on n'est pes adept& pour  eux  - . 
Y.  as  ont !rep d'enfant3  a.?.  . 
TREND  EUIO 5 • Q._233  MODIFIEE 
252.Dcrs votre  cual'T1~r ou  ~oTTe villccj~. y a·t-il ptus.  c~.o"Tcnr. ou 
·  moins ae gers pauvres C\J'II  y  a alx ens  ? 
1.  Pus 
2.  Autcnt · 
3.  ~Oil'S 
a." 
TREND  EiJRO  5 • Q..224  MOOlFlEE 
253.?cucuc•  'f  c+l;  t  vorre  CVIS.  ces  .;ens  ~ui  v1ver.r  ::::r.s1 
acrs :e  ::eSCin  ~  Vc1c:  cucrre oc1nicr.s ..  cwe~le esr  ::1wict :o 
vorre? <MONlREJ  LA  CARlE). 
l. c·asr ocrca c:  •  .f:~  ~·:nr pes au ce ·c~cnca 
2.  C'  esT  ::or Ocr esse .~U -~CUVCISe VCICnTe 
3.  C'  asT  OCrCS  Cl.f:t Y C  09CUCOUC d'injunca CC:".S 
norr,  sec:ere  · 
4. c· asf"nevltccte ccr.s I' avoiUtlon  au monee mccerne 
· 5.  Auc:.;ne ce cas  ~om'luies 
0.? 
111£1:fD  EURo  5 • Q. 225 
. 254.Est-ce  cue.  a'ccres  vous,  les  gens  Ol.!i  ;onr  aar.s  cas 
srtucnors  cetevorcoes onr  des  C:"lcnces  ce  s· en  scmr ·  cu 
n'cnt t  ;:eu pres  cucurie c:"lcnce ce s'en _scrrir" 
l. Cnr ces ~cr.cas 
2  ..  'fcnr C\JC'..;ne  c~cnca 
0.? 
Tli£NO  EURO  5 •  Q. 226 
255.Et  !euzs ·  anfC:"lTS.  cm~ls cu non ces C:"lcncas ca s· ari scrnr  " 
1.  Cnr ces ·c:~.cncas 
· 2.  :'ront a ceu pres cucune cncnce 
:J." 
iUND EURO  5 • Q,. 227 ·  MOOIFIEE  .· 
IF YES  ~=;.at;s l 10 J  10 GIISI10N 24JJ 
250.  Agan. tclktlg of these people. wrxJd yoU say 1t'l6y are tor 
ff'le.  mOst  part  people  wno  have  ciWolos  been  In  ttlat 
situation  or are "ttley peope wt'io  have  fallen  into  it otter 
having known somettling better ? 
J.  A/Ways been In  th6ir present Slfi.Jatton 
2.  FOUen  into it after knowing sOmetl"'ing better 
0.?  . 
TREND  EUiiO 5 • Q. 222 MODIRED 
TO  .~LL 
251.  Among  ltle  foHowing  reasi:Jns  Which  might ·.ext:Jiain  wny 
people are poor. •Ntllc/'1  ttlree of them. in  your OPiniOn.  are 
the most common ? (SHOW UST.  THREE  ANSWERS POSSIBtEJ. 
1.  The  social welfare cuts 
2:  The  lack of concem among neigtlboUJS · 
J. Sickness  · 
4.  Family' oreokur:;:s 
5.  They  were brought up in  deprived conditions 
6.  Loss of a· Sf;Jirit  of community in our society 
7. · They  tea into atcollo/lsm or drug abuse 
8.  They are victtms of long tetri1  unemployment 
9.  They  live in a poor area 
0.  This  goes back to ttleir own laziness 
X.  The  educ::ittonat ~em  nor catering for them 
Y.  They nave too ma'ny chilaren 
B.?  . 
TREND  EURO  5 •. Q. 22J MODIFIED 
252.  :n  me area where  you liVe.  ere there more.  the scme.  or 
tewer poor peoo1e_ man there were ren. years ago ? 
·I. :vtcre 
2.  The  scme 
3.  i=ewer 
a.  ?· 
iREND  EURO  S •  Q • .2.24  MODIFIED 
253.  'Niw.  _;,  ·;cur ;;c;r.icn.  ere. ;here .cecc;e ·.Vr.c  Jve  ,....,  ..... eec 7 
i·iere  :::re  four  octntor.s.  ·wnic.'l  .s  ;he  ::::csesr  ~c  (CUrs 
(SHOW  CARD}.  .  -
:. :ecc-..se :-tlev  -:eve ceer. ·.;r.:wc:<y 
2  . .=ec=tJ.Sa  .;t  :'CZJr.ess cr:c tee:<  ~t 'Ntilccwer 
3.' 3ec::::;se  mere is :r.ucr: ir.;ustice  :r.  ::~..:r scc:arv 
.:1 . .  :  ·s  c:-:  :r.ev1rc=te ocrr ot rnccern ;:rcg:ass 
5.  None of -:nese 
0  .  ., 
iREND  EUiiO  5 ·  • Q.  225 
254.  :n  '/CUI octnicn. co  the .cecoJe  who  ere_  ir:  s~c.-:  cecnyea 
c:rc:..;msrcnces  .'".eve ·  c  c.1cnca  of .asc:::ctng  fri::m  .:-r:em  -;r 
neve  ~  •  .,ey virrua;tv no c.'lcnca ::;; asc:::otng  ' 
r.  iheY have a ::.'lcrica 
2.  Atmcsr no  c.1cnca 
·..J.: 
iREND  EURO  5 • Q. 226 
255.Ar.a  c:-:11c:en  ::i  ."hese  ;;ecole.  i'lcve  7".av  :r  -:cr-.  ~·. 
ccccrrur:ttv ro  ger :iur ct rniS  s;t~.;aricn  7' 
;  . .  -fcve =n ccccm.;nrtv 
2  ..  ~ave sc:::rcaw cny oocorrumtv 
a.  ~ 
iREND  EURO  5 • Q. 22i  MODIFIED - 104-
256..EJdst&-t~. 0  votre COli a.a  IC8 un  raven.~ nilntmun garanll 
s:xr 1a1 PQNCIII ~  (dans votre P<l'f'!) ?  CS  OUI). A Qui. 
selon  vaa. ee ravenu  mi"'mum  gcrcntt  est-il  cc:eassble  ? 
(MCH'IIIEI LA  CARIE  ET EHONaR lES  REPONSE). 
1.  A route petSOMe ne clsposant PQS du revenu 
~nmum  · 
2. Seulement aux petscnnes ne dlsposcnt pes du 
r9Yenu  f11inlmum ·  et  rempilssant  certaines  ~ndillons 
d'ac~  tetes QUe I'Oge. rlnce11Vite  professionnelle. un 
l'lcl'ldk:Qp. etc:. 
3. Pes de r9Yenu minimum garantl 
0.  7 
257 ..Esllmez-vous  QUe  les  pouvOits publics  dens votre pays font 
tcut ce QU'IIs  coivenr pour  ces gens ,oeuvres.  fonr  trop  ou 
ne  font pas assaz ? 
1.  Font trop 
2.  font ce QU'lls dOivenr 
3.  Ne fonr pes ossez 
o.? 
1REND  BJRO 5 • Q. 228  MOOIFIEE 
251.Avez-Yous enrenc1u pctler d'une oc:tton de lo Communcute 
europeeme  dens  le  c:omaine  de  Ia ·  lurte  conTTe  :a 
pcuvrete ?  <SI  OUD.  irouvez-vous cue cela sort  une bonne 
d'IOSe · ou  une  mcuvCIS&  c!"lose  que  Ia  Commur:aure 
europeeme s' a~  ..me de Ia lutte centre Ia .oauvrere ? 
1.  Bonne  cnose 
2.  Mauvc:se c..,ose 
3.  Nl  bonne rn  mauvc:se <SPONTANE) 
4. Pes  enrendU pcner  · 
0.? 
A  aiJX  QUI  CNT  ENTENDU  PARlER  OE  l'ACTICN  OE  lA 
COMMUNAUTE.  KPCHSES  1 A l  A  lA QUESTION  25a. 
2Sf.L'ac:1an  ce  :c  C.::mmur.cure  eurcceer.r:e  ccrs  c  ·urre 
cenTre  .c · cc1..vrere  vcU~  ;::crcit-elle  suffiscme  cu  ccs 
sutnscnre  .,  · 
:. 9-Jrf.scr.re 
2.  Pes sut:\scnre 
0.  '? 
260.Et  5I  on  cemcr:cCJr  ~  c:tovens  comma  voU~  ce  ~c:re 
c;uetoue  c:-.ose  ;x,ur  c:mtnuer  carte  ocuvrere  an  ccr.r.cnr 
un peu o'crc;er:r. senez-vous. c'occoro cu ocs c'accorc ? 
1.  O'cccorc 
2.  ?cs a· cccoro 
0.? 
lRIHD  BJRO  5 • Q. 229  MOOIFIEE 
261.  S  en  vous  demcncort  un  peu · ce  ~ames  oaur  vous 
occ..:cer a'eux; senez-vous o'occoro ou pes c'cc::crc '? 
l. D'cccoro 
2.  ?cs a·cc::oro 
0.? 
TREND  EURO  5 • Q. 230 
A  CSJX  QUI  SERAIEHT  O'ACCORD  POUR  DONNER  OU  TEMPS.' 
REPONSE  I A LA  QUESTION  261. 
262.Quet  \;&nre  c'cOV!te  senez-vous  cret  c  eifac:uer  ., 
<MONlRO LA  ustE. PWSIEUIS  REPONSES  POSSIBLES). 
.  1.  ?cirnc:::ler  0 un csnrre o'cc=ueil pour leS  gens oeuvres 
2  Cn;;cntSer  ces c!Smbunons ce vetemenrs 
3.  Conner aes COUIS  :::our  CCPrencre 0  ilre  er 0  ac~re 
4. Alcer 'es  gers oeuvres cons leurs-oemcrc:-.es ccmt-
ntStTanves 
~- :tenere Vlstte a ces oersonnes agees:iset&es 
6.  Aioer ces c:-.emeurs a :rouver un :rcvc11 
-..  ::orr::::cer  .::  .r.e crc;cn•SOT1on  non-go~.;verr.emenrc:e · 
256.Ca1  you  tel  me  wnerner  or  not  1t1ere  1s  a  "**tUn 
Income guaranteed by 1he public authortlles In (COUllry) 7 
(IF  YES). wno  cs tor  cs ycu lcnow Is  entitled to ll'lls minimum 
income  gucranred  ?  (SHOW  CARD  AND  READ  OUT 
ANSWERS). 
I. Anybody wt1o  is not already at  ·ttla mitVmum ncome 
level  . 
2.  Only to those wt1o  are not at ttl8 minimum income 
level and. wt1o  fiJff6  certain SQeicltfc condlttons 
such as their age. unemployment. dSCOdlty. etc. 
J. There  Is rio guarairteed minimun Income 
0.?  . 
257.Do  you thtlk that the ct.Jb6c  authorities in  (country)  do atJ 
that ttlay shoUld for caor JJeocle. do too much. or ao not 
do enough?  · 
1.  Do  too much 
2.  Do what ttlay should 
J.  Do not do enough 
0.? 
·T'IlEND  EUilO 5 • Q. 228  MODIRED 
258.Have you heard of the £uroceon CommurJty tamg ccttcn 
in  ltle  fight  cgcinsr coverrv. ?  (IF  YES>.  ao  ycu  itlii'IK  it  is 
gooc  or  bad  :ttar  ltle  furoceon  Comml.ll'lity  should  ;er 
involVed in  ltle tlgnt agcinsr ;:;overrv ? 
I. Geed 
2. aca 
J. N91ltler gcca ncr t:ac (SPCNTANECIJS) 
4.  C;aven ·  ,•  .>:ecra  c::;our it 
a  ..  ·? 
iO THOSE  'NHO  HAVE  ANSWERED  CUEGCRIES  I,  2.  CR  3 
iO  ~IJESnON 25o. 
259.Cc  ;cu  ;t-.mK  :r.c  ~he  =:::ocean  =.;.-:-;m:..;r.rr,.t  s  =c:r.; 
aficr.;gn  cr ,--;cr  er.ct.:c;n  .n  :·r.e  ;it;nr :::;c:ns; =cver.1  7 
f.  =!1CIJf;f1 
2.  Nor encuq.-: 
a.  : 
260.;.na ,, .;ne  csxea  :;eccre  :ii<e  yc~..;rsert  ~= ==  ;ome:.::r.;  ·.; 
h91o  recuc  a  :;cvenv  ov  ;:vir:g  ;;o  c  :ir.:e  -:-;cr.ev  :.;r  :r::s 
.CIJIPCSa.  ·.vcuia  '!CU ce ·Miling rc ao so  cr .-:c  ~ 
i.  'MUing :o 
2.  Nor 'NI/Ung 
a.? 
TREND  EUilO  5 • Q. 229  MODIFiE::J 
261.'Ncwa  ycu be ·MiOng  :a  grve  uo a  ittte  :;rr:e  .-c  .-:e~o  :;;ccr  -
;:eccre cr nor ' 
!.  'MH/r.g  to 
2 ..  'lor 'NiiDng 
0.  7 
TREND  EIJRO  5  • Q. 230 · 
TO  THOSE  PREPARED  TO  GIVE IJI' .SOME  i1ME.  CCDE  I  iO 
~IJES11CN 261). 
262..'NI'tar sorr .;;t r."'.tr.g  woiJ/d  you be ;:;reocrea  ,oc  cc  ~  (SHOW 
. UST.  SEVERAL  ANSWERS POSS1BLE) • 
:.  i-1910  ;n  a  canrre fer coer ;:;eocte 
2.  Organ/Sa  me cisrneurJcn  of c:omtng 
3.  Give ;esscr.s ;n  reacing cna wniing 
.J.  .'-!910 oocr :;eeote ;n  meir aeallngs ·NTm  :7":e 
curl'tomies  · 
5.  'liSit CIC  .CeC0/6 living CICne 
:; . .  '-1910  unemctcvea ::Jeoore  ro  rlna  c  wcr.< 
.-. .'eKe ::;arr  n :i ·,c:unrcN cr c.-:anracte  :~;cruscnC(I 
. 3.  ::::her (SPEC:FYJ I 
'I 
I 
2Q.Avec:  ~·de  C8S. deux  OOinonr  M....,cxa  re  p11.a 
d·oceord au ~et  .de notre SOCIM6? CMON'IR£R  LA  CAllE). 
r.  Dans ·notre soc!Attl, les  riches sont de piUs· en plus 
rlc:"les  et ies pcnMes de plus en plus pauvras 
2.  Dans none societlt. J y a de molns en ·motns  de dlt· · 
,  t6tences de revenus entre res. riches et res pouvres 
0.? 
. ,. 
105 
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263.  WNcl!  of the  folowing  two  opWons aboCJi .  OCI society 
.  comes dOie!St to .your own view 1 (SHOW OlD) 
1.  ln. oUI' :SOc:ery  ttl& ricl'l  get ricl'ler and the t:JOor get 
poorer 
·  2.  1n  our sodety~there is tess ana tess cJffference 
in income between the neil ana ttl& poor 
0.  1 Toutes  les donn&es  relatives  aux  Euro-Baro•~tres 
sont  d&pos&es  aux  "Belgian  Archives  for  the  So~ 
cial  Sciences",  (1,  place  Montequieu,  B-1348 
Louv~in-la-Neu~e). Elles  sont  tenues  ~  la dispo-
sition  des  organisaes  membres  du  European  Con-
sortiu•  for  Political  Resea~ch  (Essex),  du  In-
ter-University  Consortium  for  Political  and  So-
cial  Research  (Michigan)  et des  chercheurs  jus-
tifiant d1un  interet. de  recherche. 
Pour  tous  renseignements  sur  les  etudes  d1opi-
nion • publique  faites a 11 initiative de  la Coll-
•ission  des  Co•munautes  europeennes,  ecrire a 
Karlheinz  REIF,  "Sondages,  recherches,  analyses, 
200,  rue  ~e la Loi,_  B-1049  Bruxelles. 
(*)  Les  douze  instituts  charges  de  ces  sondages 
sont  representes  par  la societe  THE  EURO-
PEAN  OMNIBUS  SURVEYS  s.c.,  dont  le  comite 
de  direction  comprend  :  Jan  Stapel  (NIPO, 
Amsterda•),  Norman  Webb  (GALLUP  INTERNATIO-
NAL,.  Londres),  Hel;ne  Riffault  et  Jean~ 
Fran~ois Tchernia  (FAITS  &  OPI~IONS,  Paris) 
et  Nicole  Jamar·  (THE  EUROPEA~  O~NIBUS SUR-
VEYS,  Bruxelles). 
(**)  Le  sonciage  en  ~orthern  Irelanci.  est  fait  en 
co llaooratlon  par  Irish  Marketing  Surveys 
et  Soci ai  Surveys  (Gallup  Poll). 
106 
106All  Euro-Barouter ctata  are  stored at the Bel-
gian  Archives  for  the  Social Sciences  (1,  Place 
Montesquieu,  B-1348  Louvain-La-Neuve).  They  are 
at  the  disposal  of  all  institutes  •e•ber~ of 
the  European  Consortium  for  Political Research 
(Essex),  of  the  Inter-University Consortium  for 
Political  and  Social  Research  (Michigan)  and 
all  those  interested  in  social  science  re-
search. 
For  alL  inforaation  regarding  opinion  surveys_ 
carried  out  for  the  C01111ission  of  the  European 
Communities,  please  write  to  Karlheinz  REIF, 
"Surveys,  Researches,  Analyses",  200  rue  de  la 
Loi,  B-1049  Brussels. 
The  twelve  institutes  which  carried out  these 
surveys  are  represented  by  THE  EUROPEAN  OMNIBUS 
SURVEYS  s.c.,  of  which  the  board  aiesbers  are  : 
Jan  Stapel  (NIPO,  Amsterdam),  Norman  Webb  (GAL--
LUP  INTERNATION~L.  London),  Hel;ne  Riffault  and 
·Jean-Fran~ois Tchernia  (FAITS  ET  OPINIONS;  Pa-
ris)  and  ~itole  Jamar  (THt  EUROPEAN  OMNIBUS 
SURVEYS,  Brussels). 
The  ~lorthern  Irelanci  survey  lS  conauc.:ed  joint-
ly  by  Irish  Marketing  Surveys  and  Social  Sur-
veys  (:lalluo  Doll). 
ECHANTILLONNAGE/SAMPLING 
L'oojectif  de  -la  ~ithode d''chantillonnage  est 
de  couvrir  de  fa~on  repr~sentative la  totalitj 
·de  l~  population  ~~je de  15  ans  et  plus,· des 
douze  pays  de  la  Communaut~ jlargie.  L'~chantil­
lonnage  de  chaque'pays  est  constitu~ i  deux  ni-
veaux  : 
1°)  Regions  et.localites d1enquete 
L'enquete 
des  douze 
ci-jointe) 
a  lieu  sur  !'ensemble  du  territoire 
pays,  soit  138  fi~ions.  (Voir  liste 
Chaque  pays  a  constitue  aleatoirement  un  ~chan­
tillon-maYtre  de  localites  d
1 enqu~te,  de  telle 
sorte  que  toutes  les  catego~ies d'habitat  scient 
representjes  proportionnellement  l  leurs  popula-
tions  resoectives.  .  ' 
Au  total,  les  interviews  ont  lieu  dans  environ 
1.350  points  d'enqu~te. 
ihe  samole  ~as  Jeen  ciesigned  to  Je  reoresenta-
tive  o¥  the  total  population  agea  !5  years  and 
over  of  the  t~elve  countries  of  :ne  enlarged 
Co~munity.  In  each  country  a  two  stag~ sampling 
method  is  used  : 
1°)  Geographical  distribution 
The  survey  covers  the 
twelve  count-ries  1.e. 
ched  list) 
whole  territory  of  the 
138  regions~ (See  atta-
In  each  co~ntry a  ra~dom selection  or  samoling 
points  is  ~acie  in  such  a  way  that  ail  types  of 
area  (urban,  rural,  etc •• )  are  represented  in 
proportion  to  thelr populations. 
The  interviews  are  distributed  in  ~ore or  iess 
1.350  sampling  points. 
. f. 
I 
I,. 
l 
'·· 
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2o)  Cboix  des  personnes  interrogees 
Les  personnes  interrogees  sont  toujours  diffe-
rentes  d'une  enquete  a !'autre.  L1echantillon-
mattr~  aleat~ire  evoque  c~~dessus  indique  le 
nombre  de  pers~nnes a interroger a chaque  point 
.  d~enquete.  Au  st~d~ suivant,  l~i  pe~sonnes a in-· 
terroger sont  _desi~n.es  :  · 
- ~oit  par  un  tirage  a~ sort  sur liste  dans  les 
pays  o~ on.peut  avoir  ac~~~ a des  listes  ex-
haustives ~ 1 indivldus ou  de  fo~ers  :  Danemark, 
Lu~e1bourg,  Pays-Sa~; ; 
- soit,par echantillonnage stratifie sur la pase 
des  s_tatistiques  de  recenseaent,  l 1echantil-
lon  e,tant . construit a partir des  cri teres  de. 
sexe,  age  et  profession  :  Belgique,  France, 
Italie,  Royaume-Uni,  Irlande ; 
- soit  par  ane  Jethode  combinant·les  deux'prece~ 
dentes  (che~inement systematique)  Allesagne, 
.  Gr~ce,  Espagrie,  Portugal. 
Peculation  ( 1) 
9 
OK 
0 
Gi\ 
~ 
IRL 
L 
NL 
UK 
CE/EC  10 
E 
? 
CE/EC  12 
Milliers 
/Thou-
sands 
7.924 
4.133 
51.466 
.  7. 715 
42.851 
2.455 
-44.438 
300 
11.400 
45.207 
217.889 
28.854 
7.314 
254.057 
% 
. CE/EC 
10 
. 3  •. 54 
1. 90 
23.52 
3.54 
19.57 
1.13 
20.39 
.14 
5.23 
20.75 
' 
% 
CE/EC 
12 
3.12 
1. 62 
_20.25 
3•04 
16.87 
.97 
11.49 
.12 
4.49 
17.79 
. 85.77 
100.00 
Il  est  raopele  que  l'es  resuitats  obtenus  par 
sondage  sont  des_  ~stimations  d~nt  le  de9re  de 
certitude  et  de  pr~cision de!)end,  toutes  chos~s 
igal~s  d13illeurs,  du  n6~bre  dei  individus  cons-
tituant 1 1echantillon.  /Av~c des  4chantillons  ~e 
l 1ordre  de· 1.000,  on  admet  generale~ent  qu'une 
diFFerence  ~nferieur~  I  cinq  pour  cent  entre 
deux  pour-:entages  est  au-dessous  du  niveau  ac-
ce~table  de  confiance. · 
TTI  1·5  ans  et  plus.  I  15  years  and  over. 
(2)  -"lo111bre  d1interviews.  /  Number  of  interviews. 
2•), Choice  of  respo~dents 
For  each  survey  different  indi vidua_ls  are  in-
te_rviewed  in  the  . 11aster  salple ·of  sampling 
point  described  above.  Within  th~se sa1pling 
points  the  individuals to  be  interviewed  are 
· chosen 
- either  at  rando•  fro•  the  population  or  elec-
toral  lists  in  those  couhtries  ~here··access 
to  suitable  listi of  _individuals  or  house-. 
hol.ds  is  possible  Oenaark,  · Luxubourg, 
Neth~r  land's  ; 
- or  by  quot.a  sa11pling. ·In these  cases  the  quo-
tas  are  established  by  sex,.  age  and  occupa-
tion  on  th~ basis  of  ce~sus data  :  this  sys-
tea  is  used  in·  Belgiu11,  France,  Italy, 
United-Kingdom,  Ireland·; 
- or  by  a  method  co1bining  the  two  precedent 
ones  (  11rand011  route").  :  Geruny,  Greece, 
Spain,  Portugal. 
Echant~llons/ 
Sa11ples  ( 2) 
(Euro-Barom~tre ·no  31A} 
. 1. 028 
·.1.000 
1.202 
1. 000 
1.-040 
1 ;016 
1. 011 
301 
·970 
1~248 
9. 827  . 
1. 003 
1.000 
11.819 
'  .· 
· Dates 
( Euro-Barometre  n°  31A) 
21/06  au  03/07/1989 
19/06  au  03/07/1989 
19/06  au  04/07/i989 
19/0~ a~  03/07/1989 
19/06  au  04/07/1989 
19/05  au  03/07/1989 
19/06  au  01/07/1989 
20/06  au  10/0.7/1989 
19/06  au  03/07/1989 
19/06  au  :.0/07/1989 
19/06  au  10/07/1989 
19/06  au  03/07/1989 
19/06  au  03/07/1989 
19/06  au  10/07 /1989' 
Readers  are  ruinded  that sample  survey results 
are  _estimations,  the  degree  of  c~rtainty  and 
precision  of  which,  everything  being-kept  equal 
rests  upon  the  number_of  cases.  ~ith  samples  of 
about·· 1. bOO,  it is  generally  adllli tted  that.  a 
~ercentage  difference  of  .less  than  five  per 
-:ent  is  below  the  acceptable  level  of  confi-
denca. BELGIQUE/BELGIE 
Ylaus gevest 
R~gioit Mallonne 
B~uxelles/Brussel 
An twe rpen 
Brabant 
Hainaut 
Liege 
Li•burg 
Luxubourg 
Naliur 
Oos t-Vl aanderen 
West-Vlaanderen 
BUIDtSREPUBlii 
DEUTSCHUID 
Schleswig-Holstein 
lla•bu!"g 
lierde~sachsen 
Sraunsch<Jeig 
Hannover 
Liineburg. 
Weser-Ess 
Bruen 
lordrhei._Vestfalen 
Dusseldorf 
Koln 
14iinster 
Det:11old 
Arnsberg 
Hess en 
Darutadt 
Kassel 
Rheinland-Pfalz 
Kobhnz 
Trier 
Rheinhessen-Pfalz 
Baden-WUrtte•be~g 
Stuttgart 
!<arlsruhe 
Freiburg 
Tubinqen 
Bay ern 
Oberbayern 
:li  ede rbayern 
Oberpfalz · 
Oberfr·anken 
IIi ttelfranken 
Unterfranken 
Schwaben 
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Saarland 
Berlin  (West) 
DAIIIAJII  · 
Jylland 
Sjaelland 
Fyn 
_  FRAIC£  . 
Ile de  France 
Bassin  parisien 
Champagne-Ardennes 
Picardie 
Haute-Nornndie 
Centre 
Basse-Norundie · 
Bourgogne· 
lord-Pas  de  Calais 
Est 
Lorraine 
Alsace 
Franche-Comte 
Ouest  . 
ITlLIA 
lord-Ovest 
Piuonte 
(Valle  d' Aosta) 
Liguria 
Loabardia 
lord-£st 
Trentino-Alto  Adige 
Veneto 
Friuli-Venezia Giulia 
Eailie-Roaagne 
Centro 
Toscane 
U•bria 
Marc he 
lazio 
_Ca•pania 
Abruzzi-llolise 
Abruzzi 
ltolise 
Sud 
Puglia 
Basilicata. 
Calabria 
Sicilia" 
Sardegna 
UIITED  II:II&DOII 
lorth 
Yorkshire  and  Hu•berside 
East  llidlaads 
East  Anglia 
South-East 
South-Mest 
West ·llidlaads 
lortb-hst 
Wales 
Scotland 
lorthern Ireland 
EL£1$. 
Kentriki  Ellas  kai 
Evia 
Peloponnissos 
Ionioi  Nissoi 
Ipiros 
Thessalia 
Makedonia 
Thraki 
Nissoi  Aigaiou 
Krit:. 
Pays  de  la  Loire 
Bretagne 
Poitou-Charentes 
Sud-Ouest 
Aquitaine 
LUXERBOUR6  (GRAID-DUCHE)  ESPAIA 
. :o!idi-Pyr enee s 
liaousin 
Centre-Est 
Rhone-Alpes 
Auvergne 
Jl~diter~ade 
[anguedoc-Roussillon 
Provence-Alpes-CSte 
(Corse) 
!RELAID 
Donegal 
North  West 
North  East 
\!lest 
.~idlands 
East 
Mid  West 
South  E.as t 
.South  West 
d'Azur 
lEDER LAlD 
loord-lederland 
Groningen 
Friesland 
Oren the 
Oost-lederland 
Overijssel 
Gelder land 
West-lederland 
Utrecht 
Noord-Holl and 
Zuid-Holland · 
Zeeland· 
Zuid-lederland 
~loord-Br  abant 
Lhburg 
Noreste 
Levance 
Sur 
Centro 
Noroeste 
Norte 
PORTUGAL 
Grande  Lisboa 
Grande  Porto 
Lit oral 
Interior Norte 
Interior Sul· 
) - 109-
INSTITUTS  ~HARGES.DU SONDAG£  ET  SPECIALISTES  RESPOISABLES. 
INSTITUTES  WHICH  CARRIED  OUT.  THE  SURVEY  AND  EXPERTS  II  CHARGE· 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  DIMARSO  N.V.  . Luc  SCHULPEN  ~~~~ 322.215.19.30 • 
T~lex  046.~4577 
Telef~x  322.218.00.99 
.  OAIIIIARI 
. O£UTSCHUID 
ELLAS. 
..  ;· 
ESPANA 
.FRAIICE 
·IRELAND 
IT ALIA 
LUXEMBOURG· 
NEDERLAND 
PORTUGAL 
78  Boulevard  La1ber1ont 
8-1030  - BRUXELLES 
GALLUP  MARKEDSANALYSE  A.S. 
Ga.•el  Vartovvej  6, 
.  OK-2900  HELLERUP,  -COPENHAGEN 
E!INID-INSTITUT  G1bH 
:aodelschwi~ghstrasse  23~25a 
0~800 BIELEFELD  1 
ICAP  HELLAS  S.A. 
64  Queen  Sophia  Avenue 
GR-115  28  ATHENS 
INTERGALLUP 
P0  de  la  Castellana,  72-1° 
E-280046  t4ADRID 
INSTITUT,riE  SONDAGES  L~~IALLE 
6-a  ~ue  du  4 Septembre 
F:32130  ISSY-LES-~OULI~E~UX 
iRISH  ~ARKETING SURVEYS.Ltd 
19-ZO  Jpper  Pemb~oke  Str!e~ 
iRL-JUBLIN  2 
!STITUTO  PEil  LE  RICEilCHE  STAT-!ST!CHE  ~ 
L'~~ALISI DElL'OPI~IONE  ?UBBL!C~ .(DOXA) 
Via  ?aiiizza  7, 
!-201/oi.  :HLAilO  . 
I~STI!UT  LUXE~BOURGEOIS DE  RECHERCHES 
SOCIALES  (ILRES) 
5,  rue  du  ~arche~aux-Herbes 
GO- 1728  LUXENBOURG 
. llEOERLANDS  INSTITUUT  VOOR  DE  PUBLIEKE 
OPiniE  (NIPO)  B.V. 
Westerdokhuis,  Barentzplein  7 
NL-1013~AHSTERDAM 
~ORMA - Sociedade. de  Estudos  para  o 
Desenvolvime·nto:  de  Emoresas,  S.A.R.L. 
Rua  ~arques  de  Fronteira,  76 
?-1000  LISBOA 
Rolf  RANORUP 
Walter  TACKE 
Tel.  451.29.88.oo 
Telex·  055.15180 
T~lefax  451.18.24.66 . 
Tel.  49.521~260.010 
Klaus-Peter  SCHOEPPNER  Telex  ·041. 932B33 
Franz  KILZER  . telefax  49.521.260.01.5~ 
Anthony  LYKIAROOPOULOS  Tel.  301.722.56.51 
Tilemachos  DIB  Telex  0601.215736 
Jaiae  MIQUEL  ADRADA 
Luis  PAMBLANCO 
A_lbert  LAVIALLE 
Diane  :.IOUTHON 
Charles  COYLE 
·~ary  30YCE 
.~nnio  SALAMON 
.U fonso  de 1 '-1£ 
Lou.is  :~EVIS 
Charles  !-!ARGUE 
Arnold  ~EIJTLANOT· 
14artin  JONKER 
Haria  BACALHAU  . 
./ 
· • Telefax  301.722.02.55 
Tel.  J41.262.52.S4 
Telex  052.87804 
Telefax  341.563.22.25 
Telex  20515.: 
rei.  353.175.11.96 
Tilex  · 0500.20517 
Telefax  353.l7_6.J8. 77 
Tel.  J92.~8.19.33~2o 
Telex·  321.101 
. Telefax  392.~8.19.32.35 
T~l.· 352;47.30.21. 
T~1ex  0402.o045B 
Telefax  352.45.26.20 
T~l.  J1.20.2io,38.44 
Telex  044.14514 
Telefax  31.20.25.43.75 
Tel.  351.1.76.75.J4 
Telex  040~.J2604 
Telefax  J5!.1.773.948 
UNITED  KINGDOII  SOCIAL  s'uRVEYS  (GALLUP  POLL) 
202  Firichley  Road, 
. ~orman  ·~E3B 
·  ~ober't  'IIYBR0\11 
ret.  l.~l. 794.J4.or  ~· 
Telex  :  051.?51712 
Tel~fax  441.~31.02.52  ~K - LONDON  NWJ  5Bl 
Coordination  internationale/International  coordination 
Helene  RIF~AULT ,.  Jean-~r:an~ois  TCHERriiA 
FAITS  ET  OPINIONS 
25,  rue  Cambon,  F-75001.  PARIS 
i•l.  331.42~96.41.55 - Telex  214189  - Telefax  331.42~50.40.53 